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PREFACE. 

THE present edition is intended primarily for school-boys, 
particularly those who are reading Homer for the first time; 

for this reason the grammatical forms and constructions, and 
metrical peculiarities, are treated with some detail in the Notes, — 

which naturally command far more attention than references to 

an Introduction, too often disregarded. 

At the same time, with the view of making the book useful 

to more advanced students, I have followed Mr. Sidgwick’s 

example in placing the notes on Epic forms within square 
brackets, so that they-can be easily passed over. The more 

advanced etymological and grammatical notes, intended for 

such readers, I have thought best to put in the form of sup- 

plementary notes at the foot of the page, lest beginners should 
waste time over them. I have sought to give the reasons for 
peculiar etymological and metrical phenomena, which will 

account for the frequent appearance in the Notes of the 

characters F and /. 

The fulness of the Notes makes a long Introduction unde- 

sirable; so instead of a very brief and imperfect sketch of 
Homeric Grammar generally, I have thought it best to give a 

short Summary of the grammatical matter of this book, which 
will serve practically asan Index to the forms and constructions 

which occur, referring those who require:'a more complete and 
systematic introduction to Homer generally, to the excellent 

editions of single books which have followed a different plan, 

and which are fortunately within everyone’s reach. 
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The text given is that of La Roche’s edition of 1867, which 

I have only departed from once (in bracketing an undoubtedly 
spurious line). I have not felt free to change La Roche’s 
spelling of particular words, as déropijéas, dopa, for that com- 
monly received, as his reading is always supported by the 

highest ancient authority. Similarly in the case of forms like 
qwetpovde, which La Roche edits jretpov 8. - I have always 

called attention to such forms in the Notes, showing the 

common spelling, lest any confusion should arise. 
In accentuation, also, I have followed La Roche (whose 

few variations from the ordinary rules are duly noted in the 

Introduction), except in the case of merely traditional accents, — 

like épd of, which cannot well be reduced to rule, and would 

prove perplexing. 

I have consulted the commentaries of Nitsch, Ameis, Merry 

and Riddell, and Prof. Mayor, whose excellent edition of Book 9 

' covers quite distinct ground from the present one. I need 

hardly apologise for my frequent quotations from the Transla- 

tion of Messrs. Butcher and Lang, which for beauty of 
language, combined with fidelity, cannot be surpassed, and 
should be carefully studied by all who wish to acquire a good 

style of Homeric translation. Everything taken directly from 
it is indicated by the letters B. L., but many more translations 

are doubtless suggested by reminiscences of it. 
I have given frequent references to Prof. Goodwin’s Syrtax 

of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb, which treats the 
verbal constructions more logically and with fuller examples 
than any similar work in our language. | 

For etymology I am indebted chiefly to Curtius’s Principles 
of Greek Etymology, Elucidations of the Greek Grammar, and 

Greek Verb: also to Seiler’s Homerische Worterbuch. 1 have 
given no references to Curtius’s books; their very full indices 
rendering such unnecessary. 
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-Most of the abbreviations used in the Notes are either 
familiar or self-evident, such as those representing the names 

» Of Moods, Tenses, Cases, Parts of Speech, &c. The less 

, obvious ones are here given : 

abs. absoluce ; foll., following ; 
acc. to, according to ; hist., Azstorical ; 

-apod., apodosis ; irreg., irregular ; 

app., apparent ;. n., 2708e ; 

beg., Jesinning ; obj., objective ; 
cf., confer, i.e. compare ; opp., opposed ; 

conj. conjunction ; orig., original or originally; 
conn., consected ; prob., probably ; 

contr., contracted ; ; rel., relative ; 

der., derived; sc., scilicet ; 

diff. different ; : Skr., Sanskrit; 

equiv., equivalent ; Seq., SéQuence ; 

“ esp., especially ; sq., sequentia. 
etym., etyuzology ; subj. sedjinetive; 
exc., except ; 





INTRODUCTION. 

Homer. 

‘ ABouT Homer himself nothing whatever is known. In ancient 

times, seven or more cities claimed the honour of being his 

birth-place. Tradition speaks of him as a blind itinerant bard 

of Asia Minor, who composed the “Iliad” and “Odyssey,” 
and shorter poems called the “ Hymns ;” and the historian 
Herodotus was of opinion that he lived not more than four 

centuries before himself, z.e., about the middle of the gth cen- 

tury, B.c.. But (1), in the poems themselves there is no proof 

whatever of Homer’s blindness, and the vagueness of his 
allusions to colour is very doubtful evidence ; (2), even from 

ancient times there has been a strong opinion, supported by 

considerable evidence, that the “Iliad” and. “ Odyssey” are 

the work of two distinct authors, living at different periods ; (3), 

there are good reasons for believing that Homer was not a 

Greek of Asia Minor, but of the Peninsula, and that he lived at 

a very much earlier period than Herodotus supposed—namely, 

before the Dorian Revolution, or Return of the Heracleidae. 

The chief of these reasons (given by Mr. Gladstone, in his 
Primer of Homer) is, that the men, manners, and institutions 

which Homer describes with such vividness and detail, were 

essentially Achaian, ceased to exist as such upon the Dorian 

Revolution, “and could hardly have been reproduced by a 

poet remote from them in time, especially when there were no 

aids of literary and historical record.” As to the name, it is 

very generally admitted that it is not personal, but conven- 

tional, and means “the Compiler ” (6j00-dpw) or “ the Author.’ 
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Tue Porms. 

The Iliad and Odyssey used to be recited publicly at 

the Great Games by professionals, called paywdot (see note on 
422), one particular guild of whom in Chios claimed the name 

of Homeridae. They do not seem to have been edited till the 
time of Pisistratus, tyrant of Athens, about the middle of the 

6th century, B.c., after which many editions, some of them 

State editions, came out, especially after the founding of the 

great library at Alexandria, B.c. 283. The most important 
editors were Zenodotus, who divided the Iliad and Odyssey 
into books; Aristophanes, of Byzantium; and Aristarchus 

(middle of the 2nd century 8.c.), the greatest critic of ancient 

times, whose authority on the text of Homer carries most 
weight to this day. 

The “ Iliad” and “ Odyssey ” were classed by the Alexan- 

drians among a number of poems called the “ Epic Cycle” 

(xtxdos), No less than six of these, attributed to Arctinus, 

Stasinus, Lesches, Agias, and Eugammon, treat of the Trojan 

Legends; the rest refer to other mythological subjects. 

Some of them were probably very ancient; others later 
imitations. . 

THE Homeric QUESTION. 

The arguments of the Chorizontes, or Separators (who first 

arose about roo B.c.), against unity of authorship, are summed 

up in Mr. Gladstone’s Primer of Homer, as based on— 

(1.) Difference of grammatical forms. 
(2.) Differences in the narrative. . 

(3.) Differences in the religious department. - 
(4.) Differences in the manners, the political and social 

picture. 

Of these, the last two heads are by far the most important. 
Under (3) it is remarked that Iris is the divine messenger in 
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the Iliad; Hermes in thé Odyssey. Hephaestus is the hus- 
band of Charis in the Il.; of Aphrodite in the Od. Helios, 
the Sun, is hardly regarded as a distinct divinity in the IL. ; 

but is active and important in the Od., &e. Mr. Gladstone 

answers that in the two works the poet is not dealing with the 
same scenes and races—that in the Od. he passes beyond the 

limits of the well-known, or Achaian world ; so that the mytho-- 
logical differences are a conscious reproduction of the national 
varieties of religion. 

As to (4), it is said that in the Il. we see the feudal system 

in full force ; while in the Od. the kings hold popular assem- 

blies. In the Il. the kings are genuine warriors; but in the 

Od. some of them engage in commerce. Mr. Gladstone 
replies that “camp life is one thing, civil life is another,” and 

that these diversities ‘belong to the nature of the scenes 

pourtrayed.” The positive arguments for unity of authorship 

which he advances are briefly these :—1) the improbability 
that two poets of such rank should have existed ; (2) the cor- 

respondence of the poems in great outlines; and (3) their 

minute and undesigned coincidences, in strong contrast with 

all the other known poems of antiquity.* 

Modern criticism, beginning with the German scholar Wolf, 

who published his Prolegomena to Homer in 1795, has gone 

much further than the Chorizontes. Briefly expressed, Wolf’s 

thesis was that the Homeric poems were not originally com- 

posed in their present form, but as short unconnected lays, 
easily transmitted by memory, but subsequently combined into 
groups, and when finally welded together into complete poems 

by Homer, “ the Compiler,” written down and edited by order 

* The doctrine of unity of authorship has been ably defended by other 
eminent scholars, notably by Dr. Hayman, in his edition of the Odyssey 
I-XII. 
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of Pisistratus. His chief argument was that poems of such 

length could not be composed or transmitted without writing, 

and that the art was unknown at the time of their original 
composition. 

It is now generally admitted that writing, if known at all 
(there are only two vague references to it in the poems), was 

certainly not available at that time for the transcription of long 

compositions. But, on the other hand, the transmission of the 

poems by memory alone is proved to be no impossibility ; 
while the fact that Solon prescribed a regular order for the 

recitation of the poems, favours the opinion that they existed in 
some definite form before the recension of Pisistratus. 

Many newer theories have been framed about the Iliad. 

Lachmann resolves it into eighteen separate lays, by different 

authors ; Grote into two Epics, an original Achilleis and a 

later Iliad, which were somehow welded together. Conjecture 

has dealt far less freely with the Odyssey, as its unity of design 
and subject are much more apparent; even it, however, has 

been resolved by German ingenuity into an Odyssey and a 

““Telemachy.” Prof. Geddes, of Edinburgh, supposes* two 

poets, an Achillean and an Odyssean, who are responsible for 

those portions of the Iliad respectively in which Achilles or 

Odysseus is prominent ; but the latter alone for the Odyssey.. 

In any case, there can be little doubt that the [liad and | 

Odyssey, whether by the same or by different authors, were not 

the first beginnings of poetry in Greece, but arose out of a set 

of older and shorter Epics, possibly out of an early ballad 
literature. The allusions in the Il. and Od. to bards of the 

Trojan period, ¢.g., Phemius and Demodocus, as well as other 

unconnected legends, show that many such lays must have 

been recited long before, whether the ballad was the oldest 

*In his book, ‘ Zhe Problem of the Homeric Poems.” 
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form of poetry, or the ceremonial hymns of priests, as seems 

more likely. The very polish and beauty of the poems show 

that the art of poetry must have been highly elaborated already, 
and the artificial character of ‘the dialect points to the same 
conclusion. 

Diatect or Homer. 
It is important to observe that Homer’s language is not so 

much a spoken dialect as a literary style. It is usually called 
Epic, sometimes Old Ionic, as its general character is 
undoubtedly Ionic, but it presents Aeolic peculiarities as well, 

and what is still more remarkable, old and later forms of the 

same words side by side; e.g. the Inf. in -enevar -epev and -ew; 
the Subj. in -op: and -wo, gorda and -ys, -qou and -y; the Gen. in 

-o1o and -ov; Dat. pl. in -ero. and -o.,&c. In this latter respect, 

as Mr. Monro points out,* our English poetical style affords 

a striking parallel: thus it allows the archaic 3rd sing. 

in -eth, past tense in -éd, the pronouns ¢hou, thee and ye, 

the possessives mine and thine for my and thy, & 

. Evidently, as with us, the influence of the archaic forms and 

phraseology made itself felt in the literature of the time, with- 

out excluding the forms of the actually spoken language. This 

consideration also accounts for the stock epithets and oft- 

recurring phrases, many of which can hardly have been used 

with a conscious and definite meaning. 

; THE ODYSSEY. 

The subject of the Odyssey is the Return of Odysseus to 

Ithaca, and his vengeance on the Suitors of his wife Penelope. 

His wanderings on the homeward voyage, after the capture of 

Troy, occupied 10 years ; but the action of the poem is limited 
to 40 days. 

* In his edition of Iliad 1. (Clar. Press). 
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It begins with a divine decree for his departure from. the 
isle Ogygia, where the nymph Calypso had detained him, sore 

against his will, seven years. Meanwhile, his son Telemachus 

is incited by Athena to sail in search of his father (Bk. 1). 

Accompanied by Athena, in the form of Mentor, he visits 

Nestor at Pylos (Bk. 2). Thence he proceeds to Sparta, and 

is kindly received by Menelaus and Helen (Bk. 3), from whom 

he learns of his father’s detention in Ogygia. The Suitors 
piot to waylay and kill Telemachus on his return (Bk. 4). At 

the bidding of Zeus, Calypso at last allows Odysseus to sail for. 

home. Shipwrecked by Poseidon, he is miraculously saved, 

and lands on the country of the Phaeacians (Bk. 5). He is 
discovered by the king’s daughter Nausicaa, and conducted to 
the city (Bk. 6). He is graciously received by King Alcinous 

(Bk. 7), receives his promise of an escort to Ithaca, and, at his 

request (Bk. 8), recounts his adventures since the fall of Troy: 

—the fight with the Cicones, visit to the Lotophagi, blinding 

of the Cyclops (Bk. 9); visit to Aeolus, destruction of fleet by 

the Laestrygones, and adventures with Circe (Bk. 10); his 

voyage to the infernal regions, where he learns his future from 
the shade of Teiresias, and sees many old friends (Bk. 12) ; 

his escape from the Sirens, and the destruction of his ship and 
comrades for their sacrilege in killing the sacred kine of Helios, 

in Thrinacia, concluding with his own landing on Calypso’s 
. isle (Bk. 12). He is then carried by a Phaeacian ship to Ithaca 

(34th day from the beginning of the poem) and disguised as an 

old beggar by Athena (Bk. 13). He is kindly treated by his 

faithful swineherd Eumaeus (Bk. 14), while Telemachus, 

warned by Athena, returns from Sparta, avoiding the Suitors’ 

ambush (Bk. 15); meets and recognises his father. They plan 

revenge on the Suitors (Bk. 16). Odysseus enters his palace 

as a beggar, and is roughly treated by Antinous (Bk. 17) ; forced 

to fight the beggar Irus, and again insulted by the Suitors, who 
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lavish gifts upon Penelope (Bk. 18). Unrecognised by the queen, 

he is almost revealed by his old nurse Eurycleia (Bk. 19). 

Next day is a feast of Apollo; Odysseus suffers fresh insults, 

and the gods send omens of judgment (Bk. 20). Penelope 

consents to marry the Suitor who can perform feats with her 

husband’s bow, When all fail, the bow is at last handed to 

its owner, who with ease performs the required feats (Bk. 21). 

He then reveals himself, and shoots down Antinous and others 

of the Suitors. Telemachus procures arms, and, aided by 

Athena, they destroy all that remain (Bk. 22). Odysseus is 

recognised by Penelope (Bk. 23) and meets his father Laertes. 

Their struggle with the kinsmen of the Suitors is stopped by 

intervention of Zeus (Bk. 24.) 
Books 9-12 were in ancient times called ’AAkivou arédoyor, 

‘the story told to Alcinous.” . 

LANGUAGE. 

The grammatical forms and constructions having been 

already rather fully referred to in the notes, a systematic intro- 

duction to Homeric Grammar would make this volume too 

large. I will therefore merely recapitulate, in the form of a ~ 

summary, the principal Epic forms and constructions which 

actually occur in Book 9, referring the student who desires 

fuller information on Epic Accidence to the notes in the 

Student's Greek Grammar, or the summary at the end of 
Abbott’s Greek Accidence ; and for both Accidence and Syntax 

to Mr. Merry’s admirable books ;* to Mr. Sidgwick’s very lucid 

sketch of the Language of Homer in his edition of Iliad, Bks. 

x and 2; and to the most systematic and comprehensive Zssay 
on Homeric Grammar in Mr. Monro’s edition of Il. x (Clar. 

Press). 

* School edition of the Odyssey (2 vols.) ; Odyssey, Bk, 23; Specimens 
of Greek dialects ; all in the Clarendon Press Series. 
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SUBSTANTIVES. 

Zst Declension. 

1. 1 for & always in the sing. ¢.g. yains (28) Ojpynv, 158. 

2. Nom. sing. ~é for -ns In some words, e.g. veheAnyepéra, 67. 

3. Gen. sing. -ao or -ew from nom. -ys, ¢.g- "Arpeidew, 263. 
4. Gen. plur. -aey or -ewv, 6g. Gedwy (29) vavTéwv, 138. 
5. Dat. plur. -gou or -gs, ¢.g. Gbpyoe (417) Kunrys, 489. 

ond Declension. 

Gen. sing. -o1o, ¢.g. Oavdrou, 63. 

gra Declenston. 

1. Nouns in -ys -os -as are generally uncontracted, ¢.g. ayyeo 

(222) G@Acei (200) oddel, 459. 

2. Nouns in -is either retain . in case-forms or substitute y, 

e.g. wodwos, 41. Dat. sing. in + or-a. Dat. plur. sometimes ~ 

~v. Acc. plur. sometimes -ts, ¢.g. dts, 244. 

3. Nouns in -evs form cases with » not ¢, (excepting some 

proper names), ¢.g. ToKHwv, 33. 

4. The Dat. plur. ends in -ot, cou Or -eoor, 6g. xepot (416). 

oréoor (30) omh-crore (400) Xeip-coor (487) Semd-erot, To. 

5. The Homeric form of vats is vaus, or vnts, Gen. vnds or 

veds, Dat. vai, Acc. via or veo. Gen. plur. vyav or vedv, Dat. 
vyvol, vieoot, veerot, ACC. vias or véas. 

The Epic termination -g.(v), representing the Gen., Dat. 

or Locative, is appended to the stem, the final letter of which 

_is strengthened to q in the rst Declension, e.g. Binds, 406. 

ADJECTIVES. 

1. Adjectives of double form frequently occur, e.g. éAdwwos 

(382) éAaiveos, 3203; aiyeos (320) with ayes; arodurdphios 
(504) with rroAtrop Gos. 
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-2. The comparative and superlative forms in -tey, -veros are 
more frequent than in Attic, e.g. yAv«uov, 34. 

3. The adj. odds forms woXéos in gen. as well as zoAXo?, 

and so throughout the plural, ¢.g., roAéwv (352); and on the 

other hand voAAév occurs in neut. and acc. masc. sing. ¢.g. 45. 

PRONOUNS.* 

1. Epic forms of the Personal Pronouns, 

Nom. S. éydv Tbvn eto, €0 

Gen.—épeio, énéo weto, 0, wed ed, ev 

eucd, ped, épeOev | ceOev, reoio 

Dat.— Teiv, TOL €02 

Acc.— | €€, poy 

N. and A. Du. vez, vd oPar, ope obwé {acc.) 

G. and D.— vow oper odwiy 

Nom. P. dupes Dppes 

Gen.—jpdov, Apéov tpeiwy, bpewv opeov, opewy 
Dat.—dipypee Dppee ode 
Acc.—péas, Fyas, dype| teas, dupe odeias, opéas, ope - 

2. Possessive Pronouns: reds (355) ‘thy’; és (533) and és 

(28) ‘his’; duds or duos, Sour’; duds (284) * your’; odds 
‘ their.’ ; 

3. The Interrogative ris forms Gen. sing. téo or red, Dat. 
zvéo Gen. plur. réwv, Dat. réoror. So with the Indefinite tvs, 
6g. Tv, 497: Sores, written ds Tis (94) has a form éris, neut. 
Srzt (402) Gen. drreo, drev, Dat. drew, Acc. dtiva. Plur. Nom. 

neut. dooa Gen. dtewv, Dat. éréoure Acc. Stivas, doo. 

4. The Reflexives éuavrot, &c., do not occur. As separate 

words we find o’ airéyv (406), guot adr (421), but not necessarily 

with a reflexive force; thus at 406 o° airédvis equiv. to adrév og, 
‘thee thyself, atrév merely emphasising cé. Compare ¢parcaro 

* Some of these forms do not occur in Book 9. 
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TlarpéxA péya jpiov 48¢-08 adr Il. 23.126, where atrd merely 

emphasises of, which already possesses the reflexive sense, beside 

the simply personal, eg., prev dad 0, 398 (reflexive) ;. but 

eipovro . . OrTu € KHdot, 402 (personal). 

PREPOSITIONS. 

Epic forms of prepositions: wpori (147) and wort (289) for 

apés ; évi (x1) eivt (417) and ety (392) for év; dudis (399) for 

appl. 

The preps. dvé xard wapé suffer apocope (loss of final vowel) 

accompanied where possible by assimilation of the preceding 
consonant, see note on dpPaivery, 178. 

_ Several double or compound preps. occur, e.g. mapéx (116, 

488) tr éx, 489; cf. aardmpol (18) from awérpo. 

ADVERBS. 

The chief adverbial suffixes which occur are: 

1. To denote place where: -O, ¢.g. até. (29) 661, 50; -ov, 

e.g. pod (69) abrod, 96. , 

2. Place whence: Be, eg. “TrrdGev (39) odpavdbev, 69 ; also 
-Be(v), 2 dvevBe (26) exdrepGe, 386. 

3. Place whither : -o«, e.g. ties, 240; -te, eg. Odpage, 461; 
Be, ¢.g. otkade (261), see on Accentuation ; -8s, ¢.g. xapddrs, 290. 

4. Manner: -, eg. aiiba (86) dxa, 420; -Bov, eg. orxe8dv, 

280; -n, ¢.g. pedeioTi, 291. 

5. From numerals: -xo, -x0o, &.g. Tpixa (157) TpLx Od, 71. 
6. From prepositions: -w ¢.g. eta (524) mpdow, 542. 

Other adverbs not used.in Attic are dpa (56), temporal and 

final; 7éppa (57), tos (58), and apap (328) temporal ; also 
adres (354) and are (256) for adfus; ab (314) and dyoppov 
(282), which occurs in Sophocles. 
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VERBS. 

1. Omission of augment is common. 
2. Many.reduplicated strong aorists act. and mid., eg. é-pé- 

pKoy (439), Te-pidoipny, 277. 
3- Iterative tense-forms in -cxov OF -cxopyy, from impf. or 

strong aor. 2g. doKe (508) iat-e-cxor, 184. . 
4. Perfects of double form, see note on yeydaccy, 118. 

5. Non-thematic strong aorists (commonly called syncopated) 

are much commoner than in Attic, eg. Khi-Oe (528) e€-épOi-ro 

(163) eAéy-wnv (335) ESex-ro, 353. 
6. Fuller and older subj. terminations in -wpt -yo80 -qor, ¢.g- 

eOéAnor, 520. 
7. The subj. often takes a short vowel (in dual and ist and 

2nd per. plur.) see note on eidere, 17. 

8. The subj. of verbs like ri@yp, with stems in ¢, has -ew, 

_ -etopev in the ist person, see note on daetw, 280. 
g. The ist. per. plur. mid. termination -peoda for -pea in 

historical tenses, e.g. duvdper Oa, 304. 

10. The 3rd per. plur. term. of non-thematic historical tenses 
in -y (for -vr) in place of -cav, e.g. wiye-v (91) éfa-v, 413. 

11. The 3rd per. plur. mid. and pass. term. in -arat -aro for 

-vra. -vro after consonants and +, sometimes after v and y, e.g. 
épx-aro (221) ei-aro (545) drodoi-aro, 554. 

12. The endings of the plupf. -ea -eas(ns) -ee (-e. rarely -n, e.g. 

75n, 189) Ist and 3rd plur. -pey and -cay added directly to stem. 

13. The old ending of infin., -pevat or -pev in non-thematic 
tense-forms, e.g. é-pevar (476) dedi-pev (274), obrd-pevat, 301 ; 

but -énevas Or -éuev (and -ay) in thematic forms, e.g. éo6-Euevat 479. 

13. The infin. of strong (2nd) aor. ends in -éay (contr. -civ), 
e.g. Badéery, 137. 

14. The © of weak (1st) aor., if preceded by a short vowel, 

may be doubled, ¢.g. Saccduefa (42) éptocoas, 99. 
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Tlarpéxrw péya qpiov 782-08 adr¢ Il. 23,126, where aire merely 

emphasises of, which already possesses the reflexive sense, beside 

the simply personal, eg., éppupev did €0, 398 (reflexive) ;. but 
eipovro . . drru € Kydor, 402 (personal). 

PREPOSITIONS. 

Epic forms of prepositions: wzpoti (147) and wort (289) for 

wpos 3 évt (11) etvi (417) and ety (392) for év; dudis (399) for 

appt. 

- The preps. avd. xaré mapa suffer apocope (loss of final vowel) 

accompanied where possible by assimilation of the preceding 

consonant, see note on dpBaiverw, 178. 

_ Several double or compound preps. occur, ¢.g. wapéx (116, . 

488) in’ éx, 489; cf. ardrpob: (18) from daérpo. 

ADVERBS. 

The chief adverbial suffixes which occur are: 

1. To denote place where: -Q, ¢.g. avTd0e (29) 6881, 50; -ov, 

e.g. 6p.00 (69) adrov, 96. 

2. Place whence: Bev, eg. “IdidGev (39) adpavddev, 69 ; also 

Ae(v), .g- dvevde (26) exarepbe, 386. 

3. Place whither: -ce, e.g. yore, 240; -te, ¢ g. Otpace, 461 ; 

Be, ¢.g. olxade (261), see on Accentuation ; -Bs, ¢.g. xapuddrs, 290. 

4. Manner: -a, eg. atipa (86) dxa, 4203 -Bov, 2g. oxeddr, 

280; -n, €.g. pedeiori, 291. 

5. From numerals: -xa, -x0a, 6g. TPIXa (157) TpLXOd, 71. 

6. From prepositions: -w €.g. etrw (524) mpadow, 542. 

Other adverbs not used in Attic are -ddpa (56), temporal and 

final; réfpa (57), Hmos (58), and ddap (328) temporal ; also 
abris (354) and atre (256) for abOis; ab (314) and dyoppov 

(282), which occurs in Sophocles. 
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VERBS. 

1. Omission of augment is common. 
2. Many reduplicated strong aorists act. and mid., ¢.g. €-pé 

paKov (439), Tepidotyny, 277. 
3. Iterative tense-forms in -cxov OF -oxopyy, from impf. or 

strong aor. ¢.g. éaKe (508) tav-e-oKov, 184. . 
4. Perfects of double form, see note on yeydaccy, 118. 

5. Non-thematic strong aorists (commonly called syncopated) 

are much commoner than in Attic, eg. kAD-Ot (528) -épOr-ro 

(163) eA€y-ynv (335) Edex-ro, 353. 
6. Fuller and older subj. terminations in -apt -yoa -gor, ¢.g- 

eBéAnot, 520. 
7. The subj. often takes a short vowel (in dual and Ist and 

2nd per. plur.) see note on eideve, 17. 

8. The subj. of verbs like ri@yps, with stems in ¢ has -ew, 

-aopey in the Ist person, see note on daetw, 280. 

9. The ist. per. plur. mid. termination -pesta for peda i in 
historical tenses, ¢.g. Svvdper Oa, 304. 

10. The 3rd per. plur. term. of non-thematic historical tenses 
in -v (for -yr) in place of -cayv, ¢.g. plye-v (91) Efa-v, 413. 

11. The 3rd per. plur. mid. and pass. term. in -aray -aro for 

-vra. -vro after consonants and +, sometimes after v and », e.g. 
épx-aro (221) ei-ato (545) amoAot-aro, 554. 

12. The endings of the plupf. -ea -eas(ns) -ee (-e. rarely -y, e.g. 
75, 189) Ist and 3rd plur. -pev and -cay added directly to stem. 

13. The old ending of infin., -peva or -pev in non-thematic 
tense-forms, e.g. é6-pevat (476) Sedi-nev (274), obrd-pevat, 301 ; 

but -guevar OF -énev (and -ey) in thematic forms, e.g. éoO-cuevat 479. 

13. The infin. of strong (2nd) aor. ends in -éey (contr. -eiy), 

eg. Baréev, 137. 

14. The & of weak (ast) aor., if preceded by a short vowel, 

may be doubled, ¢.g. SaccdpueBa (42) épvocas, 99. 
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15. Some weak aorists are formed without o, ¢g. xeve (210) 

EKNG, 553- 

16. Some weak aorists of verbs with liquid stems have o, e.g. 

éxeAcapev, 546, 
14. Verbs in -aw» usually undergo either contraction or 

‘assimilation. See note on repdwot, 129. Verbs in -ow often 

show a peculiar lengthening, ¢.g. dpdwor, 108. Verbs in -cw 
often show un-Attic contractions (1) « Or eov into ev, eg. 
ixvedpevar (128) eivoryvetot, 120. (2) eo into ao, 6g. aideio, 

269. 

18. The 2nd per. sing. mid. and pass. usually omits « and 

remains uncontracted, leaving -ea -eo, ¢.g. xéAeae (274) edXeo 

(412) feo, 478. 
19. Verbs beginning with liquids and « may double these 

letters with the augment and in composition with preps., e.g. 
érovo (467) trorcetovow (385) eppuev (398) but Epetas, 352. 

See note on wepipfee, 388. ° 

20. Many cases of peculiar augment are accounted for by 

a lost consonant, often F, e.g. €-euroy (171) Kat-é-a£e (283) 
éf-é-nKe (38) da-é-wore, BI. 

CHANGES OF SOUND. 

1. Single consonants are often doubled, ¢g. oe in weak 
aor., daca, (238) téc0nv (265) St7t (402) Ormy, 457; often with 

some etymological reason, see section on Verbs, No. 19; and 

on Lost Letters. The converse occurs in the ‘two proper 
names ’AyvActs, Odvceds, 9, 

2. Metathesis, or transposition of letters within a word; e.g. 
Gapoos for Opdoos, 381. 

3- Metathesis of quantity ; e.g. efos (or fos, see note) for gus, 

233. 
4. Diphthongs instead of vowels; e.g. fetvor (252) Sactw 
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(280, see note) odvopa (355) votoov, 411. The converse in 
érapot, 88. 

5. In many compounds 4 appears for &; ¢.g. d@y-yvwp (213) 

dv-peXxTot, 439. 

6. In many words corresponds to Attic a; ¢g. xpiev 

(253) mpyocorres (491) Kpytipos (9) axpytov (297) Ainy, 477 ; 
besides the terminations of 1st Declension. 

‘7. When contraction occurs, it follows the same rules as in 

' Attic, except that eo or cov is often contr. into ev. See on Verbs, 

No. 17. Some words are contr. in Epic, not in Attic; eg. 

ipdv, 553. The converse occurs, not merely in terminations ; 

e.g. GEKwV (405) wats (ais), 519. 

8. Prothetic e followed by a vowel, (see note on dé£ero, 56) 

is often dropped; eg. eikoos (241) but eetxoo-dpoto, 322. Cf. 

épxaro (221) for épxaro, where the first « is the reduplication. 

Lost Lretrers. 

As the characters F and 7 frequently appear in the Notes, it 

is necessary to explain why they are used. 

J. F represents a lost letter of the Greek alphabet—the spirant 

Vau, or Digamma, as it is usually called, corresponding to the 

Latin consonantal v, and pronounced like our w. The cha- 

racter was' actually used only in the old Doric and Aeolic 

dialects, and it is almost certain that it was never written in 
the text of Homer. Perhaps even the sound was lost at the 

time of the composition of the poems, and its recognition, 

which is optional (see below), would then be due to poetical 
tradition. 

‘The influence of the Digamma is seen (1) in apparent hiatus ; 

Zé, a short vowel may remain unelided, or a long vowel 

unshortened, before any word which once began with F, e.g. 

GdAo ideo far (28) wiova ofkoy, 35. So too with prepositions 

in composition, e.g. érvespévov, 214; and with the augment 

OD. Ix. * 
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see note on éeurov, 171; (2) in lengthening a short final syllable 

by position ¢.g. wéAavos oivoto, 346. In several words another 

initial letter has vanished with F ; see notes on 7s (28) dopevoe 

(63) 45%, 162. Occasionally F has disappeared after an initial 
consonant, but still exerts its influence ; thus S¢ Seioavres, 236. 

This employment of F is optional, not invariable, see note 

on dvaxros (452), where the principal digammated words | 

occurring in this book are enumerated. On “ prothetic” a or 

e, as evidence of F, see note on dégero, 56. 

II. The symbol 7 is used in the absence of any native Greek 

character, to represent another lost letter—the spirant Jod, as 

it is called, corresponding to the Latin consonantal ? or 7, and 

pronounced like our y. This letter must have fallen out 

earlier than the Digamma, as it was not written in any dialect, 

but its influence on the forms of words is far more important, 

chiefly on account of the remarkable changes it effects, ¢.g., of 

k into oo, 8 into ¢* 

Its influence on metre is not by any means so prominent. 
However, we find apparent hiatus before iguevor, 261; and 

the syllabic augment in é$-é-yxev, 38. 

On the phenomena of labialism and dentalism, in which 

these spirants play a prominent part, see notes on jap (301) 

TETTApPES, 335- 

Til. An initial oe has been lost in several words, and is 

usually represented by the rough breathing; eg. dAs (25) 

Barvos (333) Urtios (3711. It has no influence on the metre, but 
.in composition occasionally asserts itself; ¢.g. odvexés for ovv- 

_ TeXES, (74). 

* See the sections on changes of sound in Abbott’s Greek Aceidence, or 

the Students Greek Grammar (§§ 55-58) where, for the sake of simplicity, . 
these changes are ascribed to the vowels, Compare Curtius’ 2lucidations of 

his Greek Grammar, §55 sq. , 
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ACCENTUATION. 

1. The forms of the article 6, 7, of, at, when used in a pro- 

nominal sense, are accented oxytone, according to the rules of 
the ancient grammarians. 

2. The fem. pronoun 78 is properispomenon ; thus, #ée. 

3. The demonstrative adv. ds is accented ds in the particular 

combinations kat &s (258) od" ds. 
4. The particle Se, denoting direction to, is commonly 

written as an inseparable enclitic suffix, ,¢.g. jretpdvde, but as 

it differs from true suffixes in following complete case-forms 

(even the gen., e.g. "Aidos 8), the ancient grammarians in 

such cases wrote,it separate and accented ; thus #etpor dé (73), 
and this rule is followed in the present text. 

5. Oxytone verbs, nouns or adjectives, if elided, throw back 

the acute accent to the penultima, eg. Aev’x’ for AcvKd (77), 
eid’ for eié, 279. 

6. Oxytone words, occurring before any stop whatever, are 
accented acute, not grave. 

4. For accent of 7 or #7 see note on 175, and for “anas- 
trophe,” see 6 n. 

8. In the case of peculiar accents which cannot be reduced - 

to rule, e.g. Sppa ot (248) dri € (402), the present text does not 
follow La Roche. 

SYNTAX, 

1. The Homeric uses of the article—demonstrative, attribu- 
tive, and relative—all occur ; see note on ras Sé, 78. 

2, The simple acc. after verbs of motion to, especially 
ixvéopat, e.g. Tov XGpov adixdpel’, 181. 

3. The neut. acc. is very often used adverbially, e.g. oid re 
TOAAG... Tepdwot OdAacoav, 128. 

4. The ethical dative is freely used, e.g., os ph tis por 
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arepBopevos Ktou tons, 42. So the dat. commodi, e.g. vyvol 
KaGetopev toria, 149. 

5. A plural verb with neut. pl. subject frequently occurs, ¢.g. 

wrdvra, piovrat (109) cf. 222, 440. In the first two cases the 

plural may be accounted for by the specification of different 

Ainds, but this does not apply to the third. 

6. The aorist is often used like the plupf., especially after 

the relative and adverbs of time, ¢.g. éwet 8 oretoe (250), TO 

peév exrapev (320) less frequently (in primary sequence) like the 

perfect, e.g. éret payes, 347. 

7. The perf. and plupf. are generally used as equivalent to 

our pres. and imp. (the perf. denoting a state , e.g. yéywve (473) 

Gpdper (69) ddader (210) exexedOer, 348. 

8. The present is used like the impf. with adverbs implying 

past time, ¢.g. od Te wd pos ye AcActupévos Epyeat oidv, 448. 

g. The first per. sing. of the subj. is used in a sort of horta- 

tive sense, or to denote will, e.g. «i 8 dye . . . éviorw, 37. 

to. The subj. occurs with dre, denoting indefinite time, 

where Attic use demands érav, e.g. 7) Or’... éxy, 63 eS- 
pecially with as dre in similes, eg. ds dr avip ... Barn, 

391. 
11. The opt. occurs with dws (in historical sequence) after 

verbs of deliberation, &c., where the Attic usage is the future 

(indic. or opt.) ¢.g., peppjpifev Srws drodolato, 554. 

tz. The aorist opt. occurs in dependent questions referring 

to future time (historical sequence), and represents the 

deliberative subj. in primary sequence, e.g. 6s Tus ToApjoeev, 

332- 
13. Double dependent questions are introduced by 7, see 

notes on 175, 280. 

14. Suppressed conditionals are frequent :— 
(I.) Protasis suppressed, eg. pada x’ GPOcror Gpredoe 

etev, 133; cf 130, 131, 135, &c. 
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(2.) Apodosis suppressed, ¢.g. Opp’ airév ze iSoumt Kai et 

pot €eivia Soin (229), see note. Ameis describes this construc- 

tion as a “sentence of wish,” but coming always in historical 

sequence, and corresponding to ai xe with subj. in primary, 

it is quite distinct from «’@e or ef ydép with opt. (e.g. 523), 
though that construction too may have originally been the 

protasis of a conditional. In sense the construction of 229 

closely approaches final sentences, as the connection by re and 

xaé testifies. 
‘15. The infin. is used for the imper. e.g. PaoOon, 504. 

16. The infin. of purpose occurs with «ip, eg. dppa ot ety | 

aivew, 248 ; cf. etreiv, 457. 

17. The pres. or aor. infin. is sometimes used for the future, 

chiefly with verbs of promising, expecting, &c., implying future 

time, e.g. dapev aitdh dreo Oar, 496. 

18. The adverb zpcv is almost invariably followed by the 

infin. even in negative sentences ¢g., 088 . . cioidouev mpiv . . 
érixéAcat, 148. 

19. The participle is sometimes loosely used in the gen. 
referring to a subject in the dat. ¢.g. qpiv . . . decdvrwy, 257. 

20. The adverbial use of prepositions is very frequent, some- 

times with ellipse of the substantive verb; also Tmesis or 

* separation of the prep. in a compound verb. See note on 
éxn Kata, 6. 

21. Parataxis, or co-ordination of sentences, in place of 

Hypotaxis, or subordination. See note on xad ev, 20. 

22. Asyndeton, or absence of connecting particles, both 

between adjectives and clauses, e.g. treppidAwv dbepiorwy (106), 
of pev, &c., 382. 

23. Parenthetical and explanatory clauses; see 292 (od 
drédevrev), 319, 425, 432. 

24. Epexegesis (appended explanation) in all its varieties ; 

eg. Kipxn ... Aiain SoAderoa (32), dyyea ravra | yavdol te 
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oxadides Te (223), Tots dAAOUS . .. Epinpas Eraipous, 100. The 

Infin. is also used epexegetically, eg. 4 Tow pév téde Kaddv 
axovénev eotly dood (3), Tdbe wdvra tedevTirerOar .. . 

apaprirer Gat 3 oranns (512); and the Participle, eg. ds dr’ 

avnp... Barty... dappdoowy, 393. Sometimes an adverb 
is followed by an epexegesis, ¢.g. atréd0.... év wrésoe (30); 

sometimes a single word is explained by a clause, eg. Eetvtos Os 
£etvourw ap’ aidotoicw dande?, 271.* 

25. The oyjpa cal? Srov Kat pepos so-called, e.g. Kixdura 
wept dpévas WAvMev oivos, 362. 

All the other regular constructions referred to in the notes, 
e.g., the hortative subj.; the opt. of wish; conditional sen- 

tences ; indefinite (conditional relative) sentences ; dependent 

questions ; repeated action expressed by past indic. with dy 

(apodosis) and opt. with relative or temporal particles (protasis), 
are found also in Attic. 

PaRTICLES, 

Most of the Particles, viz. :—éAAd, dv, dpa, yap, ye, 5¢, 84, 7, 

%, Kot, pév, phy, ody, mov, Te, Tot occur in their ordinary Attic 

uses. The following Epic peculiarities are found :— 
I. dpa occurs inthe forms dp (apocope) and fa (enclitic), 52. 
2. yép in parenthetical explanatory clauses, ¢.g. 319, 432- 

3- ye is very often attached to the (pronominal) article, for 
emphasis ; ¢.g. rd ye, Iog.. éyd ye often occurs, not éywye. 

4. 8€ is sometimes equiv. to 87. In the phrase e & aye 
(38) « 8¢ perhaps = «fa 84. On 8é@ in apodosis see note on 

todpa dé, 57. od8€ sometimes =dAN’ od, e.g. 216. 

5. 9% (at dast) may begin a sentence, if followed by yep or 

TOTE, é, as 88. 

6. % (or je) as affirmative, is generally followed by other 
particles; ¢.g. 9} Tot, 43. As interrogative, it occurs in both 

*Mr. Merry’s section on Epexegesis is well worth studying. 
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members of direct double questions, ¢.g. 253; combined with 

pv) in 405-6; and in the second member of indirect double 

questions; ¢.g. 176, 280. 

7. 7 (or 4é) occurs in the first member of indirect double 

questions, meaning whether ; ¢.g. 176, 280. 
8. kat occurs in apodosis like 5é, see note on kal TéTe, 59. 

g. #év is sometimes peculiarly placed, thus—épé pév (224), 

not €rapor pév, answered by dA’ eyd, 228. It is also repeated, 

with the pronominal article, where there is no antithesis ; 

e.g. 75 pév (320, 321) TOD juev, 325. 

10, wou (J ween), used in conjectures ; ¢.g. 262. 

11, te is often used in combination with other particles ; 

e.g. With dé (26, 124); with the relative, ¢.g.84; the article in 

relative sense, ¢.g. 2543 with écos (322) and ofos, 128; and 

with the adverb as, ¢.g. 292, 423. 

The following Epic particles also occur :-- 

12. at equiv. to et (523). Used also with xe like Att. édv, 

2.2. 520. 

13. avrdp (100) and d dtap (83) meaning dus. 

14. 95é (87) and i8é (186) and. 

15. Ke(v) equiv. to ay, e.g. 79. 

16, vv, shorter form of vuv (enclit.} 79. 

17. wep, emphasing the word it follows, e.g. ef wep (35) €v0a 

wep (543); often with the participle meaning although, like 

Att. xatzep, e.g. 399. 

18. 70, therefore, then, eg. 458, 479. 

METRE. 

The following are the chief peculiarities of Epic metre, 

chiefly as compared with Latin hexameter verse :— 
1. Spondaic lines, ze. those in which the fifth foot is a 

spondee, are very frequent, ‘¢.g. 23, 55, 58,66. Rarely the 

fourth foot also is a spondee, e.g. 78, 270. 
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2. A short vowel ending a word is lengthened by position if 
the next word begins with two consonants, or a double con- 

sonant ; but the lengthening may or may not take place if the 
second of the two consonants is the liquid p, eg. “AAKivoé 

kpetov (2), 8 tANOwor rpaefat, 8. 

3. On the other hand, a short final vowel occasionally 

remains short before two, or a double consonant, ¢.g., dAjeros 

La.xvvOos (24) HE oKérapvoy, 391. 

4. A short vowel ending a word may be lengthened if the 

next word begins with a liquid, eg. 6€ péya, 44. So oc- 

casionally with the sibilant o, ¢.g. ré odpxas, 293. 
5. A short syllable at the end of a word is frequently 

lengthened when the next word apparently begins with a 

vowel ; see section on Lost Letters. 

6. A short syllableis often lengthened in arsis (that syllable 

in a foot on which the metrical stress or dctus falls), eg. 
aomapta (10g), wpH&tv (253), droveer Gat, 451. 

7. A long final vowel or diphthong is regularly shortened i in 

thesis (a syllable on,which the zeéus does not fall), if imme- 

diately followed by a vowel e.g. #yevot (8) wavureptdri}, 25. 

The shortening distinguishes this hiatus from Nos. 8 and 9. 

&. Apparent hiatus is very common ; see on Lost Letters. 

9. True hiatus sometimes occurs, generally at the caesura, 

é.g. 210, 261, 366, 3743; also before particular words like ‘lepds 

(56 and 553) probably on the analogy of those which have 

lost a consonant, 

ro. Synizesis, or the scansion of two syllables as one (with- 

out contraction) is very frequent; e.g. jvdyea (44) ee 

(2 63 3) veo (283) ; also Synecphonesis (between two words), e.g 

&y are, 31. 

rr. Unusual quantity of syllables in particular words, e.£. 

Kadov (3) tons (42) is generally to be explained by lost letters ; 3 

see notes. Variable quantity in some words; ag., avépes (89) 

dvrp, 187. 
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3 3 ‘ vA ¢ 4 

Tov 8 araperBouevos rpocédn Tokvpntis ’Odurcevs: 
/ / > / n 

*Adkivoe Kpetov, TavTwY apideiKeTE NAGY, 
o. N y Ne) / > AX 9 a 
q TOL Ev TOE KAAOY aKOVELEV EOTLY aOLdOU 

27 @ a 2 7 a Ie7 
TOLOVS , dios 00 eat, Oeots Warlyxtos avdny. 

> SN 5» F Y Fy a t 9 
ov yap éya@ yé Te pnt TEAOS YapteoTeEpoY eEivat 
AX df > 2 ¢ .. ¥ 4 a 4 4 OT euppoourn wey eyn Kata Shpov &ravta, 

‘ 3 N f > , > n 

dastupoves 8 ava Sapar axovalovTat aoLdov 
/ ‘\ / 4 

juevot ékeins, mapa Se TANOwot Tpamrefat 
f XN a. / > 9 a > - 

citou Kat Kpeov, webu & ék Kpntnpos apucowy 
> , a, \2? L Semrderot" atwoxoos hopenot Kat eyyein SeTaccou" 

a / }. ? \ + J TOUTO Ti froL KAAMLOTOV Evt hpecty edeTaL Elvat. 
N 7 > N / XN ] ta 7 

oot 8 ena xndea Oupos eretpamero oTovoEevTa 
y- 4 > ¥ a a / . 
eipeaO, op ETL waAAOY ddupdLEvos oTEvAyilw 

7 aif ¥ fy? ¢ 7 ‘ 
TL Tp@Tov ToL erreita, TLS voTaTLoy KaTAadEEw ; 

/ 3 / XN 4 NX > / 

KNOE Emel LOL TOAAG Socay Oeot ovpaviwves. 
a 7 ¥ a / wy Noe a 

vov & ovoua mp@Tov pvOnoopaL, Oppa Kat vpELs 
by 7 9 8 NO” . XN ¢g ‘ 
elder, eyo 8 av ererta puyav Uo vydecs Hpap 
coa n 4 x. 93 , / , 

vu Eetvos ew Kat atrompobt Swpata vaiwv. 
4 2 M / Ay a le 
ey ’Oducevs Aaeptiabys, Os tact Sodototw 
> , f . v bd) XX ied 

avOparrotct eho, Kal wev KA€OS OUPAVOD ixeL. 
29 ? Ie s. . 2? 7 ¥ 2 A 

vatetaw 8 ’I@axnv evdeiedov’ ev 8 Opos avtn, 
, 3 / > . 2? N gt a . 

Nyperov ewootpvddov apimperrés’ apt Se vijcos 
- ‘\ , “\ >. + 

TWONNAL valeTaOVeL pada ayedov AAANATCE, 
OD. Ix. B 

Io 

15 

20 
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f / / \ / , 
Aovarrytov Tre Saun te xa vAnecoa ZaxvvOos. 

> NaS x 7 3 tN a 
auTn Sé xPapary TAVUTEPTATH ELV AAL KELTAL 

XN / ¢ f ” ‘N n 3 / 
mpos oor, at dé 7° avevOe mpos AO T HEedLOV TE, 

a %X\9 2 N , . ’ 
TONXE, AAX ayan Kovpotpopos’ ov ToL éyw ye 
< / 4 c of. IN 7 
ys yains Svvapas yAvKepwTEpov Gro idéa Oa. 
93 / ? > if f a“ ? 
m wey 2 avte? épuxe Karu, dia Oeawr, 

> 4 fal / / 

[ev oméoas yAadupotot, AAaLopevn Toow eivas’ | 
a § A / / 2 / 
as 8 autws Kipkn xatepnrvev ev peyapoiow, 

> 7 ? Ul / > . 
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opbarpov drdacev, eret wp eSaudocato oive. 

? a 

GXX aye Sep’ ’Oduced, iva tot wap Ecivia Bei, 
, . 2 s , , ‘ ) yj Topmny tT otpuve Sopevat KAVTOY Evvooiryatoy™ 

ie) \ 2 N A > f \ > 9 N ” +. TOU yap éyw Tdis eiwi, waTnp O Eéuos evyeTat eivat 
-y ON > > 

autos 8, at « ébérno, inoetat, ovdé Tus ANOS 
bid a fe BA ” 3 4 ovte Oedy axdpwv ote OvyTtav avOpadTrov. 

aA. , 2X Le, > , f: Os &pat, abtap eyo piv dpetBopevos poo éertrov: 
a a? . al yap 8 »puxis te nal aidvos ce Suvaipnv 

/ o , edyw Toincas wéprpas Sopov ”Aidos cica, 
3 ’ 

as obK 6fOarpor yf inoetar ov8 evociyOor. 
A as ébdunv, 6 8 érevra Tlocedawv dvaxte 

cal . 

edyero yelp’ Gpéya eis ovpavoy doTepderTa: 
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KAvO IToceiSaov yaijoye, Kvavoxaira: 
2? / / 2 \ 29 939 8 ” 3 et éreov ye aos ciut, watynp 8 éuos eyes civas, 

dos uh OSvcona mronemopOtov otxaS ixécOas 

[uidy Aaéprew, “I0dxy et oixi’ éyovral. 

GXN él of potp earl didrous 7 idéer nab ixécOar 

oixoy éuxtipevoy kat énv és watpida yatay, 

owe Kaxds Ero, ddAtoas tro TdvTas éraipous, 
va 

unos én’ adXorpins, eipot § év whyata olxe. 

bs épar’ ebydpevos, Tov S xdve xvavoyairns 

avrap 6 y é£abris mod peifova Nadav aeipas 
2 / 3.3 

qe’ eriduvnoas, éméperce Se tv’ daréreOpor, 
x eed ; }, ori X . ! Kad & éBarev petoriabe veos Kvavorpdpoto 

, 7 / 
tutOov, edednoev & oinvov dxpov ixécbar. 
? 

KAvGOn 88 Odracca KaTepyopévns bd TéTpNS" 

tiv 88 wpbcw hépe xipa, Oénwoe 88 yépoor ixécBar. 
? a > / ? 

GNX. bre 8H Thy vacov adixopel’, Oa wep GAraL 
2 : 2 an 

-pyes edocedpot pévov GOpdar, aud 8 ératpot 
vg > 3 / e i ‘ , 2 f elar’ ddupopevot, Hutas TroTiéyevot aiel, 
na y 2. i bj - ? 

via pev évO érOovres éxéroapey ev raudboow, 
7 N 

éx 6€ Kat adtol Bhwev ert pnypive Oardoons. 
7 fal 3 XN 

para Sé Kuxdwrros yAapupiys éx vnos édovTes 
v7 4 > . . 

daccdpel’, os pn Tis por .arewBopevos Ktot tons. 
> » 2? \ oo» ? 7 €¢ a 
apvetov & €woi ol évevnpides Eraipot 

f. ? ? A XN 
pnrov Satopévoy Sdcav éoya tov 8 ért Owt 

Ss f a > 

Zvi xerawedér Kpovidy, bs wacw avdoce., 
a VY z 

péEas ppl Exnar 58 ode éumdtero ipdv, 
aN + cg 4 4 > / a 
GXr’ & ye pepuapilev, Srrws aroNolato racat 

a a7 \ 7 \ Jf ¢ a 
VES EVTTEAPOL Kal E“ot epinpes ETaipor. 
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a f \ a 3 3 If 4 Qs TOTe wey TpoTTAay Huap és HédALov KaTadvyT| 
7 ? A 

jpeba Sawvopevos xpéat aorrera Kab webu Hdv 
/ . x 

Hyos © Hédos KaTédu Kat ere kvédas HAGE, 
/ 4 7 ON a 

57 TOTe KoLNOnpEY emt Pyyytve Oaddoons. 
3 f 

jyos & npiyéveta pavyn pododdxturos jas, 560 
3 > J 4 3 

dn ToT’ eywu Erdpotowy érotpuvas exédevoa 
b) > 3 f > + f A 

abrous T apPaivew avd Te TpvpLYnCLa AdoAaL.. 
¢ J ? aS BS a 

ot 8 ally eloBawov Kat eri KAnion Kabifor, 
a 7 9 ‘ : a 

(éjs 8 elouevor trodunv dda Titov éperpois. 
; > 4 

évOev S& mpotépw TrAcomEy axaynpevot Hrop, 565 

dopevot éx Oavdroto, pidous ddécavres éTaipous. 





NOTES. 
—— 

1-38. At the king's request Odysseus declares his name and country. 

1. woddpytis, ‘rich in counsel’ (u@ris from root pa or pay, per, 
whence pé-pov-a, &c., Lat. wens, we-min-2) a constant and character- 
istic epithet of Odysseus. . 

2. aprSelkere (apt, intensive, Seékyypr) ‘most notable,’ though in the 
positive degree is followed by partitive gen. cf. dia Gedwy, 29. 

3. [axovéxev, Epic infin. for deovew, the fullest form being in 
-épevar (cf. éoOéuevar, 479) which accounts for the irreg. accent.] 
The infin. is epexegetical, ze. explanatory of réde, for caddy éore is 
predicate. Observe the quantity of xa\ds in Homer, a trace of the 
original AA, as in KaAd-iov xdAA-toros and the subst. KdAAos, by 
assimilation for Aj, cf. Skr. Zaljas (see Introduction). 

éerb08, ‘a bard,’ from deide, ‘to sing,’ for d-Feide (see Introduction.*) 
[In Attic these words were contracted into dds, ada.] 

4, évadlyx.os, probably connected with év -fAcé, the y being due to 
‘nasalization,’ z.e. the insertion of » or (before gutturals) y, to 
lengthen a syllable. avdqv is acc. of reference. 68«, Demodocus. 

5. ob. The negative is attached as usual to the verb of saying 
or thinking, but really belongs to the dependent clause. 

vos, ‘consummation,’ as in the phrase rédos ydporo, Bk. 20. 74; 
not in its philosophical sense of ‘end and aim of life, or ‘chief 
good,’ Lat. jinzs bonorum. 

6. évppocbyy is here 5-syllabled, as is indicated by the position of 
the breathing, the diphthong ev being resolved; (it is in, fact 
originally the neuter of the adj. jus or evs, cf. 508 n.). The mark of 
diaeresis, thus, évppocivy, is unnecessary, the position of the 
breathing being enough. 
_ &q «dra. An inverted tmesis (separation of the prep. and verb 
in a compound verb) for xaréyy, ‘possesses,’ the accent of card 
being thrown back by ‘ anastrophe, cf. puyev dro, 17. Some read 

* This a is ‘prothetic, ze. a merely phonetic prefix, and fed is 
‘intensified’ from 16, which is itself related to a shorter root 48, 
seen ia tdéo, &c. This ‘vowel-intensification’ (id, d-eide, d-odds 
is often found both in verbal and nominal formations, ¢.g. Aeimo 

 éXotra, Aowrds from root Ac, weiOw, wérorGa from a, &c. 
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xara (with most MSS.) in which case ¢yy must be taken intran- 
sitively as ‘reigns, ‘prevails, and, xara ‘throughout. Merry 
compares Eur. 1. A. 10, ctyat © dvépev | révde kar’ Etpurov éxover. 
The subjunctive with ére is due to the indefinite sense, and is very 
common in Homer, Ameis reads 67 dy, as Attic usage requires. 

7. dxovdtwvrat. The final diphthong is short in ‘thesis, ze. a 
syllable on which the metrical stress or accent does not fall (the 
opposite is called arsis, cf. 36 n.) because the next word begins 
with a vowel. This is the rule in Homer, both with diphthongs 
and long vowels, cf. #uevot (8), rot (14), mavurepary (25), “lopdpe (40). 

8. fpevo.. The attitude is characteristic of the simplicity of 
Homeric times. Later on the Greek fashion was to recline at 
meals. 

é€elns [Attic éEqs], ‘in order.’ 
apd, adverbial use of the prep. 
rpamelar, for rerpa-me{at (wé{a, mots) as the earliest tables were 

four-legged. 

9. xpadv [Attic xpe@v]. The « only appears in this case-form, 
but this is no mere Epic lengthening. Most likely the word was 
originally xpetas for xpef7as), since the corresponding Sanskrit word 
is kravjam. Lat. caro and cri-or are connected. 

Kpyrijpos (kepdyvupz), strictly a ‘ mixing-bowl.’ . 
10. [opégot, Epic and earlier termination for pop7.| 

[éyxelg. The only instance in Homer of the older form of xéw 
(xefw for yef7o) which Curtius classes with @efo, wAeiw, and meio, 
for 6éo, mhéo, and mvéo, all of which have lost the digamma.] A 
trace of the digamma may be seen in the Hom. aor. éyeva for éxefa, 
Att. yea. The root is really xv, which was expanded to xf. 

[Serdecon, Epic dat. pl. for démact. In Homer we find also déracat, 
most stems in -as and -es having 3 forms, cf. éwéeaot, érecot, rect. | 
The root is 6am or Ser, found in ddmtw ‘to divide, ‘tear asunder,’ 
and Sectmvov, Lat. dafes, so the idea is the ‘distributing thing, as 
opposed to xpyrip. 

11, roid 1. ~=According to Nitsch, these words should be taken 
together, re giving indefiniteness to todro, ‘this sort of thing.’ He 
compares ovrw rtIn Herodotus. Some join 7 with xéAdorop. 

[évé, a common Epic form for év. eiv and eivi also occur 25, 417, cf. 
sport (147) for mpést 

elSerar, ‘seems.’ All the parts of this verb should be carefully 
looked up. The root is 6, originally id (cf. Lat. wéd-co) and the 
simplest form is seen in ié-ciy, The first stage of vowel-intensifica- 
tion (cf. note on dodod 1. 7) is found in efSouat, and the second in 
oida. The English ‘wit’ and ‘wis’ are conne cted. 

* 
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12. oot 8 but thy heart inclined to ask of my woeful troubles.’ 

13. elper6’. Observe the elision of the diphthong -a:, in verbal 
endings, which is not allowed in Tragic verse. The -t of the dative 
is also elided in Homer, cf. xeip’ for xecpi, 302, and -or in pot, cot, 
rot, Cf. 228. 

tru paddov. Because he had been weeping already at hearing the 
lay of the Wooden Horse sung by the bard Demodocus, Bk. 8. 531. 

a a: a tirevra., * what then shall I recount first ?’ The adverb 
is merely connective, not temporal. Some MSS. read ri & éwetra 
and what thereafter.’ In the next line woAAd is the emphatic word. 

[ro. Epic and older form of got.] Agen. reoto and nom. rivq 
also occur in Homer, and the priority of the r is proved by Lat. 
zu, Germ. dz our ‘thou,’ and other forms in cognate languages. 

15. [8écav, for@ocav, omission of augment very commonin Homer.] 

olpaviwves, ‘celestial,’ a common designation of the gods.* 

17. [elBer,” Epic subj. of ofda, Attic «idjre, since éppa takes the 
subj. like ézws and other final particles.]f 
vyov iso, inverted tmesis and anastrophe, cf. 6, 217. 

vndets pap, ‘ the Pitiless day,” a picturesque expression for 
‘wretchedness.’ So juap ép avixdv, Il. 22. 490, means ‘the loss of 
parents, and éAevdepoy or SovAcov Huap are practically ‘freedom and 
‘slavery.’ 

18. [&etvos, Epic and Ionic for £évos.] ; 

[eo for éo-a, Epic subj. of eipt, Att. .] This subj. also depends 
on é¢pa, but the addition of dy makes the purpose less definite and 
immediate than in eiSere. 

amémpott, ‘far away,’ Epic local adv. from drompé, cf. airs, 29, 
and daémpoder, 188. 

vaiwy, ‘though I inhabit’; the concessive use of the part., so xai 
is ‘even.’ 

19. ep’, accent thrown back because of elision, cf. Acu’, 77. 

* The word is merely an expansion of opdvios by the amplifica- 
tive suffix -ov (cf. adAGy from adads) though it occurs once in Homer 
(Il 5. 898) as a true patronymic—* sons of Uranus,’ ze. Titans. 
+ The short vowel is not used in Epic indifferently for the long 

in the subj. It is only found in the dual and Ist and 2nd per. plur. 
of ‘non-thematic’ tense-forms, z.e. those which have no ‘thematic’ 
vowel in the indic. F.g. rimr-o-pev, timt-e-re are ‘thematic, (the 
‘thematic’ vowel being | an increase of the stem previous to the 
reception of inflections) to-pev, io-re ‘non-thematic’ Otherwise the 
long vowel is used, as in Attic. 
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[’OSueeis and ’Odvecets, ’AxiAeds and Axes are indifferently 
used by Homer. ] 

Acepriddns. The rules for forming Patronymics should be studied 
in the grammar. 

waov may be taken either with déAotoe or with dvOpa@roe, but the - 
former seems the best way, from a comparison of mdvras dédous 
(422) and zavroiows dddoust also applied to Odysseus, Bk. 3. 121. 
‘Who am the concern (the talk) of men for all manner of 
wiles.’ Cf. ’Apy maou pédovea, ‘Argo that is in all men’s minds,’ 
Bk. 12. 70. 

20. pev Kos, instead of ob kAgos, an instance of the old co-ordinate 
arrangement of clauses, or ‘ parataxis,’ as opposed to the latter sub- 
ordination, or ‘hypotaxis. So in the next line é& & avrj instead of 
év 7. [uev, Epic for pov, both forms being contr. from peo.| 

21. eé8eleXov is probably connected with dyAos or déekos which 
eems to have lost a digamma, cf. déaro and Sodaoaro, which are 

connected. The meaning would thus be ‘conspicuous’ Buttmann 
derives the word from detedos, ‘ afternoon,’ and explains it ‘open to 
the evening sun’ or ‘ westering, while Ameis. translates ‘sunny,’ 
connecting it with efAy, and regarding the 6 as generated by the ¢- 
sound following. ; 

22. evorlpvddov, ‘ with trembling forest leaves’ (B.L.). évours, 
‘shaking,’ is found in the common compound évociydev, and with a 
different lengthening in évoctyatos, both epithets of Poseidon. 
For root, cf. 81. 

23. vaterdouer, ‘lie,’ lit. ‘dwell.’ This verb is trans. in 21. 

[@AAAAQot, Epic dat. pl. for ddApAats.] ” 

Observe the spondaic ending (2 spondees or spondee-trochee, 
preceded by a dactyl) which is common in Homer, cf. 55, 66, 73, 78, 
Iol. 

24, Aovd{xiov (‘Long Island,’ from dodtyés) has not been satis- 
factorily identified, and in fact the whole description of these islands 
and their relative position is so inaccurate, Ithaca (now Théaki) 
being really the most northerly, Same (Cephalonia) lying W. and 
S.W., and Zacynthus (Zante) due S., that the best authorities judge 
Homer to have based his description on general hearsay, not on 
personal acquaintance with the islands. See Merry’s excellent 
appendix. 

2dpy was more commonly called Sdpos. 

thijeroa, Observe the @ before ¢, a frequent license in Homer. 
So 7 oKemapvov 391. ZdxuvOos (dt-dxavOos, cf. ¢d6eos for dta-Geos) means 
‘Thorny’ island. In Bk. 1. 246, the gender is masc. 
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25. xSapodi, ‘low,’ from xapai, is precisely equivalent to Azmmzlis 
from humus.* 

_ mavurrepréty, to be taken with mpds Céor, ‘furthest of all towards 
the west, lit. ‘the darkness.’ Compare the common sense of érép, 
‘beyond? 

- 26. téov, can only mean ‘west’ here, and is used by Pindar and 
Herodotus in this sense. Cf. note on io-dvedés, 426. 

af 8é is really the same as ai 8¢, z.e,, the article used as a demon- 
strative, its usual force in Homer. The accentuation is Herodian’s, 
restored by La Roche. 

78, (Att. €o], acc. of ads, which has lost o, and is connected with 
Lat. Aurora, originally Ausosa, cf. Skr. ushas, from the root zs ‘to 
burn’ Hence our ‘ East, 

#Avov, is also from this root, acc. to Curtius, who makes the 
original form of the word aicédwos, and connects the Lat. name 
Aurelius, originally Auselizs.t 

27. rpyxet, fem. of tpnxus, Epic form of rpaxis.f 

kovpotpddos ‘nurse of noble youths. Acc. to Merry, it may simply 
mean ‘invigorating’ in point of climate. Note accent, the compound 
being active in sense. So Awroddyo: (92), Bovdnpédpor, 112. 

28. js ‘one’s own,’ general sentiment. [From és or éds (533) not 
the relative, but the possessive pronoun, equivalent to Lat. szezs.]§ 

* The words are really identical, as Lat. # regularly represents 
Gk. x. The @ which is also found in the kindred word xéap is 
probably due to a / after the x, developing a dental sound which was 
assimilated to the preceding aspirate. Cf. x@és, Lat. erz, Skr. Ajas. 

t It is remarkable that the Aurelian family, according to an old 
legend, were descended from the sun. In Greek the o was lost, 
and the only trace of v is in the dialectic form d8éAuos. So 7éduos is 
the connecting link with the common 7Auos. 

t In Epic and Ionic, 7 appears in place of & both in the stem- 
syllable otcasionally as here, cf. wnis, Att. vais (348) mpagis (253) 
mpnoow (491) and in the case-endings of the first decl. regularly, 
cf. yains (28) Spy (51) Aci (134). | 

§ Two letters, of, have been lost at the beginning of this word, 
and are represented by the aspirate. However, though not written 
in our texts, their influence on Homer’s prosody may be seen, for 
(1) hiatus is frequently permitted before this pronoun, e.g. 74 | a épya 
(250); and (2) a preceding short syllable is often lengthened, not 
only when ended by a consonant, as yAdv«tdy fs (34) but even when 
ending in a vowel, as Ovyarépa iv, Il. 5. 371. 
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[yatys, Epic gen. of yaia, longer and older form of y7.] 

Gro Slob. The hiatus is only apparent, for idéofa has 
digamma. See note on eiderat, 11. 

29. aird0’, ze. adrdhi, Att. adrod, is explained by é» azméoot 
ydagupoict, if the foll. line is genuine; if not, it means ‘there, — 
ze. ‘ by her.’ 

Kodvd, daughter of Atlas, dwelling in Ogygia. See Bk. 5. 

Sia Oedwv. See note on 2. [6edev Epic gen. pl. of Ged.] 

80. [oméoor. Epic dat. pl. of owéos. omjeoot occurs at 400, cf. I0.] 

AtAatopévy, a reduplicated present, with perf. AeAdjpar. The adv. 
Xiay, for \i-Aav, Epic Aiqv (477) is from the same root (Aa for Aag, cf. 
Lat. Zas-c¢vus.) The subject of eiva: is of course pe, supplied from 29. 

31, [as 8° atras. So always in Homer, not acatras dé.] 

Kipxn, daughter of Helios, the Sun, dwelling in the isle Aea, which 
also is called Aiain, Bk. 10. 135. 

34. ds, ‘so truly,’ ze. ‘so true it is that,’ &c. The adverb, not 
the conj. The Lat. adeo is used similarly. 

yNixisy fs. See note on fs (28). The comparative ending -tey 
has ? in Homer. 

[roxjwv. Epic gen. pl. of roxeds. The e of stems in ev usually 
becomes 7 before vowels in Epic.] 

35. alova olkov, so évi otko (206) an apparent hiatus only, for oikos 
has digamma, cf. Lat. wécus, Eng. ‘-wick’, in names of places. 

36. vale, here transitive, -e. long before a vowel in arsis, cf. 7 n. 

37. & 8’ dye, ‘but come,’ cf. dye dedpo (517) a common idiom in 
Homer, followed either by the hortative subj. as here, or by the 
imperative, cf. @ 8 dye . . . puOqoacde, Il. 6. 276, where this 
verb is plural, though dye is sing., showing that the phrase is 
stereotyped.* For roe cf. 14. - 

[évlore, ‘let me tell,’ strong aor. subj. of the compound verb éy-éra 
from root cen.|+ 

* It is generally explained as an ellipse for ei d¢ Oédets, &ye, but . 
it is found introducing the apodosis both in I]. 22. 381, where 
alone the plural « & dyere is used, and in Od. 4. 832. So 
Autenrieth explains ¢ as an old imperative for i@:, and Diintzer as 
an interjection akin to efa, cf. Lat. eda age. 

‘+ Compare ¢-cxov from éyo (for ceyo.) Another trace of the o 
appears in the longer form of the pres. imperat. evvere for év-cemre 
and in the old Latin z#-sece which is used by Livius in his transla- 
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88. [&bénxe, Att. épfjxe, aor. in -xa (like €Oqxa and édwxa, only used 
in sing. and 3rd plural) from épinpe].* 

amd Tpolndev, a redundant expression, like dz’ obpavdGev, Bk. 11. 18, 
eis Gdade, 10, 351. 

39-61. His voyage from Troy and unfortunate raid on Ismarus. 

39. [wé&\acoev. When the o of weak aor. is preceded by a short 
vowel, it may be doubled in Epic, so rpoepéo caper, 73, €pvocas, 99, &c. | 

40. *Iopépo, added for closer definition, in apposition to Kixéveoot, 
as their chief town. Cf "Idqv . . . Tdpyapor, Il. 8. 47. 

_[érpafov, Epic strong aor. of mépOo, by metathesis.] 

atrots, ‘the men,’ opp. to wdAu. 

41. [médtos, Epic and Ionic gen. of rédts. In these «-stems Homer 
generally either retains the « or substitutes 7.] 

&Adxous, from a copulative (cf. dépdar, 544 n.) and dex, root of 
A€xas. 

42. Sarcdpel’, ‘we divided among us’ [weak aor. from Satopa, 
infin. ddcacOat, cf. 39 n.] 

pot, ‘through me,’ ‘as far as in me lay,’ an ethical dat. 

&repBdpevos, derived probably from rép-vw, a being ‘prothetic,’ 
(3 n.) and 8 euphonic (cf. j#uB8porov for jyporoy, stem dypor- for 
dpapt-). 

tons, supply pofpas, ‘lacking his fair share.’ Observe the «, which 
as the Aeolic tocos (for to-Fos, by assimilation) shows is due to loss 
of fF. An initial F too is proved by fem. éicy, cf. aica, 52 n., and 
KG\ov, 3 1. 

43. Sepo is differently explained as ‘vigorous,’ z.e. ‘swift, and 

tion as the equivalent of évvere, Od. 1. 1, and which shows the final 
consonant of the root to have been originally x, the 7 being due to 
‘labialism’ (compare méoow, ze. wek-joa, coguo; mwévte, guingue). 
The Germ. sagen, Eng. ‘say,’ confirm this fact. éviomw is synco- 
pated for é-ceme, like ¢-cyov for €-ceyov, and the « belongs to the 
prep., as in the fut. éu-omjow, Od. 5. 98. 

* The occurrence of the syllabic augment with verbs beginning 
in a vowel always points to a lost consonant, generally either o or 
one of the obsolete spirants Ff and 7, pronounced as w and y 
respectively. So although the apparent root of inpe (which 1s 
reduplicated like ri-O@nyt, &c.) is €, it was originally JE or JA, cf. 
Lat. ja-c-éo, which is certainly connected, and contains a guttural, 
like &-xa. 
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‘flying, according as it is derived from (1) diaivw, ‘to moisten, or 
(2) SterGat, ‘to flee” * 

[jpéas, Epic for nuas. So qpéor for quav.] Note the synizesis, as 
in nvwyea (44), xpe® (136), véa 283. . 

44, [avayeo, Epic pluperf. of dvéyea, 2nd perf. dvwya used as pres. 
hence nveyea is used as imperf. In Epic and Ionic the pluperf. is 
inflected -ea, -eas, -ee (v), -€t, -etv, OF -7. ’ 

[rof, Epic form of ot, demonstrative, cf. 78. In this use the old 
Grammarians, whom La Roche follows, accented 4, #, of, af]. 

8é, lengthened on account of the following liquid p, so 8€ vepéerce 
(68) ddda pie (191), kara poipay (245). The liquids not being momen- 
tary sounds, like the explosives, the voice can dwell on them, and the 
fact is parallel to the frequent doubling of a, cf. 39 n, 74. 

péya, adverbial, cf. peydAa, 330. 

45, [aodddv, Epic for modv.] 

46. trpatev, construction changed from pass. toact. Supply some 
word like éraipor, ‘my comrades,’ as subject. 

mapa Btva, acc. with verb of rest, because the notion of extension 
along is implied. 

ddtwoSas Ckucas, ‘with trailing feet and shambling gait’ (B.L.) 
The lengthening of eiAdrodas is due to the digamma of édcé, which 
is from fedex, an expansion of fed, the root of ctda, Lat. volvo 
(whence also is derived ¢iAi-rovs). Some explain éA:xas ‘ well- 
rounded’ or ‘goodly, cf. Il. 1. 98, Ackamida xotpyy. 

47. rébpa, ‘meanwhile,’ is to 3ppa, in its sense of ‘while’ (56), as 
Tére is tO Ore. ; 

[yeyovevy, Epic imperf. for éyeyavour. | , 

48, [odw, also ods, dat. plur. of 3rd pers. pronoun, cf. of, 234 n.] 

yelroves, connected with yj, cf. yyizns. 

dpelous, for dpcioves, ‘ braver,’ an Epic comparative usually assign- 
ed to dya@és, and undoubtedly connected with the superl. dpioros 
and the prefix dpi-. Probably a trace of the positive remains in the 
lines beginning “Apes, “Apes (IL. 5. 31, 455), which Bekker and others 
write “Apes dpés, on account of the difference of quantity. 

* ‘Moist’ is the reguiar meaning of drepds in later Gk., and the 
similar use of typés in Pindar, Pyth. 1. 17, shows that the ideas of: 
moisture and acitvity are allied. Avepds Bpords, Bk. 6. 201, would 
be explained, on the first derivation ‘a living man, but on the 
second like Lat. fugafor, ‘a flight-causing man,’ with a transitive’ 
sense. Compare the trans. and intrans. meanings of oBepds. 
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49, #mepov, ‘inland,’ usually ‘the mainland,’ opp. to islands. 
Properly an adj. with yj understood, but used regularly as fem. 
subst.* 

ad’ Yartrey, always means ‘from chariots,’ not * on horseback.’ So 
inmov émBaivew, ‘to mount a chariot, xa immer, ‘down from the 
chariot, 

50. Kal && xpf, &c. 2 ‘and where there is need on foot” A com- 
pressed constr. for kal me{oi 66: xp (udpvac dai riva) wefav edyra, ‘and 
on foot in that part where there is need for one to fight on foot.’ 
[66 Epic for later of, cf. airds, 29.] 

_ [édvra, Epic part. of cui. Cf a, 19.] 

51. oa, &c. Supply rogobroy ‘as thick as leaves,’ &e. 

&py, ‘in their season,’ z.e., ‘in spring,’ 

52. qépuor, ‘at early dawn,’ prob. from fjpt, nds, cf. 26, 152. Some 
connect it with dip, and explain ‘in the early mist,’ cf, 144. For 
use of adj. cf. éomépios, 336 n. 

[fa. dpa appears both as dp and pa in Epic.] 

aica, prob. connected with ¢ tgos, with the idea of the ‘equal 
share,’ 7 ton, 42, and so ‘fate,’ since ioos had an initial F (prothetic 
a, cf. 56 n.) 

53. tv. A purpose of mischief is ascribed to Zeus, cf. &ppa, 12. 

54. ornrdpevor . . . pax, ‘having set their battle in array.’ 
paxny belongs both to orga. and ézayorro, with the latter as cognate 
acc., implying a hard-fought battle. 

[vquot, also vyecot and véecow in Epic. All the case-forms of 
vavs should be studied. ] 

[Bojior, Epic dat. pl. fem. of Odes, from 6eF, root of 6é(F)a, ‘to 
run,’ cf. wAé(Fla, mAdos, mods, xe( Fa, X60, xods. | 

55. Baddov, and probably euaxovro, require for subject dudérepot, 
“both armies,’ understood. This is awkward, as jyiv occurs just 
before, and the first person reappears in 57, so it is probable 54-55 
are interpolated from Tl. 18. 533-4, where they occur quite correctly 
in, almost the same words. 

Xadripeoty, “bronze-tipped.’ The termination -npnNs, signifying 
‘fitted with, is from the root dp, seen in dpapioxw. (In dud-npys, 
‘ double- oared,’ and similar words, it is from the closely connected 
root ép, cf. 73.) 

* Some take it as “equivalent to _Gmetpos (a—répas) ‘unbounded, 
but Curtius derives it from Skr. a, ‘to? and mepay, ‘that to which 
one may put in? 
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éyxetqow, from éeyxein, kindred form to éyyos; spondaic line, cf. 23- 

56. 8ppa, cf. 47. 
aé€ero, &c., ‘the sacred day was waxing,’ défw is etymologically 

identical with ‘wax’ since it was originally d-fé£w (prothetic a and - 
stem feé). * 

iepdy. Day is called ‘sacred’ because it is not under the control 
of human power, and is therefore attributed to divine. So xvédas, 
‘darkness,’ I]. 11. 194, worapoi, Od. 10. 351, and many other natural 
phenomena or objects. + 

57. réppa 8’. This d¢is peculiar, since it is not strictly adversative 
or copulative. Itis called afodotic dé, because it often introduces 
the apodosis both in conditional and in temporal sentences, as here. 
Though frequently found even in Attic Greek, it is probably a relic 
of the old co-ordinate construction or Parataxis (cf. 20) blended 
with Hypotaxis, as if the poet had said ‘so dong the dawn lasted 

. . and so long we withstood,’ &c. Similarly bppa .. . Toppa 
8¢ occur Bk. 10. 125- 6. Ch év6a 8 (182), ody &, 344. The pév with 
Spa is answered by jFpyos & in 58. 

aTep frequently accompanies the concessive part. in Homer, as in 
Attic xaimep, which is merely a strengthened form of ep, and is 
never found as one word in Homer. (It should be written kai wep 
in Bk. 7. 224). 

58. jpos, ‘ when,’ has a form Thos correlative to it, as rédpa to 
éppa, but is usually followed by kat rére or 54 rére. 

pereviowero, z.c. ‘was passing to the time of cattle-loosing.’ The 
compound points to the chazge in the sun’s course after noon, when 
the descent begins. Cf. véeoGar, 95. 

Bovdurdv, (Sods—Avo), though denoting #z7e, is followed by the 
local particle dé So @avdroro Tédos 8é, ‘to the end (consummation) 
of death, Il. 9. 411. For the familiar note of time, compare the 

* The fe is ‘thinned’ into v in the later atéo (avfavw). The Lat. 
aug-eo is from a shorter stem without s. Curtius has pointed out 
that in many Epic words beginning with ea or ee, some with ae or az,, 
the first letter is merely prothetic’ (3) and indicates the loss of a 
digamma. Thus aica (52) is for d-fura, éépyw (cipyw) for é-Fepya, 
éeixoor for é-fetxoot, the Lat. vzgz#t7 showing the spirant. 

ti iepds also has in Homer a different, and probably earlier sense 
of ‘strong,’ ‘vigorous,’ so it is applied to pévos *Adxtvéoto, ‘the 
might of Alcinous, Bk. 7. 167, to wuAawpoi ‘sentries’ Il. 24. 681, and 
even to ixdus ° a fish,’ Il. 16. 407. Observe the ¢ which always 
occurs in arsis (the opposite of thesis, cf. 7), also the hiatus. - 
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woodcutter’s meal in the very similar passage, IJ. 11. 86-90, and the 
common phrase in Xenophon, wept mAyGovoav ayopdv. Horace 
imitates this passage, Od. 3. 6..41-3, and Milton, Comus 291-2.* 

59. wal here is probably to be explained in the same way as éé in 
57, but its ‘apodotic’ use is confined to Epic, cf. 171, 251, 308, 363, 
&c., where xai rére follows ijos or éei. . 

kAtvav, (no augment, 29) ‘bore back.’ 
6o. %€, &c., not to be explained literally, as the tale would be 

improbable, but, with Crates, to mean 72 in ‘all, the average being 
6 from each ship (cf. 159). 

évxvypudes, 5 syll., cf.6. Though éraipos is most probably connect- 
ed with érys, ‘kinsman,’ which had fF, it does not show any traces of 
that letter itself. 

62-81. He zs driven south by a storm. 

62. [wporépw, Epic adv. from mpérepos, a compar. formed from 
apé, with mpéros for superl.] 

[axaxfpevor, perf. part. mid. (accented as pres.) of dkayifo. It is 
also used in fem. with shifted quantity, thus, dxyyenévn. The stem 
is reduplicated, dx-ay from dy, which appears in the noun 4xos, 
‘ grief 

63. dopevor, &c., ‘glad to have escaped from death, a common 
ellipse, cf. 566. dopevos, (for ofad-pyevos, root ofad, from which 
avddve, 7Sopat, ydvs and Lat. svavis for suad-vis, stad-eo) is an old 
participle, with mid. sense, described by Veitch and Curtius as 
nearer 7Oopat than dvddya. We should rather expect dd-pevos in 

- Homer, ct. i8-pev, 65-p7, later to-pev, do-p7. 

[Pavaro.o, Epic for Savarov. |} 

éhéravres, two meanings of é\Avups, (1) ‘destroy, (2) ‘lose, as here. 
appiAtooat, ‘curved on both sides,’ cf. gAtcas, 46. 

65. wely twa, &c., ‘till we had called thrice on each, &c.’ tis is 
often used collectively, like French oz, German man. These calls 
were intended as a farewell to the dead, and were customary even 

* Most texts read Bovdvrévée, treating Se as an enclitic inseparable 
particle, but whenever it follows a true case-form, La Roche follow- 
ing the ancients, writes it separate and accented, cf. 73, 438, 451, 
495. . Otherwise it.is really part of the word, e.g. oikade, 530. 
t Ahrens has shown that this Epic form of the gen. is explained 

by the adj. suffix -a7o or -cvo, the adj. being in sense closely related 
to the gen. Eg, dnpdotos from stem dypo-; gen. originally dnn0(o).o, 
then dyy010, Sqpoo (a form which A. proposed to read for -ov in 
several Homeric passages) and finally djpov, by contraction. 

_ OD, IX. D 
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in later times in the case of those drowned at sea, or slain on land 
if their corpses could not be recovered. Some say their object 
was to give those left for dead a chance of escape. The regular 
conclamatio was somewhat different. mporépw has the same mean- 
ing as at 62; it is not used like mporepoy, ; 

doa, 3 syll. The diphthong in adw is always resolved in fut. 
and weak aor., not in pres. or.imperf. Root af. Note the infin. 
with wpiv in a neg. sentence, the regular constr. in Homer, but un- 
common in Attic, especially in poetry. Cf. mpiy émixéAoat, 148. 

66. tro, anastrophe (cf. 17), because prep. follows its case. 

[SywOévres, cf. 23. The pres. dyidm is 4 syll. in Homer, but y 
combines with «when the following vowel is long, as here:] 

67. [éapo’, weak aor. from éméprupt]. 

[Bopénv, Epic for Bopéav. Attic contracted form, is Boppas, gen. 
Boppa, Epic zen. Bopéw.|* : ; , 

vepednyepéra, (vepéAn—dyeipw) ‘cloud-gatherer.’ [The Epic masc. 
«term. -a for -ns is found also in imwdra, &c.| | 

68, Georeoty, (Geds—oen, cf.37) (1) act. ‘divinely-speaking,’ applied: 
to the Sirens, Bk. 12. 158, (2) pass. ‘divinely-uttered’ or ‘-de- 
spatched,’ and so ‘terrible,’ as here. Applied to the ram’s wool, 
(434) it is simply ‘wondrous.’ 

ovv, here probably adv. ‘therewithal,’ not tmesis. 

8, cf. 44. For vepéeooe cf. 10. 

69. [épdpea, Epic plupf. with impf. force of dp-vups (Lat. o7-2or).] 

70. at pév, for accent of ai, cf. note on af 8é, 26. 

émukdpoiat, only found here in Homer, and meaning ént kdp, 
z.¢., ‘headlong’ (xdp, xdpa connected with Lat. cer-nzus). In later 
Greek it means ‘cross,’ ‘athwart, and so some explain it here. 

_ TL. [rpex8& (pr, Tpeis) equiv. to rpixa (157), with addition of suffix. 
ja For x@ in place of x7, cf. x@apards, 25 n.] 

* Curtius explains this word ‘mountain. wind,’ Itat. cramontana, 
connecting it with épos, which he.asserts to have lost, initial y, cf. 
Skr. girés. This y, while it existed, probably combined with. a 
‘parasitic’ f, ze. an involuntary sound, springing up after the gut- 
tural, and was labialised into B (cf. évicne, 35) just as Bopd ‘prey’ 
arose trom yfopa, the Lat. vor-are having lost initial g, (root GAR). 
If this derivation be correct, the mythical Hyperboreans are ‘people. 
beyond the mountains’ not ‘beyond the north wind. 
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_ ts, ‘might, identical with Lat. vs. As it began with F, hiatus is 
“often allowed before it, cf. 6€ i (538), hence the paragogic v is 
unnecessary. ; 

72. [kd@epev, strong aor. of xafinus, unaugmented, for xaGetpev. ] 

BAeBpov, root GA-, SAAvpe (63). 

73. airds, not ‘them,’ but (the ships) ‘themselves,’ cf. 4o. 
éoovpévas, adv. from perf. part. mid. of cevo. The simple root ov- 

is seen also in Epic aor. ov-ro. 

tpocpicoapev, Epic weak aor. of mpo-epéoow (for éper-jo, stem 
enlarged from root ép, as in épérys, cf. 55). Aristarchus’s reading 
for mpoeptooaper. 

dwepov &¢, usually written #mepdvde, cf. Bovrurdy dé, 58 n. 

74. oivexés, ‘continually.’ Lengthening of v due to the following 
liquid (cf. 44), or more probably to the fact of root ey being really 
aex, cf. note on dzopyéas, 481. 

75. Cupdv eSovres, ‘consuming our hearts, a frequent expression 
in Homer, used of the despairing Bellerophon, Il. 6. 202, translated’ 
by Cic. tpse suum cor edens, Tusc. 3. 36. [éo is an old present 
from root ¢8 (Lat. ed-0) later éc6a, (479), eo Oia}. 

76. ré\eo", not ‘ended,’ but ‘brought to’ perfection,’ ze. ‘to full 
light’ . 

77. ava . . . épboavres, tmesis. . 
Aede’, trom root Auk, (Lat. ¢ux, luceo). Aevarw, 2.6. AevK—Ja, iS 

from a connected stem Aevx. The accent of Aeuxd is drawn back on — 
account of the elision, but all texts do not follow this rule. 

78. tas, demonstrative use of the article; cf. roi (44), rod (212), 
rov (333), &c.* 

* The article is used in Homer (1) demonstratively or substan- 
tively, as here, either alone or with the’ particles: pév and dé (not 
merely in antithesis, as in Attic), ye, ydp, &c., cf. ra ye (109), of ye 
(113), tod ydép:(519) ; (2) apparently in its ordinary Attic use, e.g:,-08 
& dAdo (61), rav dechdv éerdpay (65), rHv- viov (446), &c. This 
is anatural development of the attributive use, e,g.rdu 8 dre wivoreyr— 
peAtndéa oivoy épvOpey (208), where the noun ‘follows at some distance 
as a Sort of explanation, and is thus shown’ to be‘fundamentally 
substantival, and a species of apposition. Thus-65: might be ex- 
plained ‘ of ¢hem, my ‘hapless comrades,’ and 146, ‘z#, the island.’ 
(3). In.-a-relative-sense, -equiv. to és, but only. with a definite 
antecedent, cf. rots. évdpedyev (223),-Tovs dy ke xat-#fedov, 334- This 
‘use too.is no-doubt originally demonstrative ; compare-the relative 
use of ¢#a¢ in English. 
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KvuBepvijrar, Lat. gubernator, etymology doubtful. Spondaic 
ending, the fourth foot too being a spondee, contrary to the usual © 
rule. No doubt this is intended to give a slow labouring sound to 
the line. 

79, [vv, Epic enclitic particle, shorter form of vur]. 

[kev, or xe, Epic enclitic particle, equivalent to av, and similarly 
used in apodosis of condit. sentences}, 

doxndas, ‘unharmed,’ doubtful etymology. 

[ixépmy. Here t, because no augment, but txdueGa, 107]. 

80. aAAd, for ef py. The conditional is obscured, and this, which 
should be the protasis, takes the form of an independent primary 
sentence (another trace of Parataxis, cf. 20). So Bk. 7. 280. 

dos, for the form and etym. cf. dojat, 54. 

mepryvapmrovra, &c., ‘as I was doubling Cape Malea.’ 

81. [aréwoe, Att. dace, weak aor. of drwbéo, which probably 
lost a digamma (root 66 for fo); hence syllabic augment.| «dv-oat- 
vAdos (22) is from this root, also Lat. 6%, 6dzum. : 

mapétAayeev, &c. ‘And drifted me past Cythera.’ ze. instead of 
passing between C. Malea and Cythera, he was driven south of the 
island. The country of the Lotophagi cannot be identified, but is 
supposed to have been either a part of the African coast, near the 
lesser Syrtis, or an island off the coast (Meninx, according to Strabo). 
The gen. Kv@jpev depends on the sense of motion from in wap- 
émhay&ev. wdrdto for mAayjo conn. with wAyoow, mAqyn, &c., Lat.: 
plango. 

82-104. Visit to the land of the Lotophagi. 

82. éwijpap (cvvéa—npap), cf. Lat. zundinae, novemdialia, 

ddoois, ‘destructive,’ ‘ruinous,’ from 6A (ZAAupz) probably(for édofos, 
from which is formed by metathesis another form odAos, used of Ares, 
&c., Il. 5. 461. 

83. tx@véevra, the hiatus is justified by the stop, and consequent 
pause in the line. The ordinary reading is iy@vdevr’- abrdp. 

&rap, for dFrdp, F having simply dropped out.* 

84. yalys, partitive gen. (‘ partial superposition’). 

elSap, ‘food,’ from root é6 (75), for éd-c-ap, the: having been forced 
into the first syllable. For of 7 cf. ai re, L1on, 

* airdp is probably the older form, the v having passed into F 
and then fallen out, cf. ypats, gen. ypafés ypa-ds, or conversely it 
may also have arisen from dfrdp. 
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85. én’. . Bipev, tmesis. 7metpou like yains. 

86. Setrvov, cf. derdeoot (10) for etym. 

[@oqs, shortened form of Aojaw, 54]. 

87. naccdpeé’, for éraadpeda, from raréopat, ‘to taste, cf. Saréopat, 
a collateral form of daiopat, 42. The obsolete mdopac ‘to acquire’ 
makes éracdpnv. Observe use of aor. » equivalent to our pluperf. 

#84, compound conj., properly correlative to #pév, but used like kai. 

moritos, ‘ drink,’ a verbal noun from a root of double form m and 
70. The former appears simply in the strong aor. é-mt-ov and fut. 
ni-o-pat, and nasalized as mw in the pres. miv-a, &c., while the latter 
is seen in perf. pass. wé-mo-pat, verbal noun mordv (354) and morjs, 
and strengthened in perf. act. wé-7a-xa. For ‘partitive gen. after 
verbs of feeding, cf. Awroie payday, 102. 

88. Note that 57 may begin a sentence in Homer. 

[mpotav, imperf. of wpotnw, for which Bekker reads mpotyy, the 
regular form].* 

89. avépes, observe the 4. In dy-jqveap (21 3) nvop-én we have 7. 

elev, the regular mood for dependent questions in historical 
sequence. 

sirov éovres, as distinguished from gods, cf. Il. 5. 341. 

90. xplvas, ‘selecting.’ The original meaning of xpiva, as of the 
kindred Lat. cev-no (cre-vz), is ‘ distinguish.’ 

91. [plye, Epic for éuiynoay, cf. épay for fpacay (41 3), strong aor. 
pass. of plyvupt, Lat. sedsceo for mic-sceo.} 

_ 93, Herodotus decribes the lotus fruit as about the size of the 
mastic-berry, and tasting like a date, (Bk. 4. 177). It is generally 
identified with the modern jujuba. 

94. 8s ms. . Héyou, a conditional relative sentence, expressing a 
general supposition, and exactly equivalent to a protasis, et rs payor, 
hence the optative is used after the impf. 7@eAev in apodosis, which 
expresses a repeated action or general truth. Cf. ot rwa yap riecxov 
. . . Oris oeas cicadixouro, Bk. 22. 414; Xen. Cyr. 5. 3. 55; and 
see "Goodwin § 62. 

* In the 2nd and 3rd per, sing. tess, ec are commoner than ms, iy, 
and must be explained by the analogy of the contr. verbs (Veitch 
supposes a pres. form igo) but then the Ist per. should be fouv. 
Curtius suggests that the 2nd and 3rd per. ‘ dragged the Ist after 
them’ in the use of the dipthhong. Cf. Bk. 10. 100. 
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véerOat, ‘to go, from root veo, whence also vioc.opat, for veo-to-pat © 
58, vdo-Tos, 97- 

96. airos, adv. defined by per’ dySpdon A., cf. adrdOt, 29. 

BotdAovro, ‘they preferred,’ a sense which BovAopat (root BoA, Lat. 
vol-o, B prob. hardened from F) often has in Homer. Observe the 
sing. and pl. verbs after the indef. és tts. 

97. [pevéuev, Epic. infin., cf. dkovépery, 3 n.] This pres. infin. 
denotes a continuous, the aor. A\Aabéc Oat an zmmediate action. 

avayy, ‘forcibly,’ dat. of manner, like Bia. 

99. ind boyd, to be taken with ¢piccas, ‘dragging them beneath 
the benches.’ 

[éptocoas, weak aor. , part. of eptw, also éptoas, 77, cf. 39.] There is 
no real hiatus, for épiw has digamma ; stem fepuo, cf. 300. 

100. éptypas, heteroclite pl. of épi-ypos, compound of prefix épt- 
and root ap, (dpapicxe, &e.) i in the moral sense of ‘fitting,’ which 
appears in dperq, cf. évt ppeolv ifpapev jut, Od. 4. 777. It is not- 
easy, in this compound, to detect the notion of extension, by, which 
Buttmann, connecting it with edpés, distinguishes épi- from dpe-. 

101. [dxeadwv, Epic gen. pl. fem. of axis, cf. dedwv, 29. This form 
explains the fact of the gen. pl. in the rst decl. being always cir- 
cumflexed, -éy contr. for -day or -éev, cf. vauréav 130.] 

102. [Awroto, cf. 87.] 

AdOqrat. The regular sequence to xeAduny would be opt., but subj. 
is used for vzvidness. 

108. Kao, It is doubtful whether this word in Homer means 
‘benches’ (like (vyd, 99) or ‘thole-pins.’ Taking the former sense 
the phrase would mean ‘sat on the thwarts’; with the latter, ‘sat 
at the rowlocks,’ See Merry’ s Appendix I. [kAyjis becomes kAeis 
in Attic.] 

104. Ha, fem., to be distinguished from dds, masc. Cf. dApuper, 
470. 

105-151. Manners of the Cyclopes ; the small uninhabited isle on 
whith Od. tands. 

éperpots, this word like épéocw is from é¢per, an expansion of 
root ép, cf. 73- 

106. Kukddrav, (eixhos-dyp, ‘round-eyed’) a gigantic race, des- 
cribed by Hesiod as only three in number, and occupied in forging 
the bolts of Zeus, an account which Virgil follows. Euripides in 
his satyric drama, the Cyclops, depicts them as living in Sicily, 
near Aetna. Homer seems to place them on the north coast of 
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.) - ; 
Africa, but the absence of my note of wind or direction marks the 
entrance of a wonder-world, as Nitsch remarks. 

‘trepprdov, explained by- Buttmann as imep- ~pu-dhov from root du 
in pve (cf. adv. tméppev and adj. trep-gvu-js), is an instance of the 
rare change of v to 4, cf. also giry, and giahos from ots. Thus the. 
primary idea would be ‘overgrown’ and so ‘ overbearing.’* 

Note the absence of a conjunction, called asyndeton. 

107. Geotor, &c., not expressions of piety, but careless confidence 
in nature, cf. Eur. Cycl. 333. 

108. [dpéwow, Epic for dpdovar, dpotar, cf. note on mepdact, 129.] 

109. dowapra, from d and omeipw. Observe the final a, due to its 
position in arsis. So wAéopév, 105. 

avfipora, from a and dpdw; for the 7 cf. Karnpedijs, 183. 

iovrat, with neut. pl. subject, because the plurality of 2zuds is 
emphasised, cf. vatov, 222 n. 

110. at ve, generally written aire. The re is not a ,copula, but 
very frequently accompanies the rel. in Homer. So vi re, 84, 120, 
cf. oids re, used like duvarés in Attic. 

111. éprorddvdov (épi-crapvan), ‘of abundant clusters.’ 

opy .. . dda, ‘makes them to grow for them.’ 

- 112. Oéuterres, ‘oracles of law’ (B. L.), Epic pl. of Oépts, from root 
Ge (ri-On=pe). 

114, 8% &acros, hiatus explained by the digamma in &kaotos.f 
115. waBav, obj. gen. after Gepoorever, * is judge over,’ like dpyew 

and other verbs of ‘ governing.’ 

ddA ov, obj. gen. after verb of ‘caring for, being mindful of,’ as 
with gpovrifew, &c.; so Ards 275. 

116. trea, ‘now’ is merely connective and uremphatic. 

AdXea, NOW explained ‘rough’ ze. ‘overgrown.’ The Scholiast 
interpreted it e#yews, ‘rich‘soiled.” The ancient critic Zenodotus 
read éAdyera, ‘small’ (from éAayds, the obsolete positive of dAdcoav 
édéxtoros) and is followed by Bekker, with the approval of Curtius. 

*The old derivations 15 (1) from ¢rdAy, ‘ goblet,’ and (2) from trépBios 
(for trepBiahos) are inadmissible. 

tfe- is from the stem of the reflexive pronoun, while -xacros 
is from that of the interrog. or indef. (cf. mdcros, récos, &c., where 
the Ionic preserves the original x, so xégos xoios &c., Lat. guantus 
guotus, 8c.) 
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wapék, ‘outside,’ compound of rapd and ék, cf. dm’ éx, 480. 

117, yatys. With La Roche’s punctuation, the gen. depends on 
Aipevos, but Ameis places the stop at rerdvvorat, taking yains with 
obre oxeddv, &ec. ‘ 

118. é&, adverbial, ‘therein,’ cf. 132, 134, 136. 

dareipéoun, ‘ countless,’ Epic equivalent of dretpos (wépa). Another 
form is dzrepeictos. 

[yeydaow, Epic perf. of yiyvopa: with pres. force. The shorter 
stem yeya- appears in the dual and plur. ze, with the heavier 
endings, and the longer yéyova in the sing. ze, with the lighter 
endings. So with péyova, pepdacs, cf. 141.] 

119. od pév yap, &c., ‘for the tread of men scares them notaway.’ 

120. pw edeorxvetion, ‘frequent it’ [The contraction from eo or 
eou to ev, found in Epic, Ionic and Aeolic.] 

[p+v, acc. sing. of 3rd personal pronoun, from a different stem, cf. 

234,] . 
xuvyyérat, This word and zoipvy (122) are not used elsewhere by 

Homer, whose usual terms are @npnrqjpes and wév, hence Nitsch 
and others regard 120-124 as spurious. 

121, épéwovres, ‘ranging’ from ézi-era.* 
122, [katatcyerar, a peculiar form for xarioyerat or xaréxerat 

which some consider is evidence of f, but more probably icye is 
for ot-cexo (cf. 37, note) a redupl. form of éyo.] 

dpdrovot, (dpdw) ‘by tillage.’ Abstract words are occasionally found 
plur. in Homer ; cf. pavrdovvat Il. 2. 832. 

123. para wdvra, simply ‘for ever.’ 

124. yxnpeda, ‘is destitute, from root xa, whence yfpy, ‘a widow,’ 
also xdris yarifw and yjros ‘lack.’ Obj. gen. dvdpdv depending on 
notion of wavt. 

prkddas, ‘ bleating, from root of pyxdopat, 439 n. 

* This &r@ (root ém for cer) in spite of the resemblance must be 
distinguished from that mentioned with éviome, 37. In both the r 
arises from «, by ‘labialism,’ but the middle éropa: shows the present 
form to be connected with Lat. seguor, while the other verb is re- 
presented by the obsolete zz-seco. Other traces show a remarkable 
parallelism between the two roots. Thus cum ipso pol sum secuta, 
Plaut. Mil. 1220 must mean ‘I had a talk with him,’ (if the reading 
be correct.) 
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125. dpa, for wdépecot with anastrophe, cf. év for éverot, 126. 

prrromdpyot, ‘red-prowed,’ lit. ‘ vermilion-cheeked’ from piAros 
and wapea) a standing epithet of ships in general, cf. piatndipées 
applied to the ancient ships by Herodotus. 

126. ‘Nor are there among them builders of ships, who might 
fashion, &c. yey obj. gen. 

xéporev, the original meaning of xdyvw is simply ‘make,’ not ‘ toil’ 
or ‘weary.’ It passed into the latter meaning in classical Greek, 
but in modern Greek has simply the sense of ‘ do.’ 

127. éuac&pous, * well-decked’ or ‘timbered’ (céApa). The oo 
may perhaps indicate the loss of F. 

at kev, &c., ‘ which should perform all their service? 

128. [txvedpevat, cf. elroryvedor, 120.] _ 

old re wodAd, &c., ‘as men oftentimes cross, &c.,’ cf. ofa re wokAa 
yiyvera év woképo Bk. 11.536. The acc. is a ‘contained’ or cognate 
acc. with mepdac. 

129. [aepdwor, Epic for mepdovor, mepdor.|* 

130. ‘Who might likewise have made of their isle a goodly 
settlement’ (B. L.) xai emphasizes rijcor. 

oh, dativus commodt. 

éuxripévny, (ed-xritw) forms part of the predicate, cf. 533 n. 

131, ob piv ydp, &c., substantive verb éort omitted. 

&pva, ‘the products of the seasons.’ 

182, &, adv. cf. 118, and with etof omitted equivalent to gv, 126 
repeated 134, 136. 

modtoto, here an adj. of 2 terminations, but generally of 3 ; many 
adjectives vary thus in Homer. . 

bx@as, der. from ¢yw ‘to hold’ ‘confine,’ elsewhere applied to 
banks of rivers or trenches. 

* Not as commonly explained a case of contraction and subsequent 
expansion, but as Curtius shows, of compensatory lengthening ( 
due to the loss of the spirant 7) and then of assimilation (a changed 
to o on account of the following @). Cf. dpéwow 108, in which of 
course only the first of these processes takes place, cf. also dAéwvrat, 
254, dpdwvres, 295, and éekrepda, 333 n.- Distinguish this verb from 
another zepdw, the original of the later merpdoxo; used in Homer - 
only of selling prisoners, and primarily implying ‘to carry over 
the sea’ (aépa). 
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133, poda-*’, &c., ‘the vines would -be unfailing indeed.’ ‘Sup- 
pressed conditional, as in 126, 127, 130, 131, 134. 

184, &poots Ady, ‘level land for ploughing.’ Like dporos, 122, an 
abstract word properly, as its form ‘shows, but used concretely, like 
avatio Cic. Phil. 2. tot. 

Babi Ajvov, a ‘tall’ or ‘deep’ crop, according to the way: of 
looking at it, cf. Badeins addjs (239) but byd7,-185. 

135, ds Spas, ‘as the seasons come.’ 

Gpgev, opt. of dude ‘to reap, diff. sense in mid. cf. 247. Note @ 
in act., @ in mid. and diapdo. 

mtap, ‘richness’ ‘fatness, éeore omitted. Some make wiap an 
adj., neut. of miwv (fem. miepa) in which case tn’ for treet should 
be written, ‘there is rich soil beneath.’ 

136. tv’, ‘where,’ the original /oca/ sense. 

xped, always monosyll. by synizesis, cf. 43. Equiv. to Attic xpeia, 
but used like xpy with acc. of the person, I. 11. 409. 

aeloparos (no connection with weifo) is general, and includes both 
sorts of ‘moorings’ mentioned in 137. 

187. eivds, blocks of-stone attached to cables, thrown out from 
the ‘bows, which pointed seawards, to serve the purpose of anchors, 
which were unknown in Homer's time. The apupvyoia were hawsers 
from the stern (zpipv7) made fast on shore. 

Bodgev [Epic strong aor. infin., also Bade], infin. of purpose ex- 
plaining weioparos. 

188. [érucéXrayras, one of the few verbs with liquid stems: (in A 
and p) which form weak aor. in -oa, cf. éraépoe, 67. exupoa, pupa 
and others occur. déxéAAw is the form used in Attic.] Supply for 
the constr. xpe@ éariy, ‘it is (only) needful.’ 

_ ds 8, ‘till,’ equivalent.to Attic péyp:. «xe is attached because it is 
future and so indefinite.' 

[vavriwy, cf. dxerdav, IOI n.] 

139. [érurvebowow, a form which shows the original diphthong of 
the stem mvev, which became avef in the present stem, whence mvéo 
for mvefo. A shorter stem avv appears in some derived forms. 
For avelo cf. io.] 

dita, ‘ breezes,’ lit. ‘blowers’ from Gp, root af. 

140. kparés. Look up all the forms from this stem. «dpa is used 
as the nom. 

141. kpjvn, in apposition to vdwp. 
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tmd orelovs (30) ‘from under a cave.’ 

atyepot, from stem a/y, acc. to Curtius, ‘the quivering poplar.’ 

[webtacw, from shorter perféct stem wedv- cf. 118.] 

‘142. wal... 088, ‘ parataxis,’ cf. 20. 

143. dpdvalnv ‘dark,’ conn. with ¢peBos and ’Opdevs. 

oi8é, &c,, ‘nor was there light to see,’ epexegesis ot épdvainv. 
mpoiaivero is impers. and mpotpaiwe (145) is intrans. ‘ showed her 

gat. ; 
144. dfp, ‘mist,’ as always in Homer ; observe the gender. 

145. 8é, for the quantity cf. emi, 150, dé, 154 and 44 (note.) 

146. why vijoov, cf. rév xpov 181 and note on78. ‘In translation of 
course this use cannot always be distinguished from the Attic, if it 
is not even identical. Some translate ‘¢#a¢ island.’ 

_ to€Spaxev two forms of stem,—dpax, seen in strong aor., and in 
subst. Spdxwy adv. imddpa (with loss of x) and Sepx (for dapx) in pres. 
Sépxopat. . 

147, ot8’ oty, a correction for ovr’ ody, because otre is only used, 
as a rule, in connection with another ore. But some justify it by 
an odre implied in o#, cf. 146. ot ris . . . otre occur Bk. 11. 483. 

[mport, for mpés, cf. 11. Another form qori occurs 289.] 

148. émix&Aocat. For the infin. after mpiv in a neg. sentence, cf. 65 
n. In Attic the indic. is usual. 

149. keAodoyot, here intrans. The dat. commodt,as though the 
ships were persons, is peculiar ; in Attic we should have gen. abs, 

150. é... Bip, tmesis. For et cf. note on dropyéas 481, 

Pynypiv, ‘the surf’ or ‘breakers,’ from root fpay, pryvupe ‘to break,’ 
Lat. jranyo. ; 

151. dwoRplEavres, “having fallen into heavy sleep’ from stem fpr, 
seen in Spiéw dBptpos or duBpepos (233), &c. Note the force of the 
aor., So BactAevoas, ‘having come to the throne,’ not ‘reigned.’ 

Stay, from root df ‘to shine,” when applied to physical objects, 
is probably simply ‘bright, though it may be explained ‘here like 
iepds, 56. 

152-192. Hunting and feasting for one day; then he sails with 
his single ship to the land of the Cyclopes. 

152. Apryévaa, ‘ early-born, from jp, conn. with ads (cf. 7éptos, 52) 
and root ye. This adj., pododdkrvdos, and évmAdkapos (76) are stand- 
ing epithets of jas, cf. 125. 
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153. ewedperba, [Epic for -ovpeba] ‘ we roamed.’ 

abriy ‘itself? z.e., the interior, not merely the coast. 

154, [kotpa, Att. xdpat, cf. votcos for vdgos, 411-] 

aly.éxow, ‘lord of the aegis,’ from aiyis—éyw. This aiyis is ‘prob- 
ably not conn. with até, 155, but another word meaning originally 
hurricane,’ conn. by Curtius with ém-ely-, aiyt-adds, &c. 

155. éperxgous, ‘dwelling in the hills, from 6 “pos—Keipae 

tva implies a special providence, cf. 53. 

156. alyavéas, either from até, meaning ‘ goat-spears,’ or from root 
of digow. 

Sodixaddovus, simply ‘long,’ dodryés belonging strictly to the adAds 
or ferule, but practically to the spear. 

157. 8a. . . Koopndévres, tmesis. 

158, pevoaxéa ‘abundant’ originally ‘satisfying desire, applied 
usually to food, and drink, but also to plunder, gifts, &c., from pévos 
and fexw found in €oika 190 n. 

159. 8SudSexe, Homer uses also dvoxaidexa (195) and the Attic 
dadexa. For &rovro cf. 121 n. Note the hiatus. 

és 8€, &c., ‘and to each ship nine goats fell by lot, a sense of 
Aayxdveo not found elsewhere in Homer. One MS. reads aiyas, and 
év 0€ éxdoty with some others. These readings would give Adyxavov 
its usual sense, the subject éralipe. being supplied. gcaoros had F 
originally, so 5é is not elided, cf. 65. 

160. e€edov, ‘ ¢zey had set apart’ The Ist per. must have been 
efedopny. 

161, &s, demonstrative like otrws, as in Attic. 

mpémray, the @ is due to accent, cf. wap. 

' 162. xpéar’, observe the & which appears throughout xpéas, cf. dat. 
pl. epéaot. The common reading is xpéa 7’, and this form frequently 
occurs in Homer, cf. 297, where it is elided. xpéa cannot be explained 
from xpéara, xpéaa, so must be referred to another stem xpeo. It 
occurs with synizesis 347, cf. Bk. 3. 33. 

dowera, orig. ‘unspeakable,’ and so ‘boundless,’ ‘abundant,’ from 
a-cen, Cf. 37, note. 

pébv 48%, no real hiatus, cf. note on dopevos, 63: 

163. vydv, depending on the sense of removal from in é&épérro 
‘was spent out of, cf. Kv@npev, 81. The hiatus is only apparent, for 
oivos had F cf. Lat. vinum, See 196, 208, &c. . 
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épvOpds, equivalent to Lat. rufus, as f stands forfthe dental as well 
as the labial aspirate. zder is also conn., cf. of@ara 440 n. 

164, [évéqv. The form éqv is found almost as often as jy for the 
3rd per. sing. imperf. of efyi. The forms #yv and ev alsc occur, 
and the iterative écxe often.] 

dpdupopeiow, from dui-épw, ‘a thing carrried by handles on both . 
sides,’ (see Dict. of Antiquities.) In later Greek it was shortened 
to dudopeds, whence Lat. amphora, cf. npédysvov for jpcpéedipvor. 

165. tepdv, an epithet constantly applied to cities, ‘cf. the oft re- 
curring "Iios ipn, perhaps as being under the protection of deities. 
Note the ¢ in thesis, and cf. 56. 

mrodlepov, Epic for modiebpov, so mrédts and mrédepos. The r 
possibly arose by ‘dentalism,’ from a spirant 7 which developed a 
parasitic 6, and was afterwards expelled by it. Cf. y@ayady, 25 n. 

167. pboyyqv (POéyyopat) taken with the verb by zeugma. We 
should expect jxovouev. The best parallel is Aesch. P.V. 21. & otre 
hori otre rov poppy Bporay se. avray is emphatic, marking an 
opposition, cf. airots 4o. 

168. émi . .. AdGe, tmesis. 

171. dyopiy Gépevos, ‘having called (arranged) an assembly,’ the 
regular sense of dyopy.in Homer. Cf. Oéa0ar daira, paxny, &c. For 
kai rére cf. 59. 

péra, observe the use with dat. not found in Attic. 

[geurov, this syllabic augment points to a lost F (cf: noteon édenxe, 
38) the diphthong appears in the other words, and ei is probably 
a reduplicated aorist stem for Fe-Fer, root fer, labialised from fer, 
cf. Lat. vox, voc-are, &c., and note on fap, 301. There is no con- 
nection with the root oer (37) though they are often confused. The 
ppaugmented Attic form eiwav only occurs once in Homer, Od. 6. 
223. . 

174, of rwés cow, regular dependent question, primary seq. 

175, 4p &c.  . . . Fin correlation mean ‘either . . or} but } 3 wf, wae ; : 
- » . He here, occurring in an indirect double question, are used like 
the Lat. wérum .. . an, cf. the parallel passage, Bk. 6. 120, where 
the question is direct, and therefore 4 not # is used in the first part. 
The second 7 in a double question, direct or indirect, is always 
circumflexed. Cf. 253, also Bk. 1. 175 (indirect question). The 
subst. verb eiot is omitted. 

176.. [je an Epic form of 4, as 7é of 7] 
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GeouSijs, first explained by Buttmann as ‘godfearing’ from Oeds- 
déos, the diphthong ov being due to F which. originally stood after .8 
in Séos, SefSw and kindred words.* 

177, ava. yyds *Bny. Hermann and others connect dvd. with the 
noun, translating ‘I climbed up the vessel’s side, as distinguished 
from é ent, ‘I went on board ship.’ Iti is probably better to join dvéBnv 
(cf. ava . » dioar, 178) taking wos as a partitive gen. of place, cf. 
yains, 84, and a av & dpa Tydéuaxos yyds Bair’, Bk. 2. 416, 

178. dpBatvew, an instance of ‘ assimilation.’> 

181. rdv xapov, ‘Zhat place’ (cf. 146 n.) refers to 166 (Ameis.) 
[éévra, Epic part. of eipi, cf. €o, 18.4 

182, 0a 8’, for d€ in apodosis cf. 57.. 

éoxarty, (éoxaros) ‘the furthest part’ or ‘border’ cf. 280. Some 
read iopev ozeos, objecting to absence of Fin etopey, but cf...ciderai 
(11) and note on dvaxros,. 4 52. , 

183. Karnpeés, (épepw) ‘ roofed over,’ cf. dvjpora 109. 

184, dues, 3 syll. (dus for dhs Lat. owds, Skr. avis), cf. 425. 

laterxov, an iterative tense from fate, ‘used to sleep,’ ze, at night, 
cf. ev-iave, 187 (etymol. doubtful, perhaps a redupl. stem from root af 
cf. deoa, for afeoa, ‘I rested.’) 

wept, adverbial, and local in sense. It has another meaning, 
‘exceedingly,’ in which sense it is accented aépt by some editors.. 

athy, a ‘yard’ or ‘ court.’ 

185. 8é8pyr0; syncopated: plupf. pass. of Séuw, root dep, whence 
Sdpzos, Lat. domus, &c. 

Katapuxéerat, ‘deeply imbedded,’ [heteroclite dat. pl. of xarapu§ 
(kar-opvoce) as if from xarapuxns-| 

* Its effect is often to be seen (in the weak aor. only) in 
lengthening a preceding short vowel, cf. d€ deicavres 236, 396, 
and in compounds or even after the aligment, thus t76-deieas 377, 
(commonly written inoddeioas) and édecev frequently. @eovdys used 
to be explained as Geoeidjs,.‘ godlike,’ and some.say it is @eo-fadjs 
(dvdave). 
+ The preps. dvd, curd, mapd may drop their final vowel: in Epic, 

both i in composition and separately, cf. mapdépevot, 255). 7ap, 194; 
and dp Cast note). This is called ‘apocope’ Thefinal.consonant 
of dv and xér is assimilated, if possible, to the following consonant, 
thus, dyxAivas for dvaxAivas, "kad 8¢ for Kard de, 372, 459, &c., wiGode 
for xar-Bade, &c. With dp-Baivew cf. ocvp-Baivew, 
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- 186. i8é, used like 78¢, 87. Iti is probably formed from the pro- 
noun. stem i i, as 7d€ from stem 4.: 

187. 8s. . . re, equiv. to ds, cf. 110 n. Some read rd for re. 

188. [rowatverkev, iterative tense, cf. 184. 

per dAdous, &c., ‘consorted with others.’ 

189. dOeproria. 75m, ‘was of lawless mind.’* In English we should 
invert the constr. thus, ‘dwelt apart in lawlessness of mind’ (B. L.) 

190. [éréruxro, plupf. pass. of revxw, ‘ to fashion.’ 

édxe, “he resembled,’ plupf. from @orka, for Fefgixec (root probably 
fix) hence hiatus is only apparent, cf. pevo-etxéa, 1 58. Polyphemus’s 
naime is not mentioned till 403. 4 

191. le, ‘a peak,’ sometimes a promontory, hence the names 
Rhium and Anti-rhium on the Corinthian Gulf. For d\aa@-cf..68: 

192. dw &Awv, ‘apart from others, a6 often occurs in this 
sense in Homer, even without a word like ojos, cf. @iAns amd narpi- 
Sos ains trcera, Bk, 1. 203. In this use some modern editors write 
aro. 

193-280. Mooring the ship, he goes with. 12. men to the Cyclops 
cave, which ts described. 

194. airod, ‘there,’ cf. 96. 

wap, cf. 178. The iin mi is due to arsis ; in 173 and elsewhere 
we find wnt. 

[epvofar, pres. infin. without ‘ thematic’ vowel (cf. 17,) from &; epupar 
or etpupat, which in indic. only appears as imperf. ¢ épico, etpio, &c., 
the other forms coming from épvopat or eipvopar with thematic vowel. 
The stem is fepv, hence app. hiatus.. No connection with pve, 99.] 

196. atyeov, elsewhere in Homer alyetos is used. Cf..xptoceos with 
xXpvaetos, &c, 

olvoto, for Fotvato, hence péAavos, cf. 163. Gen. of contents, cf. 346.] 

197. Mépwv, no doubt connected with “Iu-papos Maroneia, a 
town of the Cicones, was called after him. Various mythological 
accounts represent Maron himself or hie father Euanthes as son 
of Dionysus. 

198. [ipévs, Epic and Ion. for iepeds as ipds for iepos.] 

*AmddAovos, the a occurs only in the. 4-syll. case-forms, when 

* This use of oida, referring to temper and thoughts rather than 
knowledge is.common. in: Homer, cf.' dre of @peoiv.dpria 75, Tl. 5. 
326, said-of a.congenial:friend. . For the apparent: hiatus, cf..28,:11. 
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in arsis; cf. 201, where %occurs-in thesis. This protection of the 
priest is a striking evidence of the religious feeling of Homer's age. 

GpdrBeBfne, ‘used to watch over, implies that he had forsaken 
the city at its downfall, according to the common belief, cf. Aesch. 
Theb. 204, Verg. Aen. 2. 351. Homeric perfects being generally 
equivalent to presents, the plupf. is used like the impf. Cf. Xptanv 
apdiPéByxas, Il, 1. 37, (metaphor from bestriding a fallen friend 
for protection.) 

199. obvexa,, for of &vexa, “because? It also means ‘wherefore,’ 
and ‘that, in Homer. 

wreproxdpe0", “had protected him, ‘fenced him round, on occasion 
of the capture of Ismarus, 40-42. 

200. a&f{épevor, ‘with reverence.’ The app. hiatus after this word 
may be explained by the digamma, feet, cf. foixov, 35. . 

201. *AmédAovis, the 6 probably explained by the arsis, affected 
too by the pause at the full stop. 

[aépev, strong aor. from a stem zrop, appearing also in the perf. 
impers. mémpwrat, ‘it is fated,’ originally ‘it is given,’ hence 4 
wempwopevn Sc. poipa, ‘ fate.” 

202. réadavra, most likely a variable weight in Homer’s time, as 
no definite standard seems to have been then recognised. A talent 
was possibly about half the value of an ox, according to Merry. 

203. wavdpyupov, aay-in composition is short before vowels, unless 
in arsis. 

204. ofvov, acc. after Saxe. 

Sud5exa mao, ‘full twelve,’ like the modern expression ‘all told.’ 
Some explain it ‘twelve in all, like the later of wavres. Cf. Bk. 24. 60. 

205. dunpdorov (d-Kepdvvupt) ‘unmingled,’ equivalent to dxqjparos. 
Cf. 106 for asyndeton. 

od8t. . . attdv, parataxis, cf. 20. 

206. [ijelSa, equiv. to 76y, 189. Some texts read 7jeid7.] 

Spdav, from dyés, ‘a man-servant ;’ the corresponding fem. form 
is Spon (root dap in dapdw) and we find dudes kal dpeai in the qn. 
apepuroKoy is only used of female servants in Homer. For evi oikp 
cf. 35. 

208. rev 8’. . . . olvoy,a frequent use of the article, called 
‘ attributive,’ when the noun only follows in an explanatory way, 
cf.78n. For app. hiatus, cf. 196. 

bre mlvouv, ‘ whenever they drank.’ The opt. in historical se- 
quence, cf. ds ris payor (94) Gre ixdvor (333), is quite regular, These 
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‘indefinite’ sentences, as Mr. Sidgwick calls them, are classed by 
Goodwin as conditional relative sentences, § 62. 

209. &, &c., ‘he filled one cup and poured | it into 20 measures of 
water, Probably the distributive use of dvd, though some take it 
with xeve by tmesis, pérpa being thus object. The 6 in déaros is due 
to arsis. avd is not elided because of F; with Feix-ooe cf. Lat. 
vigintt, and éexoadpo.o, 322. 

210. [xev’, Epic aor. of xéo, fyeva for éyefa, also éyea, cf. 10.] 

68n4, later dopy, cf. dopevor, 63 (root 68, in d{w, dSeda, Lat. odor 
and o/eo, &c.). The hiatus after 7deia may perhaps be explained by 
the caesura. 

211. av . . . fev, ‘it was,” common use jof a with ,impert. or 
aor. to denote a “customary action, not conditional. [For jev cf. 164]- 
Observe the impf. which is the regular tense. ddade is also an impf. 
in sense. The aor. xeve is exceptional in an apodosis of this kind. 

212, rod, demonstrative, cf. 78. It goes with épmdqoas, probably, 
_ being the regular case, though some join it with doxdy, as gen. of 
contents, cf. olvoio, 190. ; 

ev, strictly, an adv. (118) but defined by the dat. xwpuxe following, 
cf. év dé re oivoy kpyripow Kepdwvro, Bk. 20. 252. 

4a, ‘provisions,’ épddia in later Gk. Here disyll. by synizesis 
of ta, but commonly trisyll., the « being short, unless in arsis. Some 
write 7a here. 

213. [élocaro, 4 syll, cf 6. In Homer of and dia are the 
commonest forms of the pres. ind., éfoza: is often found, ofoza: only 
once and the Attic ofpa: never. | 

ayfvop, ‘ lordly,’ from dyw-aynp, cf. meLonvep, nvopén, &c., 89 n. 

214. &v8p’, subject of next verb. 

emueypévoy, ‘ wearing,’ ‘clothed in, cf. dvaiSetny émtempéve, Il. 1. 149, 
’ and é épot tooonvie Geot Sivayw mepidciev Od. 3. 205 ; also Psalm 93. I. 
[In cipat (from fvvups, stem fer) the initial letter is really f, cf. Lat. 
vestio vests, hence ém(F)etuévos, never in Epic eperpévos.] 

a&Akiy, acc. because the verb takes double acc. in active. 

216. o%8, ‘but . . . not) cf. 230. So the Lat. nec for nec tamen. 

217. vopdv xdéra, ‘anastrophe,’ cf. 66, 17. This position of the 
prep. is also found in Tragedy. Distinguish vopos, ‘pasture,’ from 
vopos, ‘law.’ Both are from vep, root of vépo. 

218. [enetper8a, Epic impf. (-c6a = -@a) of Gnéopat, old form of 
Attic @edopat (root af in Gatipa, &c.) cf. cioorxyvedot, 120.] For app. 
hiatus cf. 159. 

OD. Ix. E 
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219. rapoof, &c., ‘the baskets were laden with cheeses.” Cf. 
m\eKTOt TaAapot, 247 3 with Bpidoy cf. dwoBpigavres, 151. 

oreyoyro, &c., ‘were crowded with.” Both verbs take the gen. on 
the analogy of words denoting fulness, but both are also used with 
_instrumental dative, cf 445 and Bk. 6. 159, éédvorot Bpioas. 

220. apvav, from a hypothetical nom. sing. dpay for Fapny. 

221, [%pxaro, also éépxaro. oa per. plur. plupf. pass. of gpye or 
éépyo later eipyw, root Fepy] * 

mpdyovor. . . péraroat, “the firstlings’ (aps-yev) . . ‘the summer 
Jambs,’ lit. ‘the middlings. péracoat from pera as mepiooés from 
wept, &c. The word only occurs here. 

222, tporat, ‘the younglings,’ époy or éépoy for Fépon properly ‘dew.’ 
By the same metaphor épdaos is used for a lion’s whelp, Aesch. Ag. 
138. 

[vaiov, impf. of vata or vdew for ovafw, conn. with véo for ovefw. 
Some read vaov here.] The plur. verb is probably to be explained 
like povrat, 109. 

épo, ‘ whey,’ from épés masc. épos ‘a mountain,’ is neuter. 

&yyea, ‘vessels, includes the yavAoi and oxadides, ‘milk pails,’ 
and ‘bowls,’ cf. mefoparos, &c., 136. 

223. tervypéva, cf. éréruxro 190, supply ed, ‘ well-wrought, 

tots, relative use of article, cf. 78 n. 

évdpedyev, without augment, cf. Fuedye, 238. 

224. mpdrio®’, a kind of double superlative, mp&ros itself being 
really for rpéaros from mpe, cf. 62. 

225. tupdv, part. gen. ‘some of the cheeses,’ cf. 93. 

aivupéyous, sc. nuds, ‘that we should take, &c.’ 

226. kapradipos, ‘ speedily,’ from root kapmr or xpaz, whence also 
xpaimvds, for kpa-tvos * swift.’ 

227. Gdpvpdv, adj. formed from Gs, 104. The Lat. sa/ shows that 
the aspirate represents a lost o. 

228. 4 v av, for 7 ro. av, cf. 13 n., ‘truly it would have been far 
better.’ xépd:ov ‘ more gainful,’ conn. with xépdos, &c. The sentence 
s parenthetical. 

“* The endings of perf. and plupf. pass. in -arat -aro, for -vrat 
-vro always occur in Epic after consonants ands, sometimes after v 
and long hard vowels. Similarly with the opt. ‘They are commonly , 
used in Ionic, and occasionally in Attic. Cf. claro (545) dmodotaro, 

54 
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229. airév, the man himself.’ No real hiatus at re, cf. 11. | 
et pot, &c. ‘if perchance,’ or ‘in case he might give.’* 

230. ‘Yet after all he was not destined to be welcome to my 
comrades when he arrived? Cf. 216. 

éparewvods, conn. with épards, épdw, &c. The fut. infin. with péAAo 
is as common as the pres. in Homer, cf. xeynoeo@at, 477. 

231-306. The monster arrives with his flocks, and foiled by 
Odysseus in his questions about the ship, devours two of the men. 

231. [xhavres, Epic aor. of xaiw, for xaf-io, root xaF or kav. xéas is 
found in Att. poetry, but the prose aor. is ékavaa. Cf.. kya, 533- 
Most MSS. wrongly read keiavres.] 

&@icapev, ‘we offered’ an offering, usually of meal, here of cheese.f 

233. eos. Three forms appear in the common texts of Homer, 
éwse, tos, and eios. The last two forms have no real authority, the 
best MSS. generally having és, and Curtius maintains that where 
és will not scan the true spelling is jos, standing for %-Fos or d-Fos 
(cf. Doric ds) by a transposition of quantity. Cf. note an daetw, 280. 

SpBpipov, also d8pmpov, ‘weighty,’ from root Bpe (151) the o being 
prothetic. ; 

234. atadéys, ‘dry,’ from ay ‘dryness,’ &c., dCopar, ‘to dry, 

va of, no hiatus, because the 3rd pers. pron. (properly reflexive) 

*This and similar passages, cf. et rt mépots (267), && was Ticaipny 
(317), ef . . . méppecas (349), ef . - . AdGor (418) are commonly ex- 
plained as indirect questions depending on ckomGv, metp@pevos or 
some such word understood. But (1) the tense would then be future, 
acc. to rule, not aor. and (2) the similar clauses with at xe and subj. 
cannot be explained as indirect questions, since such are never 
introduced by édv, cf. Geovs émBacopa . . . al xé molt Zevs Sor, Bk. 
I. 378-9, and ra oa youval? ixdvopat, ai x é6€&yoGa, Bk. 4. 322. These 
sentences are really conditional protases with apodoses suppressed 
or implied. Thus we might expand—‘that I might see the man 
himself, and if he should give me hospitality, sight recetve zt. The 
sense is practically ‘in the hope that,’ and approaches that of final 
“sentences, as te... xai shows. The full construction occurs at 
420-1 BotAevoy Grws . . yévorro, ef . . . evpoipny. A similar passage 
outside Homer is Aristoph. Av. 120. Cf. Goodwin § 53, N. 2. 

t The offering was called 6undai, and was burnt like the ‘ meat- 
offering, Levit. 2, 1,2. It was the regular preliminary to a meal in 
Homeric times, hence kat adroi follows appropriately. In later Gk. 

. @sew'meant ‘to slaughter’ a victim, and 6vy.ay was used of the meal- 
offering. Cf. II. 9. 219. 
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like the possessive (cf. js 28) originally began with the letters of cf. 
Lat. sz-z, &c.* 

moriBdpmiov, for mpocddpmov, cf. wori 289, and moribavyjes, 456. 
‘To give him ght for supper,’ for he did not cook his food, cf. 248. 

235. tvroa%ev, most read éxrocGev, which does not suit the sense. 
The Cyclops brings his load of wood, and throws it down zwside 
the cave, then goes out and drives in his flocks, and finally closes 
the entrance. 

Wyk, &c., “he made a din? This use of iene like sotéw is 
frequent in Homer, cf. pupi? "Ayaiots Gye eOnxe, Il. 1. 2, and with 
double acc. ddd p’ éhackes. . . GAoxov 6goev, IL. 19. 297. The 
conn. with Lat. facio helps to explain this (ja=6n). 

236. 8é Seloavres, cf. Oeovdys, 176 n. 

drrerot 0’, various] explained as strong aor. mid. or plupf. mid. i y exp Pp 
of drocetopat, cf. érovpévas, (73) &éoovro (373) éoovo, 447|. The 
rhythm of 237 is peculiar. 

238. [8eo’, Epic form of dca, cf. réconv (234) and péooos for pécos. 
The longer forms are etymologically the older, thus péooos represents 
peG-jos, Lat. sed-cus]. 

Bipndw, ‘outside,’ locative in sense. F 

239. txrobev, &c., ‘ outside the deep yard’ is the natural meaning, 
but then what was the object of driving them home at all? 
Some propose to take avA# here as equivalent to oméos (but cf. 182- 
186), others, with more probability, to take éxrodev separately, and 
avaAjs as (partitive) gen. of place. Some read évrodep, ‘ within,’ both 
here and at 338, a very probable correction, as éxrogGev is certainly 
wrong at 235. The yard is here called Baé@eia, but at 185 dynA7, 
see note on Badd Ajtov, 134. 

* Thus we have kai of, 249, arap oi, 360, rte é, 402, and even a 
short vowel lengthened by position in a6 é0, 398. €ot occurs as well 
as of. In the plural forms ogeis ode and ou 48, the influence of 
the o has hardened F into @ as in the poss. pronouns odds and 
ogérepos. All the Epic forms of this pronoun should be studied. 

} This -¢x(v) represents an old suffix, -b/z, (appearing in the Lat. 
ti-bi, st-b2, t-b2, &c.) Its uses in Homer are three (1) the instru- 
mental and comitative dative e.g. Bind, 406. (2) the locative, as 
Oupndw. (3) the gen. chiefly, ‘but not solely, as representing the 
abl., usually with prep., e.g. ck orpOecdw, Il. 2. 388. It is used 
either in sing. or plur., with or without a prep., but not with words 
denoting persons, exc. Oéoguv. It is appended even to an adj., cf. 
kparepapt, 476. 
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240, “eupesy, disyll. by synizesis, ‘a doorstone; conn. with @ipe. 
Polybius uses the word for a shield, 

[&elpas, Epic weak aor. part. of deipw (dfepja) Att. atpo). 

_ 241, Séw kal dkoo’, a number frequently used in Homer’s hyper- 
boles, cf. Il. 15. 678, and 23. 264. Cf. 209 n.’ 

242. rerpdxvedor, the first two syllables must be scanned long. 
Many texts read reooapdkuxdot, which removes the difficulty. 

ot8cos, gen. of ovdas, 135, conn. with ovdds ‘threshold,’ (Att. 680s) 
and 6éds ‘road, from root €6, Skr. sad, ‘to go? 

8xMooeay, weak aor. opt. of éxAif@, ‘to heave,’ conn, with éyAéo, 
from root éx or Fey, whence Lat. veho. 

| 243. qAlBarov, ‘hard,’ ‘rigid, according to the most probable 
etym. which connects it with Grup * a rock,’ originally perhaps 
‘moistureless,’ from which Plato’s ahiBavres, applied to ‘the dead,’ 
may be derived.* 

244, [és, Epic acc. pl. for éuas.] 

245, xara potpay, ‘in order ; for xara cf. 44. 

Hfpyov (Spte) ‘her young,’ generally used of the young unborn. 
For tr’ . . . fev (tmesis) cf. Theocr. 9. 3, pdoyas Baciv terres. 

246. Opava, ‘having curdled,’ orig. ‘thickened,’ that being the 
earliest meaning of rpéo. Fig-tree juice was used for rennet, 
cf. Il. 5. 902, sq. ; 

247, < He collected it together and deposited i it in wicker baskets,’ 
cf. rapool, 219. The meanings of dydw in act. and mid. differ so 
much (cf. dudev, 13 5), that some regard them as distinct verbs ; 3 but 
probably ‘gathering’ is the one fundamental notion. émapjcaro is 
used, Bk. 5. 482, i in this sense. Curtius gives the root as pa (Lat. 
me-to, &c., Eng. “ow ’) taking the a as prothetic. 

248. 8&pa ot, &c., ‘ that he might have it to take and drink, and it 
might serve him for Supper, ’ cf, 234. mivew is inf. of purpose, cf. Bk. 
1. 262, dpa of ely iods ypierOat yxaAKnpeas. 

250, omeiore rovyodpevos, ‘had busily performed, cf. macodpe,’ 87 n. 
The main fact is expressed by movnodpevos, and ometce is used 
smuch in the same way as Aaéeiy, rvxeiv, and Pédveax with part., 
though it may take acc., cf. Bk. 19. 137. 

* Seiler and others explain it ‘smooth? from root dur in Aiza, 
areiho, &c., cf. Ais, Bk. 12. 64, while Buttm. took it as ‘precipitous, 
connecting it with aAiraive and Be root of Baivew (4 wotet rwa dAcraivey 
ths Bacews). 
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va & Upya, a double app. hiatus. For é cf. 28, while Fépyov is proved 
by Germ. Werk, Eng. work, by forms like é-opya, and compounds 
like d-epyés,. wav-oupyds for wav-fepyos. The verb épd or pé{w is from - 
same root. So 310, 343, cf. 295. 

251, «al tére, cf. 171, 59 n. 

[apero, Epic and Ionic for #pero impf. of gpopat or etpopas.] . 

252. These four lines are also addressed by Nestor to Telemachus 
Bk. 3. 71-74. Such questions were asked of strangers habitually 
and as a matter of course, cf. Thucyd. 1. 5. 

éypa, ‘watery,’ conn. with Lat. wv-zdus for ugu-idus, umor, &c., not 
with wp. . 

[«é&Aev8a, and -o: occur in Hom. as pl. of kéAevOos.] wAéo in Homer 
is only trans. in this phrase. 

253. 4... 4, direct double question, cf..175 n. -- 

xara. mpqéw, ‘on some business,’ ‘trading enterprise.’ The ¢ is 
due to arsis. 

paiSies, (udyr), ‘idly,’ goes with oid re Anurtipes. 

Lraacds Epic perf. of dddopat, whence dAdovra: (254) cf. dpdoow, 
108]. 

254, old re, equivalent to ofa, ‘like, cf. ds re, 187. 

[émefp, Epic form of trép, cf. ev, 392]. 

rol, relative use of article, with re, cf. 78 n. 

255. mwap0{nevor, ‘hazarding’ their lives. Cf mapOéuevor xepadds, 
Bk. 2. 237, and for the ‘apocope’ dpBaivew, 178 n. 

256. qpiv. . . Sacdvrav, a similar irregularity occurs at 458, of 
. . + Gewopévov. According to Merry, the gen. in these passages 
closely approaches the absolute use, which occurs (perhaps) at 
390. . It might also be taken as depending immediately on the noun 
é.g.qtop. For adre cf. 266 n.. 

[xarexddoQn, only part of xaraxAdw found in Homer]. 

257, Baptv, last syll. lengthened in arsis. See n. on fap, 301. 

258. kal ds, ‘notwithstanding’ Observe the accent of &s in this 
combination. So also od® és. 

[arpooéerov, cf. getxrov, 171]. 

259. [&momAayx Sevres, cf. rapémdayEev, 81]. 

261, otka8e, not elided, because of 7 in igwevor, cf. note on é@énxe, 
38. Hiatus after iguevo: permitted by caesura, cf. 210. 

WA 686v, &c., ‘by another path and other ways, ze. than the 
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right one. Some explain itas merely another form of the expression 
®Avéts Gry (458) ‘by various paths and ways.’ The acc. of motion 
along. Possibly xéAev@a in 252 is similar, and wAeire intrans. 

262. mov, ‘I ween,’ often used in conjectures. 
[pytloac8o, only the fut. and weak aor. of pyriouat are used, the 

pres. and imperf. being supplied by pynrido.] 

263. Aaol, ‘men of war,’ used here as it generally is in the Iliad, 
The.commoner sense in the Odyssey is simply ‘people,’ without 
any reference to war.* 

ebx spel’ elvar, ‘we avow ourselves, a very common phrase in 
Homer, cf. 519, 529. Synizesis in ’Arpeideo. 

264, rot, relative use ; ‘whose fame under. heaven is nowadays 
the greatest.’ 

265. téconv yap. Acc. to later usage ydp would be omitted—‘So 
great a city did he sack utterly, cf. réccov ydp, 499. 

[Svémepore, cf. Zrpabov, 40. Both strong and weak aor. of this verb 
are used in Epic]. 

266. 8 are, ‘on the other hand, in contrast with him. 

ktxavépevot, to be taken absolutely,—‘ lighting here, we came to 
these thy knees.’ For the acc. cf. rév... ixdvot (333) SO 477, 507. 

[yotva, Epic. and poet. plur. of ydvu (for ydvua, yovfa). ‘yowvara is 
also used in Epic, Att. ydvara.] 

267. et ru wépots, for the ellipse cf. 229 and 349 n. at xe with subj. 
is similarly used in Bk. 3. 92 ra oa yotval? ixdvopat, ai x’ ébéAnaéa, &c. 

[Eetvfyov, Epic form of feivov (229) or Eénov.] 

kal ddus, ‘even otherwise,’ z.e. give any other gift than the £eima, 
or special allowance to strangers. 

268. Serlvyy, formed from do, root of did, by a suffix, like Lat. 
dos, dot-ts, ‘dowry? 

H ve, &c., ‘as is the due of strangers,’ (B. L.) So 4 Oéps 
avOporay wéde: Il. 9.134. More usually déuts occurs with dat. of the 
person, cf. Bk. 14. 56, or without person, cf. 7 Oéuis éori Bk. 3. 45. 
q refers both to fev. and der. but is probably attracted to gender 
and number of the pred. Oéyus.f 

* The most probable etym. is Bernhardt’s, who makes the original 
form xAafor from kAvew, (whence also kdéos for xAefos, 264) equiv. to 
Lat. cluentes, ‘retainers,’ and the very frequent Epic use of the 
plural is well explained by this. 

+ This construction is even commoner in Lat. than in Gk. Mayor 
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269. [atSeto, Epic contr. for aidéeo, Attic aided. Cf. etyeo 412.] 

[etpév, Epic for dopév. Cf. ets (also eat) for ef, 273.] 

270. For the 3 spondee ending cf. 78. 

271. Eelwos, ‘the stranger’s god.’ Strangers are ‘reverend,’ aidoior, ° 
as such, whatever their personal characters. 

darnbei, ‘ accompanies.’ dydés ‘companion,’ Att. dradds conn. with 
énd(w érdwy, is from a verbal stem éra/7, formed from root én, 121. 

272, ébdpnv. The act and mid. of @npé are used indifferently in 
Epic. Cf. ddéodat, 504. 

273. [etdjdovdas, Epic for edn hubas.}¥ 

274, 8s... Kea, ‘who dost bid me.’ A Roman could say guz 
jubeas (causal subj. ) [xéAeas is for kéAeoat, Att. xéde, pres. indic. cf. 
patveat, 350. 1 

[Sa8lpey, infin. of perf. deidia, Att. déé:a, (deida cf. 176) formed by 
adding term. -pev for -pevar to stem ded, as Eora~pev from shorter 
stem of éoryxa. | 

[adéarbar, also ddevarOar, (F) cf. ddevdpevos ( (277) with indic. #Aevaro, 
a non-sigmatic weak aor. like €yeva, 210, ekqa, 231. The pres. is 
GAgopat or ddevopat. | 

275. Avés, gen. with ddéyew, as in 115. 

276, érel 4, often written incorrectly émetn. 

The Cyclops’ prayer in 528-535 and the remarks of the other 
Cyclopes, 410-12, show that this is only braggadocio. 

277, [webt8olunv, Epic redupl. aor. opt. from petdopaz.] 

278. hes also oéo, oeto, céGev, Epic contraction for god, cf. epet 
ev, 20. 

279, ‘But tell me where thou didst moor thy well-built ‘ship on 
coming here.’ Cf. elow wdvres €xov véas Bk. 10.91. For accent of 
eid’ (eizé) cf. Neve’, 77 n. and for absence of F cf. 452 n. 

compares TovTo myyy Kal dpyy Kwhoews Plat. Phaedr. 245 E. with 
Cic’s translation, Ac fons, hoc principium est movendt, Tusc. I. 53 
(ch. 23.) 

*In this peculiar form the auxiliary v of the secondary stem éA-v6 
is organically lengthened (or intensified) like a radical vowel, the 2nd 
or intermediate stage appearing in fut. éAcd-copae (as root my is 
raised to mvev in mevpa, and onevdea to omovdy, cf. dodod 3n.) The 
root of épyopac (for €p-okopar) is ép alternating with éA, whence éAvd 
is formed. 
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280. 4... Ach 175 1. 
[Sacle, Epic subj. of strong aor. pass. éddyy, from root da, whence 

the causative 6:-dd-cxo. Cf. eto for 66.]* 

281. ene 8, &c. ‘But he deceived not me, experienced as I was.’ 
Mayor well ‘explains eid. wohAd as ‘knowledge of the world,’ compar- 
ing Odysseus’ s words, IL 19. 219, ‘I was born before thee ‘and know 
more,’ 

282. dipoppov, ‘back,’ from df (314) and ép (pvupt) or ep (273), root 
of épxopzat and Lat. erro. Cf. wadiv-opgos. 

283. véa, monosyll. by synizesis. Cf. xpéa, 347. 

[karéage, weak aor. of xardyvuyt, root fay, Skr. bhang. Cf. épénrer, 
38. #& is only once found in Homer.]t 

_ 284, [ipijs. from pds, an Epic. equiv. for Spérepos.] 

welpact, ‘borders,’ from meipap, conn. with wépa. 

285. é« wévrov, may be taken with the verb, ‘carried it thither 
from the sea, or with dveuos ‘a wind from the sea bore away the 
wreck,’ as Mayor takes it, cf. wAnpupis ék mévroto, 486. 

[eveucev, Att. ijveyxey, | differs from the aorists in -xa (cf. 38) because 
«is part of the root éveyx-. It is an aor. in -a like eéa or éema, 
both having forms in -ov.] 

286. roteSe, hiatus, cf. 7d5eia, 210. 

alrty ‘sudden,’ ‘utter,’ of material things ‘steep.’ 

288. 8 ye, the subject repeated from 6 6é with emphasis to mark 
‘the contrast between the two acts, so at 554. 

éml . . tadde, tmesis, so civ . . pdpipas, 280, ek . . pée 290, did . « 
Tapov, 291. 

289. ds re, equiv. to as alone, as 6 re or ds re to ds (187), oid Te to 
ota (254), dc. Cf. 292. 

[wort, Epic for mpés, cf. évi, 11.] 

290. Xapésts, ‘to the earth,’ an adv. from the stem yapa, seen in 
xapat and xdapadds cf. 25 n. The ending -ds implying drection, 
occurs also in GAAuéis, cf. 261 n. yapnate is also found: 

* Curtius says the correct form is probably Saja. A plur. form 
Sadpev occurs Il. 2. 299. ‘The subj. in -exw occurs in Epic verbs like 
ri@npi, with stems ending in e, 

+ Curtius considers this root and fpay (Syrup) to be the only 
instances in which an original @ or 44, which is proved by the kin- 
dred languages, has been weakened to F, cf. note on dropyéas, 481. 
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291. pedcior’, ‘limb by limb’ ze. ‘piecemeal.’ Curtius explains 
this form as the locative of an obsolete noun-stem. In MSS. and 
old editions d:apedeiori was written as one word. For 6a cf. 44. 

éwXooaro, ‘ he made ready, from émAi{ev, cf. 39 n. Conn. with 
dmAov. Most edd. have omk., but Aristarchus the great Alexandrian 
critic read éxAiocaro. 

292. dpeotrpodos, cf. dpecxgos (155) the latter compound being’ 
formed (in the usual way) from the pure stem épes, the former from 
a particular case-form, here the dat. plur. Cf ov8evéo-wpos, doupi- 
ddoros, &c. (called ‘improper’ compounds). 

293, éyxara, ‘the inwards,’ ze. both greater and smaller intestines. 
No sing. in use. Etym. doubtful, perhaps from év and xds, an old 
word for ‘skin.’ The acc. depends of course on #o Gite, since od dz. is 
parenthetical. Mayor compares és pévey. . . (008 tmey@per) Aiveiar, 
il. 13. 476. ; 

vé, before o, probably to be explained like the lengthening before 
liquids, cf. 44n, 39 0, 299 (kara). ; 

The Laestrygones too are described by Homer as cannibals, Bk. 
10. 116, 124. 

294, dveoyxébopev, ‘we held up,’ cf. 527. [A peculiar aor. form of 
av-éxo, infin. oxeOéew from a strengthened stem oyed, parallel to the 
pres. forms in -6a, ¢.g. GakéOw (@ddXra) apuvddo (Gpive).| 

295, oxérAva, app. hiatus, cf. 250. For épdwvrres cf. 129. 

dpynxavln, &c., ‘we were at our wits’ end’ (B.L.) dnyx. implies 
both ‘perplexity’ and helplessness.’ 

296, peyddnv. . . vyStv, “his vast maw.’ 

297. «p@, cf. kpéara, 162 n. For edav cf. 75. 

én’. . . wlvev, ‘drinking thereto,’ the usual word for drinking 
after a meal. 

&kpyrov, Epic for axparov (kepdyvupt, cf. 9). 

298. tavvecdpevos, ‘extending himself? [ravto Epic for reive, cf. 
rerdvuatat, 116]. 

Sia paAov, either simply ‘among his sheep,’ or as Merry explains, 
‘along the whole length of the flock’ (unbroken extension). 

300. dawov, adv. compar. of @yyt ‘near.’ The root is dy or dyy, 
and docov (for dytov) is formed’ from the shorter, dyx: from the 
longer (nasalized) form. 

_ 6&3, for app. hiatus cf. éptcoas, 99 n. 

301. [otrépevat, strong aor. infin. from otrdw (also od df). otra 
occurs as 3rd per. sing. indic]. 
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"861, &e., ‘where the midriff holds (enfolds) the liver’ Seiler 
explains ¢yovex ‘ supports.’ 

firap, (full stem jrapr, p being lost in other cases) is shown by 
Lat. jecur, Skr. jakrt, to be a case of labialism, cf. éviore, 37 n.* 

302. xelp’, &c., ‘feeling for the place with my hand. > Some ex- 
plain ‘ grasping ‘the sword, &c.? For accent of xeip’ cf. Aevx’, 77 n., 
and for the elision etpec 6’, 13 n. 

[éripacodpevos, weak aor. part. of émpaiopat, 441. The os is 
accounted for by the caesura and stop]. 

érepos . . . Supds, ‘my second thought! 

303, adrod, ‘on the spot,’ cf. 194. 

[déppes, Epic and Acolic for jueis. Again at 321. The acc. dppe 
occurs 404. A dat. dupe is also found.] 

8\eBpov, cognate acc. 

304, Buvdpera. cf. éOyetpecOa, 218. Imperf. because a continuous 
state of inability. 

Gupdev, gen. of remotion (ablative gen.) Cf. onxav (227), dvrpov, 312. 

305. mpowdOnkev, “he ad set there,’ cf. sacodpel, 87 n. 

307-844. Next day four more are. similarly devoured, and 
. Odysseus plans revenge. 

308. Kurd, ‘goodly,’ ‘famous,’ from root KAv, whence KAvo, Kdéos 
(for «défos) Lat. clueo, &c. cf. 263 n. Some translate ‘noisy.’ 

311. eww 8 cf. 289, and for 5é in apodosis cf. 57 n. 182. 

* The explanation of labialism is that a ‘ parasitic’ F or v, arising 
after a « or y transformed those letters into w or 8 and then dis- 
appeared, or, as Curtius expresses it: ‘The labial spirant v affected 
a preceding 2 or gin such a way that these letters fled from the 
throat to the lips, but on becoming Jv and dv they expelled the 
spirants themselves, and simple # and 4 were left.’ Frequently 
Latin shows us the first stage of this change, ze. the combination 
v or gu for k, Thus root ak becomes egu-us, Gk. trn-os, (by-form 

tkkos). Other examples of labialism occurring in this book are 
eeurov, root Fem, Lat. vox, voc-o ; éviome, root ér, oem, Lat. 29-sece ; 

Eropat, root é7, cer, Lat. Segu-or ; Letra, root Aum, Lat. lingu-o ; ; 
néumros, Lat. guintus ; éramny, dupa, "&e, root or, Lat. oc-ulus ; rpére, 
root rper, Lat. Zorgu-eo ; Bapis, Lat. gravis for garv-ts. Those 
words only are mentioned which have undoubted Latin equivalents 
with the guttural; many more can be proved from Sanskrit and 
other languages. 
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) abre, 2 syll. This kind of synizesis (between two words) is 
called ‘ synecphonesis’ (cuvexdvyats) so pa od frequently form one 
syll. in Tragedy. 

312. &vrpov, hiatus at caesura cf. 210, 261, 300. 

313. [pySttws, Epic and Ion. for fgdios. The suffix d:o-s has arisen 
probably from 7o-s, the 6 being parasitic, and the true stem is pnt or 
pa- as is shown by the comp. and superl. of the adj. pnirepos, pyiraros, 
or pijoros, Att. poy, paoros. | 

314. ds dl re, &c., ‘as if he set the lid ona quiver,’ cf. ds Te 289 n. 
as ei occurs again with the opt. Bk. 10. 416, &s ef warpid’ ixolaro, and 
420, as et 7 eis "IOdenv adixoipeda. It does not seem necessary to. 
supply rts with some editors.* 

315. wodAq 8 Solfo variously rendered, ‘with frequent whistle’ 
(Merry), and ‘with loud whoop’ (B. L.) The call is represented 
in Eur. Cycl. 49 by irra (irra), and in Theocr. 4. 46 by cirra. 

apds Spos, ‘towards the hill, cf. Bopény, 67. 

316. Avrépny, sometimes used passively in Homer, cf. woAAolt 62 
Airovro, ‘many were left” Bk. 4. 495. Similarly éoyopyy. 

Buoco8opetwv, ‘inventing in the depths of my heart, lit. “building . 
in the depth’ (@vcods-déna). Only used in Od., always in bad 
sense, cf. 4. 676, 8. 273. 

317, ticalpyy sc. viv. 61 might requite him’ (rive) cf. 479, and 
for the constr. of ef, the note on ef pot, &c., 229. 

319. ‘ now there lay a great club of the Cyclops by a sheep-pen, 
ydp does not here introduce a veasoz as usual, but an explanatory 
clause, cf. 425 where the same formula is followed by such a clause 
without ydp. The main sentence does not begin till 325. Line 
432 is quite similar. 

potradoy, from root gem or Fper in pera &c, (Lat. repens) so that 
péya is regular, cf. note on dmopn€as, 481. 

320. édatveov, at 382 dAdivov. Cf. atyeos (196) and alyetos, d0épioros 
(106) and aOepicrios 189. 

éxrapev (éférapev) ‘he kad cut,’ cf. 87 n, 

821. atavév, ‘when seasoned,’ adaivw from avo. 

vb pév, observe the recurrence of the particle, as the same object 
is referred to. So at 325 rou pév. 

* és ef is used also with the subj. and part. in the Iliad, and some- 
times with a subst. cf. vées dxciat os ef wrepoy Hé vénua, Od. 7. 36. 
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- [doxoper, also 7 HioKopev impf. of éicxw or too, for Fefiox from root 
ix or fix, whence édxet, 190.] Translate ‘we likened it in size to the 
mast of a dark twenty-oared vessel.’ 

322, Booov 0, d&c.,a brachylogy for récaov etvat Socos Té éoTw 
iotés. The accusatives are due to attraction. Cf. 325, dcov 7’ 
dpyuav. Mayor compares the Attic ol@ oo: avdpi &e. 

éeuxordpovo, the initial « is an evidence of F cf. ava clkoot, 209 and 
aéfero, 56 n. The syll. -op- presents the root ép (in épécoo, cf. 33 n. 
and 55 n.) 

323. hoprtifos, (pépw) ‘a ship of burden? 

[éxwepda, cf. awepdoot, 129. This is also a case of assimilation, 
but it is ‘forward’ instead of ‘ backward, ’? the a assimilating the 
following «, according to rule; in wepdwot the ais assimilated by the 
o. Similarly etcopdac@at for -der Oat, 324.) 

324, pijkos . . . wdxos, acc. of reference, cf. addjv, 4. The subject 
of éyv is pémadov, eigop. an infin. mid., used as acc. by ‘synecdoche’ 
with the adj., to show in what respect the adj. is applicable to its 
subject ; cf. Goodwin, § 93, 2 

325. b’cov r Spyvay, attraction &c., cf 322. ~ Spyure. syncopated 
from épdéyua (dépéya, ‘to stretch’) was ‘the length of a ‘stretch’ with 
the arms extended, so a ‘fathom.’ 

326, amoftva, (firm, G&ds) to ‘fine it down’ (B.L.) Buttmann 
emended dzo-Sica: ‘to smooth,’ because Odysseus says in 327 
that he himself sharpened it. But the use of eéamofivas in Eur. 
Cycl. 456, strongly confirms dzogivat. 

327, éyd 8 @dwoa, ‘while I sharpened.’ @odw seems to be conn. 
with Gods, which is applied to islands, Od. 15. 299, and explained 

. 6£etat, ‘pointed.’ Possibly it is not from the same root as Oods ‘ swift’ 
(Géa). 

328, érupdkreov, (zip, mupave) either ‘made it glow,’ or ‘hardened ° 
it’ Probably not conn. with ayo. 

xno, ‘burning’ (xaiw, root xaF) always disyll. by synizesis in Homer. 

330. ‘which was scattered in exceeding great abundance down 
through the cave’ or ‘in the depths of the cave,’ a rather uncommon 
use of kard with gen. Cf. Bk. 12. 93. 

[kéxuro, this short form of stem xv- appears also in the adj. 
xu-ros, &e. Cf. eyyxeiy, 10]. 

peyah’, adverbial neut. pl, cf. wéya, 44. It is almost always ap- 
plied to ‘sound in Homer, hence Ahrens emended omeios . + péya, 

Aca, conn. with Gus. With peydAa it intensifies rod}. 
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831, mweraddofar, ‘to cast, perf. mid. belonging in sense to dAdo, 
but in form to some verb waAd¢w (not found). Cf. KAgp@ viv mendd- 
aoe, Il. 7.171. This reading is due to Aristarchus ; the MSS. have 
mwerraddxOa, but waddooe ‘to sprinkle’ could not bear the sense re- 
quired. 

332. 8s Tis roAphoeev, &c. In spite of the app. irregularity in the 
tense, this seems to be fixed as a dependent question by the very 
similar passage, II. 3. 317, KAjpous wadAov.. . . 6amédrepos 59 mpdobev 
dein yddxeov éyxos. The opt. in the indirect question represents 
the subj. in the direct, and thus the aor. is accounted for. The 
actual question was ris roApnon, (deliberative subj.)* 

éyot ctv. This position of a monosyll. prep. is not found in Attic. 
Cf. xetpay €&, 512. 

333. tpifar, &c., ‘to turn it about in his eye” Mayor remarks 
that in art Polyphemus is variously depicted with one, two, or three 
eyes, but in Homer he has but one. 

vév, demonstrative, cf. 78 n. So of (334) toiow (335) but rovs 
relative. For the acc. cf. 266 n. . 

ixdvor. For the opt. cf. ivotey,208 n. The primary sequence 
would be ris roApjon . . . Srav ixdyy. 

334, &y Ke, these equiv. particles occur together six times in Homer, 
cf. épp’ dv pév & aypods topev, Bk. 6.259. dv . . . a frequently 
occurs in Attic, but never in Homer. ‘Those men were drawn 
whom I myself (kal . . . ards) should have wished to.choose.’ 

335. tésoapes, a clear case of ‘dentalism, as Curtius calls the 
change of an original guttural into a dental. The Skr. Aatvaras, 
Lat. guatiuor, leave no doubt that 2 was the original sound.t 

* Similarly in Thucyd. 1. 25, éwqpovro ef wapadoiey would naturally 
be translated ‘they asked whether they had surrendered’ (if the sub- 
jects of the two verbs were different) but the context shows it is 
‘whether they should surrender,’ the direct question being aapadapev; 
cf. KAnpe@ viv wendhacbe Stapmepés, 6s Ke Mdxnoww, ‘whoever is drawn,’ 
Il. 7. 171, a passage which suggests another possible, but very im-~- 
probable explanation of the text. Cf. Goodwin, § 71. 

+In the form aicupes, which also occurs in Homer, the Umbrian 
petur, and our ‘four, labialism has taken place. The explanation 
of dentalism is similar to that of labialism (301 n.) A parasitic 7 
arose after the guttural, transforming it first into a ‘palatal’ and 
then into a dental, and finally disappearing. -In the case of the 
particle re which is clearly identical with Skr. Za, Lat. gue, Curtius 
gives the steps as xe, je, r7e, te. Thus 7 arises from x, and 6 but 
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_ Aéypyv. ‘I counted myself? strong aor. mid. without ‘ thematic’? ~~ 
vowel, cf. inf. -Aéyfar, part. Aéypevos. This Aéyw has both meanings 
of ‘lay,’ and ‘count,’ ‘choose,’ even in the same forms, thus Aéxro 
‘he counted, in Bk. 4. 451, but ‘he lay’ in 5. 487. For perd cf. 
346 n. 

336. éomépos, ‘at evening’; for use of adj. cf. 452, néptoe (52), 
teraptatos #AGcy, ‘he came on the fourth day.” &c. The Lat. vesper 
proves F at the beginning of this word. 

338, exroSev aids, cf. 239 n. Thesame difficulty reappears here, 
and some editors read évrofev, For wdvra pdaa, cf. 238. 

339. ‘either from some presage, or even a god so bade him,” 
Note the change from part. to indic. 71s not elided, cf. ze ody in 
Tragedy. . 

340=240, 341-344= 244-245, 310-311, 

345-397. At night he intoxicates the Cyclops with strong wine 
and bores out his eye with a red-hot stake. 

346. KkicobBtov, ‘an ivy-bowl,’ either made of ivy wood or adorned 
with an ivy wreath in carving. Cf. oxidos xiooov, Eur. Cycl. 383. 
The word is used of a mixing bowl in Bk. 14. 78, and 16. 52, and of 
a drinking-cup in Theocr. 1.27. In a modern Gk. dialect xtroodBe 
means a milk-bowl. - 

pera xepoty, ‘27 my hands,’ lit. ‘between.’ * 

For péAavis, cf. 196, and wie otvor, 347. 

347. ri, ‘take, always followed by another imperat. without conj. 
. It is from the root ra or ray, occurring in reivo, &c. Lat. zendo and 
zeneo. The plural rire never occurs in Epic. 

far more frequently ¢ ze. do, from y. (This latter change is some- 
times called ‘zetacism.’) Other examples occurring in this book are 
the interrog. and indef. pronouns ris, Skr. -22s, Lat. guds ; wévre (cf. 
wéurros in note on 301) the r of which has arisen from 4, cf. Skr. 
pankan, Lat. guingue ; riw and rive are also from a root #2, appear- 
ing in Skr. &c., but in this case there is no certain equiv. in Latin. 
¢ appears in d(opua: for dyJopat, péCw for Fpeyjo from root fepy meta- 
thesised, while in ¢pdo from same root the 7 has quite fallen out 
and left Salone. Cf. Geppaivorro, 376 n. 

_*yerdé with gen. never occurs in Homer; with dat. it means 
*between’ or ‘among,’ cf. pera roiow ‘among them,’ 335, wuparov 
perd, &c., “last among,’ ze. ‘last of, 369. 
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ayes, here and in 352, ¢peEas, we should naturally expect the perf. 
rather than aor.— ‘thou Aast eaten’—‘ hast done.’ * 
xai2, mon osyll. by synizesis, cf. 162 n. 

348, éxexedOe, virtually imperf., cf. dpape, 69. nis, monosyll. 
‘what kind of drink this was which our ship held’ 

349. AotByv, probably means a libation to be poured out to the 
Cyclops as to a god, coi being emphatic, though some explain it of 
the customary libation in honour of a departing guest, cf. Bk. 13. 
150-52. 

ap’. . , méupeas, ‘if perchance thou wouldst send me, &.’ Cf 
note on et por. . . doin, 229. Ameis describes these as ‘ sentences 
of wish, their meaning being doubtless similar, but the analogy of © 
the subj. with ai xe, pointed out at 229, shows that they are quite 
distinct from the true opt. of wish, with ei@e or ei yap, which occurs 
at 523. 

350, od 8, &c. ‘thy madness is wow (-ert) past bearing’ (dv- éxrds 
from ¢yw). | 

352. dvOpdrav wokéwy [Epic gen. pl. of wodvs] ‘of the many men 
there are.’ 

[épeEas, weak aor. of pé(w, for Fpeyja, stem Fpey for fepy, cf. fepya, 
250, ps the collateral form 2pde (fépse, for fepy-jo). For the tense cf. 
347. 

3538. [eexro, 3rd per. of édéyyny (513) a strong aor. without the- 
matic vowel from déyopar, cf. eAéypny, 335.) 

[ioaro, weak aor. mid. of #doua, only found here. #douar does 
not occur again in Homer.] For etym. cf. dopevou, 63. 

354, wordy, cf. worfros, 87 n. [adres Epic for adéts.] 

355. 8ds pou, &c., ‘give it me again of thy grace, (B.L.) 

[reév, Epic for ody as roi for coi, 14 n.] . 

otvona, Epic and Ion. for dvoja, not elided before feuré, cf. getror, 
17%. This fuller form is a trace of an original d-yvo-pa (prothetic o) 
since the compounds of Lat. momen, as co-gnomen, &C., prove an 
initial g, and a connection with root yw (y-yvd-cKxe, gno-sco, &c.) 

* This use in primary sequence is parallel to that noticed on 87, 
where racodpeda is ‘we had tasted’ (historical sequence.) Cf. also 
ometce (250, 310, 343), eumAncaro (296), &c.- It occurs not only 
after the temporal particle éwei, as in these cases, but even after the 
relative, cf. 6y rpooéOnkev (305). The action is simply referred to 
the past without more exact specification ; usually it is one just 
completed. ; 

i. 
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356. 3 ke, &c., ‘whereat thou mayest rejoice,’ a relative clause 
expressing purpose. Cf. pdppay’ & kev ratonot pehawawy ddvvdor, I. 
4. 191. As far as form goes, it might also be a conditional rel. 
clause, but the sense, ‘what boon soever thou delightest in,’ would 
not suit, as the Cyclops does not give Odysseus his chozce of a boon. 
Nitsch approves of the less supported reading xaipots, perhaps 

‘ making the sentence an apodosis. 

357. telSwpos (Cerai-Swpéopar), * corn-giving.’ 

&poupa (dpdw), ‘the field,’ so ‘ the earth.’ 

—: 858=111. 

359. +68’, referring vaguely to olvos, since dopw& is also masc. 
Merry compares TO pev od mor épaet, Bk. 12. 75; where ro refers 
back to vepéAy. ; 

du Bpooins, ‘ambrosia, lit. ‘immortal (foo8)? This and the conn. 
words apPporos, &c., retain the » which has been lost in Spores, for 
pporos, the B being auxiliary like 8 in dvdpés.* 

rer dope, (cf. oiexés, 74) usually written dwoppoé from drro-pyyvupt, 
.(481) an * off-set’ or ‘arm’ of a river, cf. Bk. Io. 514, so here ‘a rill’ 
(B.L.) or ‘sample.’ 

360. ardp, cf. of, 234.n. Here of should regularly be short before 
adres, being mn thesis. fotvov as usual, cf. 373-4. 

361. Woxa dépwv, ‘I bore and gave it.’ 

adpablyow (ppatw) ‘in his folly, dat. of manner or circumstance. 
Cf. aedpeinow Bk. 10. 231. The word is nearly always plural in 
Homer. 

362. ‘but when the wine had stolen round the Cyclops’ senses’ 
(Merry). pévas is a limiting acc. of the part affected ; the constr. 
with double acc. being a cyjjpa xa, dAov Kat pépos. 

wept . . HAvOey, tmesis, cf. Il. 10. 139. 

364, attép, coming with a question equiv. to ‘ well then 

365. ds wep tnéorys, ‘as thou didst promise.’ 

366. Oéms. ‘Noman,’ a feigned name, the purpose of which’ 
appears at 408-410. To make it sound like a proper name, the 
acc. is formed Odrw, not Girwa. 

* upor stands for popr by metathesis, cf. Lat. szors,mort-is, mor-ior, 
and the root is pop or wep. Some explain the word as not a sub- 
stantival fem. of adj. duBpécros (494) but as an abstract subst. 
‘immortality.’ 

OD. IX. ¥F 
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8vopd, the caesura and stop have to account both for the hiatus _ 
and thea. Cf. 302. 

mipardv, caesura. The word is acc. to Curtius an Aeolism for 
mog-pa-ros, related to Lat. post, &c. For perd, &c., cf. jjs, 28 n., and 
peta xepoty, 346 n. 

371. 4, impf. of qué (which only occurs in Aristoph.) qv 0 éyo and 
7 © és are common in Attic. Lat. azo is connected. 

trios, ‘on his back,’ Lat. sugp-znus, conn. with td, sd. 

372, amodoxpdoas (Sdyptos), ‘bending to one side.’ Rendered by 
Verg. cervicem inflexam posuit, Aen. 3. 631. 

KGS... pet, ‘overcame him,’ tmesis. Cf. duBatvew, 178 n. 

tivos, for cum-vos, cf. Skr. svag-nas, Lat. som-nius for somp-nus 
(nasalised) also sopor, Old Eng. swevene, ‘to dream,’ 

373. [bdpvyos, Epic gen. of ddpvyé, for papuyyos.] 

[eéoovro, cf. 236n. The shorter form otro makes it probable 
that gocuro is really the aor. mid.] ; 

374, 3 8’, &c., explained by Merry as a ‘ paratactic’ clause (20) 
giving the reason for what precedes, not as a mere repetition. We 
should expect ydp in later Greek. 

otvoBapelwv, [Epic for -éwv,| verb formed from adj. otvo-Bapis. 

375. tov péxdov, cf. 78 n., mY vAor (146) and 378 n. 

td oroSoi, in later Gk. the acc. would be used with a verb of 
motion, as here, the dat. with a verb of rest. But cf. Bk. 5. 346, 
ind orépvoio Tdvvooat, 

376. Oeppatvorro, the regular mood in hist. sequence.* 

For efws cf. cios 233n. App. hiatus before fémeoor, cf. Zetrov, 171 n. 

377, pou, ethical dat. cf. 42 n. 

trd8eloas, usually written doddeioas, for tmodfeicas, cf. eovdis, 176 n. 

{avadtn, ‘might steal away,’ (B. L.) Epic strong aor. opt. of 
dvabio. \T 

* Gepyds and its cognates Oépos Bépopa, &c., are the only certain’ 
instances of @ arising from an original gh (cf. note on réocapes, 335.) 
The orig. root ghar appears in Skr., but in Lat. has been transformed 
to for, in formus ‘hot, fornus and fornax. Cf. Gothic varmjan, 
whence our ‘warm.’ Cf. Gewvopévov, 459 n. 

+ We should from analogy expect -dv-iy (cf. Ge-in, 80-in, &c.) and 
so Thiersch reads, but the form occurs elsewhere, e.g. dy, Bk. 18, 
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378. & poxdds addtvos, ‘it, the stake of olive” The position of 6, 
which would be impossible i in Attic, shows that its use iS attribu- 
tive, cf. ra pda ravavioda (464) and. 78 n. 

379. Saperbat, ‘to take fire,’ the pass. generally used in this sense. 
Cf. €8pevar, 476 n. ' 

Srepatvero, ‘ was;beginning to glow,’ ‘ growing red- hot,’ lit. ‘ becom- 
ing transparent.’ Both here and at 353, aivas simply means 
* excessively.’ 

380. [éyév, Epic and Doric for éy, occurred also at 88, 98]. 

381. [évérvevoev, ‘breathed into us,’ weak aor. of éy-mvéw (wvéfel 
cf. érAevca from miéwo]. Odporos, also Gpacos by metathesis. 

383. éya 8’, &c., ‘ while I raised aloft kept twirling it, as when a 
man bores ship timber with a drill, and the others below keep it 
turning with a strap which they hold at either end, while it ever 
runs on continually.’ The simile only applies to the relative positions 
of Odysseus and his men (above and below), not their respective 
operations, The poxhds of course had no strap. For dep@eis some 
texts have cperabets * pressing on it,’ the reading of Aristarchus. 

384. _tpum@, apparently opt. of rpumde (for tpudo:). But os and 
és dre in similes are usually followed by. the subj. (without av) or 
indic. zo¢ the opt. in Homer. Cf. as 8 Gr dvjp.. . Barry, 391. 
Hence Draco réad rpvra and Ameis proposes rpuray, supplying 
Swet from Siveoy above. 

385. tpuTéve, a ‘drill’ or ‘auger’ requiring more than one to 
work it. réperpov was the name of a smaller instrument like a 
gimlet, Bk. 5. 246. 

_ érooeeovew, observe the oo. cei appears to have begun with 
of originally, and this may account for the double letter, cf. the vulg. 
broddcioas, 377. 

386. exdrepQe, from éxdrepos, as epiepOev from ént-imép. 

387. ev dpbdApe, goes of course with Swéoper, * we seized the fire: 
pointed stake and twirled it in his eye.’ 

388. aeplipec, the doubling is not due to the fact that the augment 
should be here, cf. the part. karappéov, Il. 5. 870. It is explained by 
the root being originally pv, cf. eppuper, 398 n. 

+év, the stake—‘the blood flowed about the hat stake.’ Ameis 
and others read idvra for édvra, 

348 ; 20. 286, and éx-Sdper Il. 16. 99, where Hermann proposed -duipev. 
Old editions read avabin. Cf. also gin, Theocr. 15. 94, dawiro, Il. 
24. 665. 
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389. ‘And the heat singed his eyelids and brow all around as the 
eyeball was consuming, and its (oi) roots swelled to bursting in the 
flame.’ dui adverbial. 

cioev. eva, avo, and Lat. wro (zs-sz. &c.) are from root #s, cf. note 
on 78, 26. 

390. yAqvys Katopévys is quoted as an instance of the true gen. 
abs. which rarely occurs in Homer, cf. Atés ye d:dévros, Bk. 1. 390 
(Merry and Riddell’s note), also 1. 404. It might however be a gen. 
depending on duzpq, which, except in its literal sense of ‘breath,’ 
is usually accompanied by mupds or some such word to define and 
explain it. 

opapayedvro (cf. 12B n.) generally explained ‘crackled,’ but it 
seems best to preserve the same translation here and at 440. 

391. xadkets, ‘a smith’ generally, for he works in iron. The 
etymology of the word shows that copper (or bronze) was the 
earlier known and worked metal, as is clear from the far more 
frequent allusions to it, cf. xarkhpeow, 55. For 7é oxérapvoy cf. note 
on vAneoa, 24. 

. 892, ev, cf. eivi (417), bweip (254). 
Béawry, hence Bad7 was the technical term for the tempering of 

metals. For the mood cf. rpu7@, 384 n. 

tdxovra, ‘hissing.’ The a of weydda is due to an initial F. Merry 
points out that where idyw has its + t lengthened by the augment, the 
F disappears, so & faye (395) peydd’ taye, Bk. 2.428. The part. agrees 
with méXexuy only. For the use of peydha cf. 330 n.  peydd’ ifrvev, 

399: 
393. happdicoay, ‘tempering it,’ properly, ‘ drugging,’ “treating 

with curative herbs, from dppakoy. 

vb yap, sc. Bdwrew. Mayor explains aére thus; “Iron is the 
strength of a man (II. 3. 62)’; tempering again (in its turn) is the 
strength of iron.” Ameis says it refers to ‘the iron having been 
first placed in the fire. [atre, weaker form of adris (354), Epic for 
avéts |. 

_ 894, off’, “hissed, a word evidently formed by ‘ onomatopoeia’ 
from the syllable ot, cf. S€o from &, ypvtw from ypi, oipwto from 
orpot, 395. 

395. opepBadtoy, &c., ‘he raised a loud and dreadful cry,’ cognate 
acc. with @pofter. 

396. 82 Selcavres, cf. 236. 

airap 8, for accent of é cf. roi, 44 n. 

397. édbodrpoto, with eEépuce cf. dvrpou éfndace, 312. 
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398-412. Polyphemus appeals to the other Cyclopes, but decetved 
by the false name Oiris, they give no help. 

898. UBaupev, conn. with fpéra, cf. pémadoy, 319 n. wepippee, 388 n. 

ns %, cf. iva of, 234 n, érrt €, 402. yxepoiy may either be joined 
with ddvev ¢ raging with his hands,’ z.e. throwing them wildly about, 
as Mayor explains, or with ¢ppupev, ddiwy being simply ‘distraught 

399. yw dpdls. Here dydis is a prep. with acc. (=dpoi) ‘round 
about him,’ cf. Hoodjiov duis, Bk. 6. 266, It is alsoused in Homer 
with dat. (once) and with gen. but its common use is adverbial. 

400. Lowjeros, cf. oréoot, 30]. 

dxpras, ‘heights’ from dxprs, but only found in this form. The 
root is d« in dkpos, Lat. acus, acuo, &c. This use of 6:4 with acc. is 
un-Attic and poetical. 

Avepotroas (dvepos), ‘ windy.’ The q appears too in tmjvepos, &Cc., 
it is an Ionic lengthening, cf. jvopéy (avijp). 

401. alovres, aiw (root af) usually has the sense of ‘hearing’ as 
here ; it also means ‘ to feel’ and ‘to know.’ 

402. wepl oméos, with iordpevor. 

Srri é «fSot, “what ailed him,’ the regular pronoun and mood for 
indirect uestion after the imperf. eipovro. LCE. elpero, 251]. So 
gee mevOecOar ot twes etev, 88. [érre Epic for ért as Ommy (457) for 
ony 

403. tlre, syncopated Epic form of rigore. It usually means 
‘why on earth,’ as in 494, but here it goes most suitably with récov 
apypevos, ‘what great distress of thine is this that thou didst so 
cry out?? Cf. rin? ere pettov. . . Epyov ‘what still greater deed, 
Bk. 11. 474. 

dpypévos, an Epic perf. part., no other form of verb i in use. Gene- 
rally accompanied by a dat., cf. dv kat xapdr@ dpnpévos, “overcome 
by, &c.,” Bk. 652. Etym. doubtful, some refer i it to dpy ‘ruin,’ others 
to an obsolete d apéo conn. with Rapis or dpatds, others to dpdw equiv. 
to dpdoco. ; 

Béqous. The root gz in Skr. and kindred languages proves that 
both Sod and Lat. bou-are re-bo-are, &c, have undergone labial- 
ism, cf. note on fap, 301. 

404, [&ppe, acc. pl. for qpas, cf. dupes, 303 n.] 

[rl@no@a, Epic imperf. ind. for ériéys, cf. the Attic jo@aand oig6a}. 

A05. 4 wh. . . pa, ‘can it be that... or can it be that, &.’ 
A double direct question like 253 (cf. also 175n). 4 py is used like 
dpa py in Attic, Lat. mumguis. 
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déxovros, [Epic for dkovros] with oev (278). 

406. o° atréy, ‘thee thyself” to be distinguished carefully from the 
Attic ceavrdy (reflexive) which does not occur in Homer, though the 
pers. pronouns with airds can be used reflexively, ¢.g. éuot aire, 421. 

xrefve, ‘is trying to slay thee,’ cf. et tis ge . . . xreivot. Soph. 
Oed. Col. 993. Observe that dddo 7 7¢ Bind: forms one expression, — 
‘by craft or violence’; if another “member of a disjunctive question 
were introduced we should have je. Cf. Oupnduw, 238 n. 

408. The ambiguity in od¢ as well as Odris is evident. Polyphemus 
says ‘Noman is slaying me by craft, azd not by force, (cf. 216.) 
His friends hear ‘ No man is slaying me by craft #or by force. 

409. wtea wrepéevr’, ‘ winged words’ (flying like an arrow) common 
expression in Homer. 

410. otov édévra, ‘in thy loneliness. The next line is not, in point 
of sense, a regular apodosis to this. We should rather expect ‘then 
we cannot help thee. jy ris stands regularly for of tis in the pro- 
tasis. 

411. [votcov, Epic and Ionic for vdeos, cf. potvos, Ecivos.] 

tort, equiv. to g£eort. Adds, ‘sent by Zeus,’ a gen. of origin. For 
dréac Ga cf. 274. 

412. [etxeo; Att. etyou, cf. aideto, 269.] 

dvaxri, really Favaxrt, so the hiatus is only app. cf. 440. 

413-472. At dawn Odysseus and his comrades, by means of the 
rams that go out to pasture, elude the Cyclops, and escape to their 
ship. 

413. [%pav, Epic for epacay, cf. piyev, 91. This -» for -vr only 
occurs in non-thematic historic tenses. ] 

414, ds, elliptical—‘ zo see how, &c. 

parts dpipov, ‘my clever counsel” dpdpav, (which.Curtius regards 
on account of the v as an Aeolic word, conn. with papos ‘ blemish’) 
‘is often applied to persons either in the sense of ‘blameless,’ or 
merely ‘ handsome.’ There may be a pun intended in pijres, which 
answers to the pr tes of the Cyclopes (410) as Odris to of tes. 

415, d8tvav, (ddis) commonly explained ‘suffering as if in travail,’ 
but acc. to Schenkl ‘ writhing.’ @dis is variously referred to 88dnn 
and div. 

416. ImAaddwy, ‘groping,’ most probably to be referred with 
Curtius to root Wad, whence Wadho, cf. Lat. Jalpare. Doederlein 
supposes an adj. Ads from Wade, combined with é¢7 from dare. 
Join dwo . . . etAe. 
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417. evi, (rare) doubtless formed (by a kind of ‘anticipation ’) 
from évi (I r) and itself shortened to ev, 392.] 

[werdooas, weak aor. part. of rerdvyupt, Epic wirvyps.] 

418. ‘to catch, if he might, any one that was going forth with 
his sheep,’ (B. L.) Cf. ef poe . . . Soin, 229 hn. 

[erot, also oteor (Bk. 15. 386) and dieoor, cf. 184n. In this form 
only the « of the stem is displaced by the F]. 

[@tpate, the suffix -e (cf. ’A@nvate yapate) is distinct from 82 (58) 
the latter being almost always added to a case-form, the former to 
the word-stem. Curtius explains the ¢ as arising from 7, and would 
compare these forms with dative or locative forms elsewhere]. 

419. ottw, to be taken with yijmov, while evi dpeoi accompanies 
Amero. @drropat, &c., conn. with Lat. volup volup-tas, &e., the F 
being proved by the forms é¢-oAma, é-éAmero. 

420. Sras. . - yévouro, ‘how all might be for the every best.’ (B.L.) 
Cf. hpataped bras dy’ dpiora yérnrat, Bk. 13. 365.* 

&y’ dptora. The adv. dya, probably conn. with ¢ EX®, cf. ova, 551, 
(acc. to some with 6£vs) meant orig. ‘ prominently ’ and is only used 
with dptotos, cf. 432. For the abstract use of the neut. pl. dptora 
Merry compares ovkér: hurd méXovro, Bk. 8. 299. 

421. daw’. . . ebpotuny, ‘if perchance I might discover,’ cf. 229 n. 

Cavérov, ablative gen. acc. to Ameis. éraipwy Avots would be a 
possible obj. gen. pol aira, reflexive, cf. 406 n. 

422. Ubatvov, ‘I wove’ a very common metaphor i in Homer, esp. 
with the words dddovs and pire. Cf. the use of pamra, ‘to stitch, , 
and so ‘to contrive,’ e.g. op xaxd parropev, Bk. 3. 118. It is pro- 
bable that even Tpvos (for up-pvos) is conn. with root dd; it would 
thus mean a‘ web’ of song. Cf. the name paywboi. 

423. ds Te, &c., ‘as a man will for his life’ (B.L.) cf. Lat. utpote. 
[For jev cf. événv, 164 n]. 

425. dues, only found here as a dactyl, apparently owing to the F 
after o allowing the voice to dwell on the syllable, cf. cuvexyés (74). 
Aristarchus wrote owes. This line and the next are parenthetical or 
explanatory, cf. 319 n. 

Sacépaddor, ‘thick-fleeced,’ Sacvs conn. with Lat. densus. 

’ * This constr., das or és, with subj. in primary and opt. in hist. 
sequence, after verbs of pondering or considering, is common in 
Homer. In Attic the fut. ind. and fut. opt. are used, rarely the subj. 
or other tenses of opt. Cf. also 554. 
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426. toBvedés, ‘ violet-dark,’ from tov (fiov Lat. vzo-Ja, hence no 
hiatus) and dvdqos, conn. with yddos and xvépas (168). The y of 
y»dhos is softened from the orig. x, and the 5 has arisen by the in- 
fluence of the ». 

, ‘pos, for Feipos or Fépos ‘wool, Lat. vellus. Hence the compound 
eipomoxos (443). The Attic (dim.) form is épzov. 

427. adxéwy, ‘silently’ an adj. probably connected with #xa, axny 
from a root ax, seen in dxéopat. 

[Euvéepyov, imperf. of Evvépyw or Evveépya, cf. Zpxaro, 221 n]. 

Atyourt, ‘withies,’ properly the agnuus castus. Conn. with Lat. 
ligare. 

428, ris ém, for émt rais (relative). Note the anastrophe. 

deplora, cf. 189 n. 

429. civ tpeis, &c., ‘taking three together,’ a tmesis. Most texts 
have ovvrpets, cf. Euveeixoot, Bk. 14. 98. , 

alvipevos, cf. aivupévous, 225. -ds justified by stop and caesura. 
ovvaivupat also occurs Il, 21. 502. 

430. [trqv, imperf. dual of efuz, showing the simple root i, So in 
the pl. t-pev, t-cav, while the first sing. is #-a]. 

[céovres, from coo an old form of caf{o}.* 

432. yap, exactly similar to the ydp in 319 (see n.) The line iS 
explanatory,.cf. also 425 n. 

[éqv, cf. évény, 164]. For dya cf. 420. 

433. kara . . AaBdv, tmesis, ‘having laid hold of? 

Aacinv . . . &vodels, ‘curled beneath his shaggy belly.’ The 
acc. with id gives notion of extension, cf. mapa iva, 46. éAvo from 
root fea, whence dé (46) cf. Il. 24. 510. 

434. xelpnv, ‘I lay,’ peculiarly used for ‘I hung.’ 

atrép, &c., ‘and having turned over I held on firmly by my hands 
to the wondrous fleece with patient heart.’ 

aérov, conn. with root dF ‘to blow’ (anus, &c.) 

435. vodewéws, ‘firmly,’ also ‘continually,’ like vodeués (prob. 
neut. from adj. veAeuns.) Etym. very doubtful. Duntzer refers to 
v- and an adj. dens (@AAupt) so ‘imperishably,’ while Benfey 
suggests a connection with #pepa ‘ quietly’ (p often passing into A). 
The adverb goes of course with éyéuny. 

* Hence also odecxov, Il. 8. 363, and with shortening odwot, Tl. 9. 
393. A still older form is cadw, whence fut. cadca, aor. dodwra 
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otpepbes, practically ‘face upward,’ as B. and L. translate. Some 
take it with xepoiv ‘with my hands twisted in,’ ze. to the wool, but 
xepoiy is emphatic enough with ¢yduny, since the others were held 
on by the withies. 

[rerdyért, with indic. rérAnxa, rérha-pev, cf. yeyd-aot, 118 n].* 

488. vopdy 8’, (voudvd’) cf. Bovdurdy 8€ (58) oradudy dé, 451. 

éécovro, a real hiatus, as fapoqv cannot be proved. 

439. Ofer, the fem. is used xara civeow, since pyha precedes. 
We may supply dtes cal atyes. 

[épépyxov, imperf. of pyxdouat (whence pyxds, 124) formed ap- 
parently either from perf. wéyyxa, or from a new present-stem]. 

[avfpedcror, (dv- duékyw). For the q cf. dy-nxeoros (dxéopat), 
ay-7qvep, 213 n.] 

440. of@ara, from odfap, identical with Lat. udev, Eng. ‘udder.’ 
Cf. é-pué-pés and rub-er, 163 "n. 

opapayeivro, ‘were swollen to bursting,’ cf. 390. The plural can 
hardly be explained here as in 109 and 222. Cf. Bk. 10.223. No 
hiatus, cf. dvexri, 412. 

441, erepatero, cf. éripacodpevos, 302. 

442, [éoradrov, indic. éornxa, €ota-pev. CE 435]. 

7d 8é, explained by next line, ‘ but this in his folly,’ &c. 

443. ds of, &c., “how that my .men were bound beneath the 
breasts of his thick-fleeced flocks’ (B.L.) Nitsch and others read 
és ol, “how that they,’ to supply a subject to ééero. With our 
reading of is an ethical dat. (cf. pot, 42, 447), and the subject of dédepro 
must be understood, cf. the second explanation of os et re . . émBetn, 

314 
dpondkov, from eipos—méko (Lat. pec-to) cf. 426. 

444, pidwv, partitive gen. with doraros, cf. 432. 

445. ‘cumbered with his wool, and the weight of me and amy 
cunning’ (B.L.) Merry, after Nitsch, describes Jaxrn kat époi as a 
kind of f hendiadys, “by me sticking to his wool,’ because the ram 
could not exactly be cumbered with his own wool. But possibly it is 
meant that the wool was unusually thick and heavy (cf. 432, and 
Geomevionn, 434) and now ‘he carried Odysseus as well. 

* The = lengthening to n, cf. kexorndre (501) reOynas, retinas, S&e., is 
due to compensation, the suffix -or being originally -for, as the fem. 
-via arose from -vota, -Foota. 
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muxwé, adv., cf. muxwas ixobjoopat, Bk. 1. 279. smuxvés is fre- 
quently applied in Homer to the mind and mental operations, e.g. 
with gpéves, vos, BovAn, &c., in the sense of ‘ wise.’ a 

447, «pi, probably from képas, as 1f xepads. pot, dat. eth., cf. 443- 

[¥rovo, 2nd sing. strong aor. or plupf. mid. cf. da-ecovpeba, 
236 nj. 

The commentators remark that in the Iliad Hector, Achilles, 
and Antilochus are represented addressing their horses. 

448, mapos. . . txeat, ‘of old thou wast not wont to go.’ mdpos 
frequently occurs with the pres. in Homer, as mddat in Attic, and 
dudum in Latin. 

Adappévos. . . oldv, ‘lagging behind the sheep.’ The gen. with 
Aetrreo Gat, on the analogy of verbs denoting comparison, e.g. navacbat, 
occurs again in Homer, viz. Il. 23. 523, AvrtAdyou Aeiwero. In Od.- 
8. 125, we have ot & éAirovro (without the gen.) meaning ‘ the others 
were left behind in the race.’ Note olay disyll. usually éfey trisyil.. 
(441-3). 

449, aot, adverbial, so moAAd, 465. 

vépeat, ‘didst graze on’ (pres. mid.) Contrast the act. vépov (233), 
* shepherding,’ 

450, paxpa BiBds, ‘with great strides,’ an expression generally 
used of heroes, cf. Bk. 11. 539. [fe8ds redupl. pres. part. from the 
root Ba (Baive) formed as if from BiSnys, cf. ioras. A present BiSdo 
was formed by a change to the thematic conjugation]. 

451. cradpdv 8é, cf. vopoy dé 438 n. From root ota (i-ory-pt,) &c. 
cf. Lat. sta-bulum. 

Athateat, cf. Achacopevy, 30. 

arovécofar, this lengthening of a syllable for metrical purposes is 
frequently found in Homer, chiefly in long words, where it is neces- 
sary on account of several short syllables occurring together.* 

452. éowépos, cf. 336. viv adre, ‘now on the contrary.’ 

mavioraros, cf. mavureprdrn, 25. Supply eis (273) or dmovéeat. 

* Thus Ovydrnp has Oiyarépeoot, and GOdvaros, Gkdparos are regu- 
larly used. The reason is different in cuveyés, cf. 74 n, and xardvetor, | 
490. The Scholiasts actually had different technical names for lines 
containing these artificially lengthened syllables, according to the 
particular positions in which they occurred (see Merry and Riddell 
on Bk. 12. 423.) 
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4, here asseverative— surely.’ oi y is pathetic. Observe the 
absence of F in avaxros.* 

455. webvypévov, perf. mid. here followed by acc. as at Tl. 6. 488, 
while at Od. 1..18 the gen. is found. The latter constr. implies 
deliverance fron troubles, &c., in which one has actually been” 
involved, the former keeping clear of them altogether, as Merry 
shows. we : 

456. morubwovhes, ‘endowed with speech,’ for the form cf. moridépmtoy 
234. Properly adjj. in -es are derived directly from substantives, 
e.g., addjes. But Merry compares Sadvdwhers and apryvynes for the 
irregularity. Ahrens reads with some MSS. mori hovqets. 

457, esetv, infin. of purpose, cf. wivew (249) and oddé rts ores . . 
dpivat, Il. 24. 489. [émmy, ‘ where,’ Epic for on. 4 

. @dackdte, ‘is skulking from, conn. with dAéav@a (411). An inten- 
sive form, like dxovd{opa:, 7. Elsewhere intrans. so Bekker reads © 
prvoxd€et. ; 

458, +6, ‘then,’ introducing the apodosis. [So La Roche always 
writes this adv. not 74, cf. 479.] 

*The student must have remarked already that even in the 
_words which undoubtedly possessed fF, it is a movable letter, and 
may be ignored at pleasure ; indeed, its recognition (in the per- 
mission of app. hiatus and the lengthening of short syllables by 
position) is probably an Epic licence, based rather on its former 
existence in the older literature (from which sprung the Epics) 
than on its actual existence in the living language. (1) words used 
in this book both with and without F are ts, 538 and 71, épve, 99 and... 
77, oivos, 163 and 362, éxacros, 114 and 164, ndvs (oF) 162 and 210, 
eid@s, 215 and 281, oikos, 35, and (otkade) 530, etrov, 355 and 279, ézros, 
376 and 224, idx, 392 and 395, avaé, 412 and 452, (cf. dvdooet, 552.) 
(2) Other words used distinctly with F in this book are éoixa, 190, 
épva Oat, 194, etkoar, 209, the reflexive pronoun éo, &c. (oF) 398, 234, 
402, the poss. pron. és (af) 34, épyov, 250, and lodvedés (of) 426. 
(3) A number of words also which are proved etymologically from 
Skr., Lat. and other cognate languages, to have begun with § show 
no trace of it in this book, viz. ;—icos, 42, éraipos, 60, épaat, 222, dpves, 
226, and dpvetos, 444, eiAizrous, 46 and €Ave, 433 (from root fed) etpos, 
426 and ciporékwr, 443, fOopat, (oF) 353 eAmopa, 419. (4) Other 
digammated words occur, ¢.g. éo7éptos 336, but in positions which 
do not allow us to determine whether F is present or not. In the 
case of some words mentioned under (1) viz.—is, otvos, éxagros 
and cidas, the absence of F is only attested by the presence of 
paragogic », but clearer instances occur in other parts of Homer. 
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&AAvEs GAAH, cf. note on dAAnv dddv, 261. The characteristic v 
of the Aeolic dialect appears in dAAvéis, cf. dpipov, 414. 

459. Gewvopévov, following oi, cf. the similar constr. of qyiv . . -_ 
decdvrav at 256 and note. ‘Then should he be smitten, and his 
brains be dashed against the floor here and there about the cave, 
(B. L.) ceive is conn. with Lat. -fendo (of-fendo, &c.) and possibly 
with Skr. haz for ghan, cf. note on Geppaivorro, 376. 

Kab. . . Awpyoete, ‘should be eased.’ For the tmesis &c., cf. 372. 
Mayor enumerates the different forms assumed by «ard through 
assimilation, viz. ;—xdy, xd0, Kak, Kdp, Kay, Kam, Kap. 

460. xaxdy, ablative gen. with verb of removal from. 

obrifavds . . . Obris, ‘Noman nothing worth,’ Hobbes. 

461. dad %, occurred already with same quantity, 398. 

462. eXOdvres. . . Avdpyv, &c., ‘when we had gone a little way 
from the cave and yard, I first loosed myself from under the ram,’ 
&c. As Mayor remarks, the verbs in 463 are equiv. to éAvéueOa, so 
€\Odvres is explained, though formally incorrect.* - 

iPardv, Attic Badv, here used adverbially. 

464, 7a pada, &c., ‘them, the long-stepping flocks,’ cf. paxpé BiBas, 
450. Note the un-Attic positions of the art. and adj. as in 378. 

tavatbroda, from tavads (2.¢. ravafds, ravy being enlarged from rap, 
root of reive, &c) and wovs. The v thus represents f, cf. radavpwos, 
where however the F belongs probably to the second part of the 
compound. Distinguish dyyds from éypos. 

465. wodAd wepurporéovres, often turning back, to look. Two 
other explanations are offered (1) ‘ often doubling’ to baffle pursuit 
(Nitsch), (2) ‘often driving in, sc. into a compact flock, for the 
purpose of taking them down to the ship (Merry). éAavvopev is 
imperf. 

Sp’, ‘ until,’ usually ‘while’ (56) cf. Lat. dum. 
466. domdcro, ‘a welcome sight? ; 

467. tows, ‘the others,’ who had been devoured 
orevaxovro, ‘they were proceeding to mourn.’ 

* Among the similar passages quoted , the most striking is dedo 
& eCopéve yepapwrepos fev Odvaceds ‘when they were both sitting 
Odysseus was the more stately, I]. 3. 211. Somewhat similar is 
Od. 12. 73, of d€ dba oxdmedos 6 pev ovlpavov cipdy ixavet, followed by 
tov & €repoy at tox. In all the other instances quoted, both the 
classes into which the first subject is divided, are expressed in 
the nom., while here éraipous is acc. 
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468. [elwv, imperf. of dam. Of the twelve verbs m which the aug- 
ment becomes ec instead of n, all but éd@ are proved to have begun 
with a consonant (o or F), see Student’s Gk. Gram. § 236]. 

ava... . vetov, ‘nodded back’ in token of refusal or prohibition, 
the opposite of xaravetw (490) which signified assent. With édpict 
however the verb may mean simply ‘forbade,’ by frowning, cf. 
dvéveve xapnart, I], 22. 205, where literal ‘ nodding back’ is implied. 
Acc. to our punctuation kAaiew depends on dvavetov, cf. dvéveuce . - 
drovéec Oat, Il. 16.252. The notion there-however is rather ‘refusing’ - 
a request than forbidding,’ so the other punctuation seems better - 
(with a stop at éxdor@) making xAaiew depend on ov« efor, the clause 
ava... - éxdoTe being thus a striking instance of parataxis, instead 
of dvavetar, &e. 

470. Baddvras, (cf. Baroy év mt pehaivy, Bk; 18. 84) implies haste, 
as the regular word for putting on board ship is éuBaive, used about 
sheep, Bk. 11. 4, (Merry). . 

473-542, Odysseus repeatedly taunts the Cyclops, who hurls two 
great rocks, nearly swamping the ship, and invokes a curse from 
his father Poseidon. 

473. ‘But when I was so far away that a shout’ might (just) be 
heard, lit. ‘ as far as a man makes himself audible by shouting, for 
yéyeve always means an audible cry. Supply rs as subject. Cf. . 
notes on és et re(314), ds of, 443. Nitsch takes vis as subject of amjqv. 

474. wal rét’, cf. 59 n. 

keptoploe, ‘with taunts,’ an adj. used substantively, as peddix toto, 
dvetdeioroe elsewhere. Probably conn. withjxeipw; the old etymol. 
from kjp—répvo is quite exploded. 

475. otk dp’, &c., ‘so he was no weakling whose fellows thou didst 
think to eat by main might, &c.’ (B. L.) odk belongs to dvdAxidos. 
Mayor translates ‘he could have been no weakling, whose comrades 
thou atest up,’ apparently taking gedXes not of the Cyclops’ intention 
but i in another frequent sense, as though the constr. had been ovx 
dp’ eueddev dvadxis avip eivat ob Eraipous Fobtes, &c. 

476, [¥8yevar, non-thematic pres. infin. of 0, cf €ovres, 75.] The 
pres. and fut. infin. are used indiscriminately with pé\Ao, "cf. dhpeo Oat 
379, Ktxnoeo Oat, 477. 

[kparepidt, cf. note on Bindu, 406.) 

477. kal Any, ‘even to the utmost. Mayor compares xal xdpra; 
Soph. Oed. Col. 65, and Lat. vel nimis. Cf. note on A:Aatopéry, 30. 

-tnedde, &c., ‘ were sure to overtake thee.’ 
478, &feo, ‘hadst shame,’ d{onat for ay-jopat from root dy in dytos 
dy-vés, &c. Cf. note on réooapes, 335- 
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479. éo8éyevar, contrast this thematic pres. infin. from éo4w (later 
-€oGia) with the non-thematic éd-peva: from @d. For the o cf. Lat. 
es-ca, conn. with edo. 

tloaro, the various meanings and constructions of rive aud tivopat 
should be studied. Generally speaking, the act. is ‘to pay,’ or 
‘make amends for,’ the mid. ‘to get paid, ‘get paid for,’ ‘ exact 
payment from,’ and so ‘requite,’ as here. 

480. «npdét, a local adv. from kijp (kéap) cf. adrd&, 29. 
481, amropitas, usually written dropéngas. Cf. dwopd£ 350, for the 

3 before p.* 

482. xvavompdpovo, (kvavos-mpapn) ‘ dark-prowed,’ a standing epithet 
of ships, like pAromdpyos, 125.4 

483. This line is so manifestly interpolated from 540 that I have. 
bracketed it, quitting La Roche for once. If the rock fell ‘in front 
of’ the ship, it could not possibly graze the rudder, as the other 
did when thrown ‘ behind’ the ship (uerdmiode, 539) see 540 n. 

484. éxdtobn . . . td, “heaved beneath.” «dite is from root KAv 
whence «Avdev, ‘wave’ and Lat. cloaca. ; 

485. imrapov 84, commonly written #repdvde, cf. 58. Thy of course 
refers to the ship. 

madpAdiuoy, (dAv-pddos) ‘ dashing back’ from the spot where the 
rock fell. 

486. mdypupls, &c., ‘a surge from the deep sea, in apposition to 
xupa, and repeating the idea. aAnpupis, conn. with rAjOw, elsewhere 
has v, and means ‘ flood-tide.’ 

Gépwoe, dc. ‘and drove her to the shore.’ Oéyeoe only occurs 
here and at 542, and is much disputed. Probably it is from de 
root of riOnys (a noun epds is given by Hesychius) and means 
‘ caused’ her to reach, d&ec. 

* Curtius holds that this lengthening (or doubling) in compounds 
and before initial letters was due originally to double consonants, 
since these can be proved to have existed in many cases, e.g. dzro- 
Fpnéas, drro-fpo& and ént Fpnypiv, 150 (pyyvups, root fpay, being akin to 
Lat. frango) péya Fpdmadov, 319, suvexés for ouv-cexes, 74 (cf. tmo- 
dfevas, 377) but that by a mistaken analogy the license was taken 
in the case of words not possessing double consonants, thus, 6¢ 
veéecor, 68 and 145, d€ vipa, I 154, GAAd pio 191, dé péya, 44, KéxuTa 
peyara, 330, Kara potpay, 245, Karavevay, 490. Cf. mepippec, 388 n. 

+ Bekker shows that the correct spelling i is mpapn, not mpapn, since 
it is (like mpupvn) the fem. of an adj. mpépos for mpdepos, a comparative 
form from mpo (beside wpérepas, cf. mparos for mpéaros) and yyis 
awpwpy actually occurs Bk. 12, 230. 
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487. xovrdy (prob. xevréw) a ‘ pole,’ ‘boat-hook.’ 

488. doa wapéé, ‘thrust her out from the land,’ by poling, because . 
. it was too shallow to row. 

éxotpivas éxéevoa, ‘roused and bade’ (simultaneously), the dat. 
belongs to éxéAevoa. 

489, éuBadéev, &c., Merry explains ‘to dash into [the sea] with 
our oars.’ Editors compare zacumbere remis, which seems rather 
to resemble mpomeadrres, 490. [kadmns = kdmgot, Att. xamats.] 

es in’ & . . . hbyoupev, equiv. to the later tmex@uyouper. 

490. xparl xatavetwv, ‘by nodding my head,’ to be taken with 
éxéXevoa, as the command was not given in words, for fear of the ~ 
Cyclops hearing, cf. 497. For xara cf. dawopnéas, 481 n. 

491. Sts ré0cov, ‘ twice as far,’ cf. 473, where it is said that they 
were only just within hearing. The inconsistency is hardly worth 
remarking. 

dda. wpfooovres, ‘making our way over (voyaging over) the sea.’ 
This is probably the oldest meaning of mpdoco ; it occurs with 
kéAevOoy, Il. 14.282, and‘more frequently with a part. gen. so mpyoaaper 
édow, I]. 24. 264. Hence arose the sense of ‘accomplishing’ side 
by side with the material sense of traffic or commerce, cf. wpiéts 
(253), passing into that of ‘doing”* _ 

493. pertxlors, ‘soft, conn. with our ‘mild’ The verb peXioco 
is for petdcx jo. a 

épqrvov, ‘sought to prevent me,’ like mpeonidwr, ‘sought to 
address,’ 492. 

&ddobev Gdos, ‘on every side,’ cf. dAvdis GAAy, 458. 

494. rlwr’ tas, some MSS. have rimre Oehets, but acc. to the 
best critics 6éAw never occurs in Homer. Cf. 403. 

épeOfépev, ‘to provoke,’ conn. with epéOe, gps, &c. 
495. «wdévrov S€, commonly mévrovde, cf. 485. 

496. kal &4, &c., ‘and already we gave ourselves up for lost then 
and there’ (Mayor). The aorist infin. for the fut. is peculiar. 

* The etymology of the word bears this out, since the apak of 
mpdoow (softened into zpay) is an expansion of apa in m-mpd-cKo, 
which is again conn. with wepdw, répynpu, &e. 

{It is occasionally found, not merely with words like Z\soyaz, 
bmioxvéopat, &c., which by virtue of their meaning refer to the future, 
so that no ambiguity results, but even with voui{e, otoua: and gypi, 
e.g. paro yap ticacGa Gdeiras, Bk. 20. 121; évdpioay. . . kparqaat, 
Thucyd. 2. 3. ofua: yap vw ixeretoa: rade, Eur. Iph. A. 462. In 
most of these instances the readings are corrected to the future by 
“some critics. Cf. Goodwin, § 23, N. 2. 
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497. ‘If he had heard any of us utter sound or speech’ (B°L.) 
aidde like yéyova (473), implying distinct speech. [rev, also réo, 
Epic for riwes]. Note that rev 7 form two short syll. by position. 

498. oby kev dpak’, “he would have crushed’ dpdoaw is no doubt 
akin to pyooe, a later by-form of piyyvupe. 

Sotpa, [Epic pl. of dépv, by metathesis for Sdépva, also Sovpara, cf. 
youva, 266], ‘timbers,’ a usual sense in Homer, cf. dodp’ eAdrys, ‘planks 
of fir, Il. 24. 450. Cf. also the Tragic use of ddpu for ‘ ship,’ Aesch. 
Pers. 411, &c. 

499. pappdpe, ‘stone’ or ‘boulder,’ explained by Seiler as belong- 
ing to root pap ‘to crush’ (whence comes pdpvayat ‘to fight,’ and 
possibly pudos, Lat. ola, and other words for ‘mill &c.), but 
usually referred to another root pap, seen in pappaipe, ‘to glisten,’ 
pappdpeos and Lat. warmueor. In Homer indeed it seems to mean 
rock‘of any kind, but in later writers particularly ‘white stone,’ 
Curtius). Here it is a subst., but in IL 16. 735, an adj., with wérpos. 
éxpidevte (dkpis equiv. to dkpts, 400, an Aeolism) ‘rugged.’ 
tércov yap, &c., ‘so far he hurls,’ cf. récony yap, 265. Note the 

absolute use of inp. ; 
501. [xexorydre, cf. note on rerAndri, 435. This perf. of xoréw only 

occurs in the participle]. 
502. [at kev, Epic for édy or #v]. 3-spondee ending. 

503. deuedinv (d-Feixehos, goa, &c.) ‘unsightly’ Observe the 
double acc. with efpnrat. 

504. pdc8at, infin. for imperat. common in Homer. Acc. to 
Aristotle, revenge is never completé till the offender knows by whom 
and why it is taken. 

mrodumdpQtov (cf. 165) ‘ waster of cities,’ usually rrodéropOos, cf. note 
on éAaiveov, 320. 

505. Aagprew, 3 syll. by synizesis. 

507. &, always accented so, when an expression of grief or 
astonishment, often with wézor or pot. 

mwodathara, (rdhat-pyut) as Oéogara from Oeds-pypi. * Ancient 
oracles have come upon me, cf. 477 for acc. 

508. [koxe, iterative tense from eipi]. 
pévris (root pay in pavia, patvopar) ‘a seer, properly ‘inspired.’ * 

* The pdvris is an interpreter of the will of Zeus or Apollo, by 
means of (1) dreams, (2) signs and birds, (3) sacrifices? (Mayor). 
These different classes were called respectively évetpomdXot, viovordAat 
and @vorkdéot. Among the seers mentioned in Homer are Amphi- 
araus, Calchas, Helenus, son of Priam, Halitherses, and Theocly- 
menus. 
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45s, also eds, (whence the adv. év or ed) ‘noble.’ 

509. [ééxacro, plupf. of kaivupar, possibly from root «ad, but of 
uncertain etymology. Some connect it with xa@apds, Lat. castus for 
cad-tus, others with xaie.] 

510. [kareyfpa, a non-thematic aorist (infin. yypavar) from root of 
ynpacke. | 

Kuxddérrevot, probably local dat. ‘among the Cyclopes,’ though 
some make it depend on pavrevépevos. 

511. érlocw, ‘in the aftertime’ (B.L.), also used of place. ds is 
here demonstrative, acc. to Ameis. 

512. xepdy é, ‘at the hands,’ cf. épol civ, 332 
apaprioer Oar ‘that I should lose,’ epexegesis of rdde wdvra. The 

verb is not used elsewhere by Homer in this sense. dams conn. 
with érera, root 6x in dona, &c., cf. note on fap, 301. 

513. eBéypyy, ‘1 expected’? [Cf éhéypny 335, edexro, 353-] 

514. Cf. 214. Mayor compares the Italian epopee, in which the 
giants and magicians are represented as living in constant dread of 
some hero, fated to subdue them. 

515. viv 8é, ‘ but as it is,’ often used in stating the real fact, after 
a wish or false expectation has been expressed, cf. aif’ dedes . 
vov § dpa dkipopos kat duCupds emdeo, Il. 1. 417. 

dkucus, ‘a weakling,’ from kixus ‘strength,’ referred by some tc 
root of kia, kivupat, by Curtius to root Ku, xvéw, ktua, &e. 

516. Sapdcoaro, cf. for the tense macadpeOa, 87 n. 

517. dye Setp’, ‘come hither, cf. Lat. Auc age, and note on ei 6 
dye, 37- 

[wap . . . Qela, Attic wapadG. For the diphthong cf. note on 
dacio, 280. Curtius argues that y is .probably correct in all these 
forms. | ; 

518. wopriy 7” étpive, d&c., ‘and speed thy parting hence, that’ so 
the Earth-shaker may vouchsafe it thee, (B.L.) At first sight 
mopmny seems to follow Sdéueva and the other acc. érpive, but the 
phrase wopmjy érpivey is socommon in Homer that ddpevar, &c., 
should probably be taken as epexegetical. 

519. edxerar efvat, “he avows himself, cf. 263.° Observe sds 
disyll. as often in Homer. ; 

520. ards, ‘he himself, or, ‘alone.’ af xe, 502. Poseidon was 
actually worshipped at Tenos as the ‘healer.’ 

523, alyap .. . Svuvalpny, ‘would that I could.” ai ydp and aide 
are regularly used in Homer, as « ydp and ee in Attic, with the 
opt. (but not with the secondary tenses of the indic.) in expressing 
a wish. ‘Would that I could deprive thee of life and being and 

OD. IX, G 
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' send thee within the hall of Ais (Hades) as surely as even the 
Earth-shaker shall not heal thine eye.’- 

tuyis, not so strong as aiéy. It sometimes means simply ‘con- 
sciousness,’ ¢.g. Il. 5. 696, rév 3 gduwe yruxyn of Sarpedon fainting. 
At 658 he says émeird pe kai Aizrot aia, in prospect of his death. 

524. ebvw, ‘bereft, for féxw from a root va ‘to lack,” whence 
Gothic vans, Skr. das, ‘in want of? 

["AiSos, metaplastic gen. of ’Aidys, beside the regular gen. ’Aidao 
or ’Aidew, for a nom.” Afs never occurs, nor does “Ardns (2 syll.) in| 
Homer. ’Afiéns (4-fd) ‘the Unseen.’] 

dow, also gow, from «is, generally used in Homer as here, after 
the acc. which really depends on the verb of motion. The later 
constr. with gen. only occurs twice in the Od., never in the IL. 

525. és, often used as here in introducing a strengthening clause 
after a wish cf. al yap mwas airdv pe pévos kal Oupds dvein . . . @s odK 
eo bs ons ye Kivas Kesbadjs dwaddaAxot, Il. 22. 348. In some instances 
e.g. I. 13. 828 otras or &s is introduced into the wish itself (in sense 
it must be supplied here) cf. the use of sz¢ in Latin. 

527. xelp’, for yeipe, cf. dverxébopev Ati xetpas, 294. 
aorepéevra a mere standing epithet, as Merry remarks, for it was 

now day. 
528. [«Ad0, non-thematic strong aor. imperat. of kAvw. The only 

other similar form of this verb is mid. part. cAdpevos, though redupl. 
forms xéxAv&t, kéxAure occur. The indic. is thematic, ekAvov, 536. 
Cf. fyvav yrds, EBnv ByiOr, uv ddr, &c.] , 

yatfjoxe, ‘ girdler of the earth, from yata and dyée, gym. Some 
explain ‘possessor’ or ‘lord of the earth,’ while others give quite 
a different etym. from yaiw—éxos, ‘delighting in chariots’ 

529, éredv, ‘in sooth,’ adverbial neut. acc. of ereds from és root of 
eipi, as is shown by the Skr. sa¢-jas ‘true’ (conn. with our ‘sooth ’) 
from saz, originally a-sant, partic. of asa, cipi. We should expect 
éreds, Since o has been lost. 

580. 8és, like da in Latin followed by the acc. and infin. Mayor 
remarks that this is the regular form of prayer in Homer (1) an 
invocation of the god by some title of honour ; (2) the ground of 
the claim introduced by «i; (3) the petition itself. Cf, Il. 1. 39, &c. 

[otkaS’, equiv. to oikoy dé, but peculiar, as oika is not an acc. form.] 
531. An interpolation from 505, omitted by best MSS. 
533. éveripevov, ‘ well built’ (standing epithet.) «ripevos is anon- 

thematic strong aor. part. from root «re (krifo, &c.) Cf. 130. Note 
the absence of the prep. with the first noun ofkov, and its presence 
with the second, yatay, a- phenomenon often occurring in Classical 
Gk. ; however, both constructions occur in Homer. 

[é4v, equiv. to Fy, svam, cf. note on fs, 28.] 
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534. die kaxés, not ‘wretchedly late’ but ‘late and wretchedly,’ 
cf, eiAiwodas édtxas for asyndeton. ¢A@oc and evpor are of course 
true optatives of wish. 

édéoas dro, tmesis and anastrophe, cf. @uyay tro, 17. 
535. dAdorptyns. Odysseus did actually return in a Phaeacian 

ship, Bk. 13. 
& ...otk, For the peculiar position of the prep. which usually 

is only separated from its case by particles or enclitic pronouns, cf. 
Badée 8 év pdppaxa cite, Bk. 10. 2903; rotov dvpdubev éx dépu yains 
Bk. 6. 167. It cannot be explained as an inverted tmesis for évetdpor, 
since that only occurs with disyll. preps. (Merry.) 

537. [Adav, for Aafav, conn. with Aedw, Aevards, &c., Attic Aas. ] 

538, emBuvijoas, * with a whirl? 
8t tv’ cf. n. on is, 71. ‘ He put forth a measureless strength,’ (B.L-) 
arédcBpoy, immeasurable.’ wéAcOpoy is the Epic form of wAé@por, 

meaning orig. ‘a full (measured) distance,’ cf. our ‘measured mile,’ 
since both words come from root wAa in mdéos, wipwAnw, &c. The 
first e in the Homeric forms is no doubt inserted, not original. 

540. rurddv. With our punctuation this adv. goes with perdmode, 
‘a little astern of the dark-prowed ship.’ The old commentators 
joined it with éSeinoev. 8€ is sometimes found in the third place in 
Homer, but only when the first two words are in very close connec- 
tion (Merry. ) 

Beinoe, &c., ‘but he failed to reach the end of the rudder’ or 
*steering-paddle.’ The oijov (possibly from root of in oiow) was 
acc. to Merry strictly the Aandle of the mSddov or steering-oar, but 
here it seems to be used synonymously with it. See Merry’s App. 
Sedw is no doubt conn, with deity ‘to be obliged,’ cf. the fut. of the 
latter Sejoes for Sehyoet. Both are probably akin to dé ‘to bind? 

542. xéporov, here the shore of the little island (rv wpcov, 543, cf. 
116) not of the land of the Cyclopes. 

543-566. They join the rest of the fleet at the tsland, and sail on. 
- 544, &@pdar, ‘together,’ often written 4@péa: (Herodian), shows the 
copulative a (like dAoxos, 41) for original sa, meaning ‘ with.’* 

545. [elar’ for efaro, Att. fro plupf. of fa: with impf. force. ] 
eSupdpevor, prothetic o probably, since dupoya and mdv-dupros occur. 
moribéypevot, ‘expecting,’ [non-thematic aor. part. of édéypny, 513.] 

The aor. part. with aiei is peculiar; it seems to have practically the 
force of a pres., perhaps because dex¢uevor would be impossible in 
Epic verse. 

*This a is found in other words, e.g. d-mas, the breathing re- 
presenting g, a-Beretds d-redos, &C., ‘it sometimes appears as a, é.9. 
d-mrarTpos. 
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546. WopdBoirw, a poetical and expanded form of ydppos, cf. 
yvdbos from yévus. 

. 548. yAudupis. yAddo and kindred words are conn. with Lat. 
glaber, ‘bald’ or ‘smooth.’ 

551. phrov Saropévov, ‘in the division of the sheep,’ a gen. abs. 
. (cf. 390 n. ) since a gen. depending on @£oya is usually either a\ov 

or qTavray. 

toxa, ‘beforehand,’ or as some explain it ‘ specially,’ ‘by prefer- 
ence. Neut. pl. of ¢Eoxes (€x@) ; the form helps to explain dya, 420. 
This ram was no doubt the one that saved Odysseus. 

553. péas, ‘ offering up,’ a frequent sense of péCew and Zpdew i in 
Homer, usually with ipd or éxaréuBas and dat.of the God. Cf. the 
use of facere and oferari in Lat. (not with the acc.) e.g. cam faciam 
vitiula, Virg. Ecl. 3.77. /ustis operata sacris, Hor. Od. 3. 14, 6 

dana cf. “hares 231 n. Common reading gxaov. The thighs 
were the choice parts of the victim offered in sacrifice. 

tprdLero (etym. doubtful ; some refer to éum a form of ér ‘to pursue 
others to za, root of mdopar) ‘heeded’ almost invariably with gen. 
Note hiatus before ipav, as at 56, though Fis not proved. A parasitic 
j may have existed at one time. 

554. 8 ye. For this emphatic repetition of the subject, cf. 288 n. 

peppipiiev, ‘was planning,’ éppypa, pépipva, péppepos, udprus, and 
kindred words are all referred by Curtius to a root pep or pap 
originally smav, whence also Lat. me-mor &c. (not memint.) . For 
constr. with éres and opt. cf. 420 n. 

[dmroAolaro, cf. note on epxaro (221) efaro, 545.] 
556-557 == 161-162, 558-559 = 168-169, 560 == 152, 562-564 = 

178-180, 565-566 = 62-63. 

Merry quotes from Grimm and Lauer a number of medieval 
legends belonging to Persia, Turkey, Roumania, Finland and 
Norway, somewhat similar to the story of Polyphemus, but differ- 
ing in many particulars in each case. The blinding of the giant 
or ogre appears in nearly all, and the escape by means of a ram’s 
skin in most of them, but the device of a false name only in one. 
The general idea conveyed by these legends may be that of brute 
force overmatched by cunning. 
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Price 1s., by Post, 1s. 2d. 

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS TO THE ABOVE, 
Price 2s., by Post 2s. 3d.; or both Volumes in one, Price 3s., by Post 

3s. 5d. . 

1881. 

THE EXAMINATION PAPERS issued at THE THIRD 

EXAMINATIONS, held in June and July, 1881. 

Price 1s., by Post, Is. 2d. 

ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS TO THE ABOVE. 
Price 2s., by Post 23. 3d. ; or both Volumes in one, Price 33s., by Post 

3s. 5d. 

“In an educational point of view these volumes really possess a 

distinctly appreciable value.” —FREEMAN’s JOURNAL. 

«To intelligent parents these volumes afford a very sure and speedy 

means of ascertaining the progress of their children in any of 

' the subjects included within the ample range of the Commis- 
sioners’ programme.” 

BROWNE & NOLAN, 

NASSAU STREET, DUBLIN, 

Printers and Publishers. 








